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Introduction

The inportance of rob-les conceroed with increasing the reliability
and life of machinery is generaly recognized in all brunches of doestic
mac-hinery manufacturing.

The purpose of this book is to correlate and systematize the research
aterial acLusulated by the author in the area of wear and life of motor
vehicle engines over 30 years of work at the Goerk Motor Vehicle Plant,
and also information from the Zavolzhak Egine Plant.

Some of the questions brought to light were published earlier in the
monographs "Breaking-In of Motor Veicle &zgInes," "Wear in Motor Vehicle
&glnes, - aid "Life of Motor Vehicle Xzgines," as well as in a number of
pamphlets and articles appearing in collections ax journals, In this
work, these materials are updated with new investigations In the are sW-
died a are also suppleaented with a theoreticaly based W of experiments
coaucsd previously, with the results obtained.

The iresent book, "kgine Wear snd Engine Life," does not encompass the
entire multitude of questions on this large and complex problem. The aban-
dance of factors affecting reliability and life and the wide variety of
existing types of engine models, differences in their condition of use,
statistical scatter in wear of parts an assemblies, and other reasons
exclude the possibility of dealing with the status and evolution of the
problem exhaustiveLy in a single work, Beside this, due to the wildespread
introduction of the XARSPI system, new resources for increasing durability
an wear resistance in parts, requiring theoretical bases arise daily, ant
new theories arise requirIng experimental checking and testing under condi-
tions of equipment operation. Numerous extreely valuable studlies performed
on samples in friction machines have still not been confirmed by tests of
actual vehicles, and the results of complex studies on complicated assem-
blles contradict resuIts obtained th-ugh analysis of the interaction of
separate parts and units,

Therefore, in the probles of wear and life of aarhine, and particularly
that of motor vehicle engines, the number of "blank spots" is still so great
that any years w still be required to connect the disconnected links
into a strong chain.
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Special attention in the work has been given to aeithods for evaluating
Ewear an to the characteristic features of its occrrence; to experi-entalan theoretical awayses of vaious desIgn, engineering, an service factors

affecting wearg and to the developmt of methods for accelerated testing of
engines for engine life. The ccsplexity of the relationship between the
multitud u factors affecting wear an life is aggrated to a sign ficantdegee by the larg n .br of exstn types and models, of enie. -- ee
for, the author selected only a limited maber of the more serious and
least studied factors for analy-is, and a coparatively sall n"ber of car-
ireted avehicle engines -objec of ivestigation. For subs-

quent correlation, the experiments wrre conducted on models which differed -
in the number and arrangement off cylinders, cystsm of gas diztribution,
waterials of certain parts, and other features. To obtain objective data,
the e ental methodoloy was based on initial expsriments on sal lots
of engines of a single model, with subsequent tuests on large lots. This
sort of mltistage investigation scheme Is a logical continuaton of a large
miabr. of tests performed on models and frictIoa chines.

The book is Intended for lecignors, technicians and researchers In
achinery afacturing at notor vehicle plants, engin-ees in motor vehicle :
repair enterprises and motor vehicle transport etablishients, and also
workers In the &1tific Research institutes and institutions of Higher
Learning who are Interested in the questions of reliability and life of
sachines.

The author extends sincere recognition to his co-workers at the Central
Scientific Research Laboratory o-- Rigines at the Gcerki Motor Vehicle Plant,
witahe help this and pracdng work in the area of engine war awd engine -
life cae abut, and t in advance those writers who, disagreeing with
the wrsend their responses concerninx the book to the adreas of the
pub I sher.
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chapter

The State of the Problem of &Wine Wear and Engine Life

Increasing Egine gaslity Stability

Guaranteeing long life in vehicles, and in particular in motor vehicle
engines, requires cosprensive analysis of the causes and conditions leading
to increased or preaturse wear in parts.

These causes can be broen down into three be categories: design,
erieng, and use. Their effects on wear and life smetimes appmr seps-
rately, but sgiimantly more often tey are cabinsd.

in actuality, isolated design dezlsion without considemtion fOr the
engneeingpossibilities; of manufacturing the parts can to a significant

degree cctrlbute to a decrease in wear resistance. If during design such
raseteza of the unit or cuwponent as cuarence of preventive aintenance

and repairabilty are not considered to the required degre, the total service
lie yielde by them tarns at to be spignfcantly ehorter thin that possible.
In a cas where tbhe mnacturIng plant procedure doe not provide for the
required running- n of vehicle parts friction a-faces, the unavoidable exten-
situ of this process into the initial use situstion can cause prmature wear
in fitted asebes. There are an endless usber of similar examlea testi-
fying to the necessity of sisfltanemas cs the effect of design,

nee rg, am! use factors in crating new machinery, including engines.

The above sttemnU characterize one of the essential methods for
Incrasing eagIn, life and overall engine quality. Another, no less esseatil
factor governing prduct quality to a significant dares in the Instability of
Parts characteristics, beginning with the stock and ending with th* final oper-
atiaes of machining, aseably of subanits, ad eginse break-in.

instability of stock qUlity can appear, for Instance, during restrbu-
tutn of intel stresses in the metal In the praess of achining parts ant

= even during assembly of sabmidts ad the engine as a whole.



Instability of quality also apeares with excessively large assigned tol-
erances of part dimensicns and friction urface roughness, and even more With

violation of such sceigned pez-eters under production conditions. In some
cases, experience points to the necessity of-reducing those tolerances to
increase life ad other chraterist-les of engine quality. It has been estab-
lished, for instance, that the average initial deviation fron norinaZ vlues
of maiwa effective horsepower for the GZAZ I -69 and UA22 -450 engines aver-
ages 6% for '2-51 engines. u_ to 9%5; for GAZ-21 engines, nearly 8%, etc.
One of the min reasons for sUch a significant spread in power indices of new
engines is the extlrezly lc ge range of. tolerances for combustion chamber
volume, ma the difference In cylinder volumes in a s-ingle ugine. Thus, a
difference in comixition chamber volumes of up to 3 oW? is allowed in GAZ-59
and GAZ-51 engines, and up to 2 c3 in G&Z-21 engines, giving a comression
ratio variability on the crder of 0.2:l. The correlated results of tests on
more than 20 engines with accuracy sufficient for practical purposes have
established th&t even this spal a variation in compression ratio can lead to

decrease or increase in power of 2 - 3.% and a change in speed-d-ependent
fuel caum ption of 2 - 5.3%.

In addition, nomniformity in ccanbstion chamber volume causes some
variation in gasoline octane number required. This makes it advisable to
decrease tolerances for the volumes ed differences in volumes of combustion
cI: Yt tns, by t gchining them.

A no less essential factor affecting stability of power and fuel consump-
tion is the prssence of resistance to the gasoline-air mixtare intake. Resis-
tahne prIvrily arises as the result of covering of the intake parts in engine
blocks as a result of gasket or intake mnfold shifting. Formerly, under
engine p ductlon conditions at the Garki Motor Vehicle Plant, covering of
the intake ports reached a value of 2 - 3 2a, which decreased the pasage area
up to 8,%. It was established by the results of a special test that Covering
of the Intake port 'by this amount reduces the miXuua speed-dependent effec-
tive power by an average of 1.5 - 2% and increases minu& specific fuel con-
suaption by 2%. On the basis of these results, measures were introduced at
the Gorki Notor Vehicle Plant to elimimte the covering of intake ports in

enagine blocks.

Along with this, an increase in resistance to gasoline-sir mixture intake
is also promoted by projections and unevenness of foundry origin on the Inner
surface of the intake anifold. Studies of GAZ-21 engines showed that smooth-
ing the Intake mifo- d by prellalasry snd blasting provided an increase in
engin 'powfr of 2 - 3% and a reduction in specific fuel cGOsumption of 5 - .
There has not, however, been sufficient attention directed toward this problem
up to the present time,

Factors regarded as determining instability in Power and econom indices
also include unevenness of mixture distribution among the cylinders, the
presence of liquid-state fuel beyond the carburetor, dissimilar angles of

I GAZ is a trademark of the Gor i Motor Vehicle Plant
2 UAZ is & trademark of the Ul'yanot'sk Motor Vehicle Plant
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ignition advance, unevenness in cylinder cooling conditions, differences in
the level of frIction loss in the cylinders, and many others.

- Similar relations expressing the effect Of initial parameters on subse-
quent instability of engine ouality appear to an even greater degree in rela-
tion to engine life Frequent eases of premature intensive wear in one of the
cylinders of an engine with nomal operational wear in the neighbcring cylin-
ders are evidence of such a relation.

Cases of failure in separate crankshaft pins, or one or two valve stems,
etc., while friction surfaces of other parts of the same type are fully oper-
aticnal are well known.

Firelly, certain lots of production engines are operated without major
overhaul for a duration of 120000 - 150000 vehiele kin, while for other engines
of the came model in fairly similar operating conditions, overhaul after
60000 - 80000 vehicle km is required.

A significant spread in the amount of parts wear takes place even during
the conduct of engine test stand tests under identical conditions, where the
spread is governed only by the effect of design and engineering factors.

Fig. I shows the distribution of parts wear as the result of 100-hr
test stand tests according to plant TU [Engineering Specifications] of 60 GAZ
and ZMZ engines, of which 30 were model GAZ-51 engines, 15 were model UAZ-69
and uAZ-450 engines, and 15 were GAZ-21 engines. I

A scxewhat narrower distribution accompanies higher absolute values of
wear, as seen in the results of 400-hr test stand tests of G0. ani, ZMZ
engines according to GOST CAll-Union State Standard] 491-55, which are present-

ad in Fig. 2.

The d1istribution of cylinder wear as a result of extended operation of
engines in motor vehicles, regardless of the greater absolute value of wear,
is broader than the distributLon during test stand tests because of the addi-
tional effects of a large number of operating factors. Thus, according to
statistical data, normal scatter in mximu cylinder wear in various engines
during service in motor vehicles reaches ratios of 1 3, and in a single
engine is withJn limits of 1 : 1.2 to It 1.8. It has been established that
the d stribution of service lives of GAZ-21 engines before major overhaul lies
within limits of 1 t 1.8 to 1 a 2.2, and that of engines having undergone
Major overhaul reaches 1 a 3.64-. The unevenness off wear in tractor engines is
no less significant. According to data of the Odessa Research Station of
NATI [State Al-Union Scientific Research Institute of Tractors] in 1950, the
amounts of maxIm cylinder sleeve wear varied ever limits of Iii.2 to 131.8.

Results of statistical treatment of parts wear measureents in GAZ and
ZMl engines after extended operation of motar vehicles which confirm A sup-
plement these data are presented in Fig. 3.

-5- A
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performance capability of parts, th. absence of proper organization of research
work, and the lack of scientific foandations behind the necessity of intro-
ducing certain measures into production in order to solve this problem are
basic reasons for the insufficiently high quality of engines produced.

20 2!.

I~
.4-

*,1 " i .I I I "

60 80 100 120 140TWC.9M

Fig. 3. Distribution of Engine Life During Operation of M,tar Vehicles
in the Central Region of the USSR
I. GAZ-511 2. GAZ-M20; 3. GAZ-21

Keys a) frequency; b) service lifel c) thousand km

Underevaluation by managers of enterprises performing investigative and
research tasks and miaAnderstanding of the guiding role of plant laboratories
in determialng the quality cf products have arisen in many cases. Beside this,
objective criteria and methods for evaluating product quality are often
lacking.

In recent years, important advances have been made in this direction,
assisted in many respects by the KANARSPI system. The name of this system is
an acronym of the slogans "Quality, reliability, and engine life from the
first prLAducts." The system is a set of scientific, engineerig, and organ-
izational measures encompassing the stages of planning, production, and oper-
ation of products and ensuring their high quality beginning with the first
industrial prototypes.

The basic characteristic features of this system include the early
design and engineering developrint of the products, all possible eventuali-
ties of scientific research directed toward increasing their reliability,
coordination of tasks and creative collaboration of the fundamental plant
laboratory uork with scientific research institutes, the development of
control and research laUboratories, the devising of objective methods for
evaluating quality of products, development of methodologies for accelerated
test stand testing for life of certain subunits and products as a whole, and
perfection of methodologies for service life testing.

These and a number of other features of the KANARSPI system are guaran-
tees of high product quality. A characteristic example of the use of the
KAARSPI system in engine production at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant is
the systeatic laboratory quality control in parts manufacturing, and, on the
basis of this control, the organization of research into the possibility of

-8-
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increasing engine quality. Thus, in the process of extended obseivation of
final machining operations on crankshaft main and connecting rad journals by
means of multiple mesurements of shape e==o, the dIstribution of this para-
meter was found and is presented in Fig, 5*

These diagrams show that moat of th journals are manufacturd with a
deviation from the cylindrical shape of up to 0.006 mat with a tolerance for
this parameter, set by GOST 4669-54, of 0.01 i. However, a significant num-
ber of journals have been manufactured at the upper limit of noncircular cross-
s3ct! cn,

Meanwhile, in the manufacture of crankshaft journals, sharp "pressures"
alang the edges of the working curfaces of the bearing inserts were observed
at the upper limit of this tolerance, as a result of which premature chipping
of the working coating was ;xomoted. Special tests established that the opti-
mum tolerance for ovality, conicity, and concavity of journals with respect
to running-in of fit should be maintained within 0.006 1m. With this, the
service life of the fitted assembly increases by 50 to 80% and, in addition,
the journal wear rate is more stable.

A typical example of a combined design and engineering saiution to the
problem of increasing engine life in GAZ-51 engines and their modifications
is the modernization of the crankshaft in these engines by changing the direc-
tions of oil passages. On the basis of nmerous investigations conducted
under the direction of A. A. Kuz'min, it was established that the many cases
of premature wear in the second and fifth connecting rod journals which
occurred under operational conditions of these engines were the result of
insufficient lubrication due to the incorrect choice of oil passage angle of
iaclUition.

Design changes made on the basis of these investigations, and assimila-
tion of the modified crankshaft into the production scheme totally eliminated
premature wear in the second and fifth connecting rod journals.

-10-
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Such combined work of researchers, designers, and technicians on decreas-
ing deformation of cylinders in certain models of flathead 6-cylinder GAZ
engines is typical of the KANARSPI system. The deformations up to 0.05 -

0.06 mm which occurred earlier in new engines, with a tolerance for out-of-
round cylinder shape of 0.025 mm, were reduced by more than 30% by introduc-
ing artificial aging of the stock in the production process.

Also, this work was preceded by research on causes of cylinder deforma-
tion, which revealed the redistribution of residual internal stresses in
stock during machining and even engine assembly.

A combined design-engineering solution was also found iL the area of con-
trolling the pore number density and depth of the porous layer on chromed
compression piston rings (this improved running-in and reduced the probability
of the appearance of cylinder scoring); also, in the area of preventing tap-
pet head scoring by means of the introduction of hot parkerizing; 3nd in the
area of improving the running-in of engine parts by using DF-1I additive to
the break-in oil, etc.

The KARSPI system also was a stimulus for developing objective methods
for evaluating the technical conti1ton of engines according to a set of para-
meters -- oil burning and gas leakage; the evaluation of engine break-in -

according to the reduction in mec=anical power loss and stabilization of the
rate of crankshaft revolution in the presence of a metering plate; and
evaluaticn of the effectiveness of measures directed toward increasing engine
life, by developing methodology for accelerated testing. All these and a
number of other questions touching on the problem of Increasing motor vehicle
engine life are illuminated in the following chapters of this work.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the KANARSPI system, introduced
in a number of enterprises in the city of Gorki and its surrounding areA,
has fully justifitd itself. Due to this system, the serrice life before
major overhaul of 'Volga" automobiles was increased from 120,000 to 200,000
km, and the life of GAZ engines was increased from 120,000 to 160,000 vehicle
km at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant.

The "DvIgatel' Revolyutaii" ["Engine of the Revolut".Cn Plant increased
the engine life of 6436/45 diesels by 50., increased that of 423/1 diesels
from 15,000 to 20,000 hr, and increased that of 10GK gasoline motor compres-
sors from 30,000 to 50,000 hr. The KAJARSPI system has had no Iess an effect
upon introduction at the "Krasnoye Sormovo" Plant, at the Gorki Television
Plant imeni Lenin, and at other enterprises.

Terminology and Classification of Wear in Motor Vehicle Engines

A review of terminology facilitating the interpretation of various phe-
nomena, parameters and values usually precedes the establishment of classifi-
cations and the analysis of criteria of understanding of a problem, it
should not be supposed that terminology will solve or decide the outcome of
the problem to any significent degree. However, different interpretations of
terminology and definitions sometimes lead to confusion when they are used,
thereby complicating solution of certain problems. Terminology in the area

I -- -11-



of reliability and product life is developed to a much greater degree in the
radio electronic industry.

The results of this work were made the basis of State Standard 13377-67,
"Engineering Reliability," which established the basic concepts and terms in
the area of product reliability*

In accordance with this standard, the most common concepts character-

izing machine quality, and in particular engine quality, are performance

capability and reliability. Performance capability specifies the state of an

engine at which it can perform given functions with parameters established by

the requirements of the technical documentation.

Performance capability is signified by operating indices and limits of

their change allow.ble in operation. It is governed by wear resistance and

durability in parts and subassemblies of the engine, the stability of adjust-

ments and heat conditions, etc., as well as by zero-defect design, engineer-

ing, and manufacture. Reliability is understood to mean the property of the

engine to perform given functions while maintaining its operational indices

within established limits over a required tie period or required running
time period. Reliability of any product, and n particular of a motor vehicle

engine, is characterized by freedom from failure, repairability, preserva-

bility, and long lifa. Therefore, long life is an element of the more general

concept of reliability and manifests the ability of the engine to maintain its
performance capability up to the terminal state, with necessary interruptions

for technical service and repairs.

The terminal state is in turn characterized by the limiting values of

wear, clearances, pmer3 fuel consumption, oil burning, and blow-by of gases.
It is determined in general by either # limiting decrease in efficiency or by
safety requiremente, and often by economic expediency. In this case, the

question is that of optimum engine life. The most impe-tant index of life
is useful life or so-called running tie of the engine ip to the terminal
state, which is specified in the technical documentation. This index is

called the "reserve", or when the discussion is based ca the calendar dura-
tion of operation, the service life of the engine. Thoz "reserve" before first
overhaul, between-overhaul "reserve", average "reserve", intended "reserve",

ga a a- "reserve" and so forth are different, and for 3pecial conditions of

stand or road testing there may be a specially defined "reserve". The basic

statistical indices of the life of machine elements in this concept are the
average "reserve", which characterizes the running life of a product up to
its terminal state, and the gaama-% "reserve"3, which represents the life of

a selected percentage (gamma %) of the products.

The task of machine manufacturing in tbe area of increasing the life
time boils down to the necessity for increasing the average running life of
the product, i.e., increasing the level of the running life and gamma-% run-
ning life, which increases the running time before early failures and reduces

the number of same. A reduction of the scatter in the running lives is also
needed, along with better matching of the average running lives of the more

3 [Translator's notes Hereinafter, the narrowly-defined word "reserve" will
be translated "running life'P.
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critical parts, subassemblies, and assemblies of the machines. Study of ques-
tion3 of long life in products, including otor vehicle engnes, is primarily
bar-ed on research into parts wear and on development of methods for reducing it.

This area of knowledge dealing with lifetimes contains a whole range of
special terms and definitions which are not present in GOST 13377-67. The
majority of them axe commonly known, but many authors assign different meanings
to them. In connection with this, Table 1 presents the most important terms
and definitions used in the following chapters of this work. The terms and
definitions presented in Table 1, for example, initial, operational, premature,
and terainal wear of parts, and also wear and tear, rate of wear and tear, and
others, depend on the effect of many factors, which can be broken down into
three main categories: design, engineering, and uce factors.

These factors in essence define the magnitude and character of wear, whose
classification promotes the development of measures increasing the life time of
motor vehicle engines.

Such a classification can be subdivided with respect to periods and types
of wear. It has been accepted in the literature to consider three periods of
wear: initial wear or running-ini settled wear, corresponding to the per-
iod of nomal operation; and catastrophic wear, characterizing rapid loss of
performance capability.

Table I

Term Definition and Characteristic

Initial wear or running-in Change in parts condition, as a result of which
of parts the preparation of the engine to absorb opera-

tional loads is effected. This is achieved by
using assigned methods and conditions for
breaking the engine in.

Running-in capability The capacity of engine parts to be run in with-
of parts cut the appearance of scoring, seizing, deforma-

tions, and other phenomena which cause defects,
failure, and piiature wear.

Operational wear of parts The result of the destruction process of a
part's surface caused by mechanical & heat loads,
corrosion, and other factors; accompanied by a
loss of weight, usually a distortion in shape,
and sometimes by a change in the condition of
metal surface coatings

Wear and tear oa parts The process of constant change in parts parame-
tars with a loss of weight and usually with
distortion in chape. It is brought on by the
effect of causes listed in the definition of
the preceding term.
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Table 1, cont.

Term Definition and Characteristic

Rate of wear and tear The increase in wear per unit time. When ox-
on parts pressing the duration of service by the ser-

vice life of a motor vehicle, the term "wear
and tear intensity" is used. The instantane-
ous rate of wear and tear is equal to the
first derivative of the wear with respect to
tine.

Premature parts wear The result of the destruction process of parts
surfaces during the running-in or initial
operating periods, characterized by a weight
loss of a degree normally associated with older
engines. It usually arises as a result of
seizing and scoring of the friction surfaces,
extreme deformation, and other similar causes.

Terminal parts wear The maximum value of wear of parts or clear-
ances in their fits, above which the further
operation of the engine Is impossible or inad-
visable. It is also characterized indirectly
by a limiting rise in oil burning, etc.

Wear resistance of parts The capacity of a part to resist wear and tear
under defined conditions and within set limits.
It is characterized by properties of the mater-
ial, the design of the part, and the technology
of its manufacture.

Durability of parts The capacity of parts to resist all types of
destruction or changes in form under the effect
of loads and environments under set conditions
and within set limits. High durability ensures
engine operation without breakdown and without
harmful resalts of wear, corrosion, etc.

Endurance of parts Capacity of engine parts to resist destruction
under the effect of multiple repetitive load-
ing. "Fatigue strength" of parts is a synony-
mous term,

Deformation of parts The process of changing the parameters and
shape of a part without a loss in the weight,
caused by the action of mechanical and heat
loads. It is determined by properties of the
part, and by techniques and conditions of the
engine's use.

Research in recent years, including research by the author of this work,
forame a basis fer more detailed and clear demarcation of the periods of wear
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In motor vehicle engines.

In particular, it is expedient to classify the first stage of wear as
the period of full running-in, after which the micro- and macrogeomedric
running-in of the parts' friction surfaces are effected, and the indices of
mechanical power loss and effective power, as well as such parameters as pe-
cific fuel consumption, oil burning, and blow-by of gases through the piston
rings are relatively stabilized. Upon the completion of full runni -in,
the engine can be considered readIy to accept operational loads. The duration
of this period is on the average 60 - 80 hours of engine stand testing under
loads accoring to the conditions of G0St 491-55, which corresponds to 2500

=3500 km of vehicle ser-ice. For the majority of modern motor vehicle engines, M
full break-in corresponds in time to approximately 1,5% to 2.Toa of the total
period of operation before major overhul. According to the proposed clasi--
fication, full break-in is divided into initiael and concluding periods. The
initial period occupies a time period of from 20 min to 3 - 5 hr, depending on
conditions and methods of the engine break-in and also on the engineering
sophistication of the production process and size of the motor vehicle enter-
prise. The preliminary cutting, evening, and smoothing of roughnesses on the
contacting macroprojections of the friction surfaces of parts takes place
during this period, and in this way, the area of their actual contact increases
somewhat.

In the initial running-in period under favorable conditions. a sharp
lowering of the specific pressure in the parts of the cylinder-piston
assembly, a decrease in mechanical power loss, and a lower probability of
subsequent appearance of sources of scoring on the operating surfaces are
observed. Quite frequently in the process of initial running in, particles
of metal and abrasive which are products of initial wear remaining following
mechanical machining participate in the friction between the parts. These

lubrcaton.Theloclatkthe fdsraceson Parics of hi croiu wae h

particles are incorporated in the working surfaces of the prts, and leave

oesrachey agroovea. inthe fitltion sufhes Parcesolct cmume whifch

ae. hed offIncte oinitial stage of running in of porous-chromed cylinder
rins re ariclays haesous and n eouor

This tage of running-in is carried out as a rule on test stands and not
under conditions of service# Special Care 4 callec. for since very serious
stresses on the friction surfaces of the parts can arise as a result of high
specific pressures and high local temperatures, accompanied by insufficient
lubrication. The local attack on the friction pairs in this caLse takes the
form of chipping, smoothing, and shearing off of the surface unevennesses,
over a very large area. The dislocation of these wear products; causes surface
damage. The prorsence of high local temperatures brings about plastic flow
of the surface layers of the metal, and when the oil film is broken,, scoring
and seizing of the surfaces are promoted. This Is what mak~es the initial
Period of running-in very Important * Many researchers have hypothesized that
this is the place to act to bring about subsequent wear resistnce of the
Parts and long engine life.

Such a view, however, should be considered immoderate,, since there is no
set of conditions of running-in nor is there a type of break-in oil, as
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research has shown, which can bring about increased resistance of friction
surfaces To wear to any significant degree in such a short time, with the
exception of cases where scoring has occurred in the initial -running-in. The
only measurespossible in this area are wsans of preventing grooves and scoring
and other surface damage, and those shortening the length of the period of
initial running-in.

In the second period - the period of completion of running-in - the
possibility of influencing the subsequent wear-resistance and life seems to
be somewhat greater. In this period the very intensive processes of redis-
tribution of residual stresses in the cylinder block and other parts, and the
gradual evenirg off of icroirregularities in the shape of the friction
surfaces occur, and their optimal microgeometry is established, and relative
stabilization of the clearances in friction pairs comes about. The intensity
at which all these processes occur is controlled by the operating conditions
of the engine and the type and quality of the oils and additives used, and
it also depends upon the type of metallic coverings used for running-in, the
chemical treatment of the friction surfaces, and a number of other techniques.
This period of running-in occurs during c~zvice, but under roduced velocity and
load conditions.

In the period of the completion stage of running-in, the various forms
of initial wear are clearly manifested. A third period, called the period
of settled wear by most authors, is not entirely appropriately named thus,
hence the instantaneous rate of wear and tear - which is the most objective
criterion of the dynamics of the development of wear - experiences small
chaL, v only for a certain period, after which it monotonically increases.
Accordingly, for classification of this third period, which ought to be called
operational, it is preferable to subdivide it into periods of stable and
gradually increasing wear and tear.

Experience shws that the period of stable wear and tear comprises onl
7 - 10% of the entire period of operation of the engine up to major overhaul.
It is characterized by relative constancy or negligibly small variation of
all the basic indicators, in particular the effective power, the mechanical
power loss, oil burning, blow-by of gases, etc.

The length of this period indicates the degree of perfection of the design,
manufacturing technology, and operational methods of the engine, and serves
as an initial criterion for evaluating the subsequent life tine.

The period of gradually increasing wear and tear is the longest, and by
nature characterizes the life time of the engine The length of this period
is inversely proportional to the growth of instantaneous wear and tear. The
importance of operating technique - starting conditions, operating conditions,
timelinesof preventive maintenance, use of appropriate fuel and lubricants, etc.
shows up particularly here.

The final, fifth period of catastrophic, or progressive, wear is very brief
under conditions of correct operation. The onset of this stage indicates
th.t a major overhaul is necessary, since in many cases further operation of
the engine becones unprofitable, both from the polut of view of -. Loss in effi-
ciency with respect to the operating parameters, and because of a sharp
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increase in oil burning, blow-by of gases, and, corsequently, increased
conditions of toxicity.

All the classifications of the periods of wear and tear are determined by
the variation in the wear, instantaneous rate of wear and tear, the effective
power, the mechanical power loss, oil burning, blow-by of gases, and other
Indices.

One can base a classification of the types or wear of automotive engine

parts on the basic characteristics of the conditions of friction and lubrication.
These characteristics reduce to two basic types of-frictions contiguous
(semifluid) and f luid (hydrodynamic) friction. In contiguous friction,
characterized by the presence of a very thin covering layer of oil, no more

than o.1 microns, the resistance to movement is determined by the value of
the molecular interaction of the friction pair. Contiguous friction arises
at low sliding rates and high loads. These fitted assemblies operate under
such conditionsi cylinder - upper piston ring, valve - valve guide bushing,
can - valve tappet, and other friction pairs.

In fluid friction, which is characteristic for crankshaft bearings, the
oil layer takes on a lifting capacity, which guarantees the stability of the
friction process. The friction course here is not determined by molecular
interaction forces, but by the viscosity of the lubricant. Fluid friction is
assured by the proper shape of the part surfaces, sufficient slipping rate,
and relatively small loads.

Despite such varied and severe conditions relating to the friction and
lubrication of parts, which are moreover intensified by the effect of a number
of design, engineering, and use factors, rasearchers working on particular
types of wachinss ana relying on the classifications of wear types proposed by
M. M. Khrushchov, I Y. Kragel'skiy, and B.I. Kostetskiy have in recent years
attempted to devise a classification of wear in these machines. In this book.
in the main, the classification of types of wear and tear of parts of auto-
motive engines used is that proposed by M. M. Khrushchov and co-workers at his
school. In this classification, mechanical, molecular mechanical, and
corrosion-aechanical forams of wear and tuar are differentiated.

Abrasive wear, in this classificalon, may be considered a type of
mechanical wear and tear, in most cases of operation of parts linkages in
automotive service. Some authors - elieve that this form of wear is the dominant
form of operational wear of cylimineri. Under this concept, products of wear
and other abrasive particles =ast inevitably appear between the friction surfaces
of parts, and act together with contaminants in the air or the lubricant. These
hard particles plastically deform one or both of the friction surfaces of the
parts, forming grooves of various depths and widths, scratches, x even broken-off
pieces. Investigations of abrasive wear or cylinders have been carried out by
K. R. Louis, S. Ye.Watson, N. F. Pochtarev, I. N. Velichkin, M. P. Zubietev,
and many other specialists.

Another type of abrasive wear and tear in fitted .rts of auto-otive

engines takes place beside that one mentioned, when structural elements of
the material of one pert of a fitted pair act abrasively on the material of
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the other. A typical ezzzple is the abrasive action of chromium particles from
porous chroxed piston rings on the active cylinder surfaces.

Wear resulting from plastic deformation, in which, under the action of a
transmitted load, changet3 in the microgeometric dimensions of a part withowt
loss of weight occur, is also regarded as mec- anical wear and tear. The frequent
deformations of cylinder sleeves, pistons, and rods are examples of precisely
this form of wear.

Wear arising as a result of fe tigue stresses under the action of regularly
varying loads is also considered among the mechanical forms of wear and tear.
This form of wear, accompanied by chipping of the active friction surfaces,
arises most often on crankshaft bearing inserts.

Chipping is also eLco utered on the active zylindrical surface of piston
rings, and shows up in a variety of forms of erosion degradations which are
unconnected with fatigue phenomena. The cause of the erosion of pi--on rings,
according to A..S. Mikeladze, is the occurrence of severe wear under conditions
of boundary and even dry friction.

Some investigatorb explain these phezonema by local seizing of the metal,
while others feel that they arise from gas corrosion, but V. F. Yankevich
confirmed, on the basis of a number of studies, that the cause of the ercsion
is the formatirn of fria:6le "white" layers on the piston rings, as a result of
carburization of the metal of the rings under imperfect cona t-with the
cylinder surface.

Thus, mechanical we-r and tsar is characteristic of mnay parts of auto-
motive engines.

Molecular mechanical we~r and tear, the characteristic s!,gns of which are
scoring and transfer of particl s of metal from one of the fitted surfaces to
the other, arises very often in fitted surfacea of parts of automotive engines.

It is well known that molecular action increases with increasing temperature;
the degree of this intertation is influenced by the structure and, consequently,
the hardness of the ms"AC~s of the fitted parts. The acoring which occurs in the
cylinders of automobile ,ngines at the friction surfrces is often the conse-
quence of the breaking o:; the il film ana of molecar seizing, juad ng from
the iridescent tarnish which accopanias it. This form of wear can be con-
sidered among the rlecu-sr mchn ical fcras of wear and tear, in our class-
ification. However, in the classification proposed by M. M. Khrushchev, the
influence of th temperat,=e factor is not conidered, and in the cae given
it is entirely appropriate to de3ignate this form of wer and tear as what B. I.
Kostetskly called heat wear or seizing wear of the second (II) kind.

Actually, in the sevore friction conditions, aggravated by various iefor---
ations, in cylirders ana piston rings the temperature in the upper sones nay
exceed the critical texperaturs of ordinary mineral oils, which is equal to
2200 C. Above this temparature, such oils lose their useful properties, and
no longer reduce the molecular interaction of the fitted surfaces of the
parts. Seas authors are of the opinion that etallic seizing of the naterial



of cylinders and piton rings is +,he basic factor determining the degree of
cylinder wear. In order to increase plastic doformation, which enables seiz-
ing, it is reccaended to choose aloys which have increased resistance to
this phenonena, or to apply surface coatings which prevent seizing. The scar-
ing of valve stems and valve guide bushings as well as of tappet heads
and cams on the camshaft, which aze often seen in examinations of engines, can
also be classified as manifestations of typical forms of molecular mechanical
wear and tear, which basically coincide with what B. I. Kostetakiy called
seizing wear of the first (I) kind.

Evidences of corrosion which arise on the cylinder walls, in particular
in cold starting of engines, and also as a result of the action of combustion
products of the fuel, are typical instances of the corrosion-sechanical form
of wear and tear.

The theory of corrosion wear of cylinders which was proposed by G. Rikemdo
in 1933 was later expanded on and made more precise by K. William, A. Taub and
other scientists. According to the current concept, corrosion wear in engine
cylinders is caused by chemical or electrochemical processes.

Chemical, or so-called gas corrosion arises through the action of sulfur
dioxide, oxygen, and oxygen compounds an the metal under conditions of high
temperature. The essence of this type of corrosion lies in the presence in the
medium of a compressed mixture of various acids - among them formic, acetic,nitric, and carbonic, under conditions of high temperature; as well as aldshydes
and other oxygen-containing compounds, carbon dioxide, sulpher dioxide, and
water vapor.

These acids corrode the metal and the corrosion products are converted into
friction compounds; t.hus, the wear acquires arasive character. Blectro-
chemical, or acid, corrosion is a consequence of the action on the metal of
electrolytes of sulfuric, carbonic, and other acids at lower temperatures.
Coming into contact with the working surfaces of the cyliaders, these acids

? destroy the structure of the surface costing, and the corrosion fi m formed
on the surface is continuou ly removed by the piston rings, incresing the
intensity cf wear.

Electrochemical corrosion occurs to a still greater degree when fuels with
sulfur contunt are used. For engines which operate under varying conditions of
speed and load, the content of sulfur in the fuel. should not exceed 0.2 to0.4%. A limiting value of under 0.1% should be aimed ato

The theory of the predominant influence of corosion on the wear of
cylinders of automobile engines is advocated by many domestic and foreign
Investigators.

Some of these have remarked that corroion wear and tear is chaacterist~c
not only for cylinder walls and piston rings but also for other friction su-
faces, among them crankshaft bearings. However, other investigatora, In mr-
ticular L. De'yanov, while confirming the increase in wear intermsty when
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thermal conditions in the engine have decreased, explain this relation not
through corrosion phenonema but by a change in the properties of lubrication
and the friction surfaces.

The work of i. M. Lenin, I. Yas Raykov, I. 1. Sidcrin, and I. L. Zubarev,
which determine the effect of the flow of hot fuel mixture on wear of cylinder
walls, formed the connecting link between the "corrosion*, 'abrasive", and"molecular" theories of wear as expiar~ticms for the unevenness of wear dis-

tribution cir-cuferentially and the developiaent of "peak wear*.

There are many other investigators who have confirmed the predominance of
either corrosion or abrasive wear of cylinders atd piston rings; as well as
wear by seizing. However it is expected that each of these form of wear can
occur predominantly or concomitantly, depending on the conditions of use
of the motor vehicles Therefore the contradictions between the adherents ofthe various theories of the origination of the types of wear are not fundamental.

In general, it should be noted that the currently used mthodology of
classifyL-4 types of wear into predominant and concomitant is very con-
venient for analysis of phenomena of wear and tear of samples made of various
materials at vari-s speeds and loads, but not In internal cotustion engines.
it happens that the extremely rapid cha.ge in the operating conditions of
pa-ts under the unsteady operating regimes which prevail causes eich a frequent
change of the conditions which lead to one or another type of wear that there
is no opportunity to wake the distinction between predominant and concomitant
forms.

In connection with this, the development of varicas measures to increase the
life of engines is possible only by co r the various forms of wear sep-
arately, and completely covering all three basic forms mechanical, moleclar-
mechanical, and comroslon-mchanical wear and t.r,

Life of Various Automotive Engine Models

Life of an engine is determined by the extent to which it preserves its
working capacity up to the terminal state - with he aesary interruptIons
for technical servicing and repair. The stastical index of engine life is the
average running time uP to the first aJo overhaln* L this overhaul the

,Dsic gr'pa of tem.s are treated acco--92.r to an established scheme of ov-.
haul parameters; 1r! paticular, the cylinders of the engine block are bored
out and honed, the crnk ALE are reground, and new bearing inserts are instnlled,
On the whole, the concept o life time is gweed either by a limiting decrease
in Cfficiency or by requirements Gf safety ad econcy.

The opti al inits of operation of various models of eng nes sill camlot
be considered to have been established; consequently, the annua losses on the
national scale are tstiated in the million of rubles.

These losses are nainly the result of insufficiently ojnjective evaluation
of the terminal technological state of the engine, whereupon the latter is
sent to mjor overhaul- without urgent necessity.
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In practice, tht need for major overhaul of an engine is usually based on
a drop in power, an increase in the rate of fuel and oil cosmaption, smoking,
an increase made in the noise by fitted parts, drop in oil prssure, etc

At the same time, the power of an engine falls a smaell amount along with
wear, sometimes the fuel consumption does not increase, en increase in the rate
of oil consumptiou is possible due to leaks in the crankcase sea ari gaskets,
and oil pres ure may drop as a result of wear on parts of the oil pump.

There are lLter-ture data to the effect that, following 100,000 ka of
service of a motor vehicle, the power of the engine may be reduced by %
overall, and the rate of oil consumption may be reduced by 7% or more by the
removal of scale from the gapa in the platon rings. This is evidence that
major overhaul of the engine is not necessary.

.ll the above are primary factors which complicate generalization and Eta-
tistical treatment of the information abcet life times of engines.

Another factor is the extreme scatter in tha amounts of weur, not only in
various models of engines, but even in engines of the sae model or in duplicate
parts on the same engine.

n Thus,, the comparison of life times of various mocule of Soviet automobile
engines is a comlex problem; and it is particularly hard to comsaro this sta-
tistic with that for foreign motor vehicle engines. This difficulty is ex-
plained by the extreme vaeriation in conditions of use. The latter ia described
in thze literature, and reduces to the followings

1. Most countries have relatively more favorable and leas variablz climatic
coaditios, as well as road surface conditions. &rope ait areas of the USA
have a favorable effect on the life time of foreign motor vehicle engines.

Predominance of cold climate in our country over warm (in a ratio: of 8:l(L%)
promotes more intense corrosion wear of cylidbrs, to a significant degree, and
the absence of good roads and the dustiness of the surrounding air favor the
growth of abrasive vear of basic parts and fitted assemblies.

2. The rather high intensity of operation of motor vehicle fleets in the
US&I in comparison with fleets in foreign contries also lovers the life time
of Soviet engines, hence the frequent changes of loads and rpa
ucrote increased 'esr of parts associated with the cylih.cir and piston, and
degradation of beazings and other parts.

3. The not slays satisfa-toy quality of aaterials used, the insufficiently
wide application of specialized adt multifunctlonal additives to the oil,
the low quality of overhal work, and the untimeliness of preventive main-
tenance also shorten the service tim, of domestic motor vehicle engines in coa-
parison with foreign ones.

In short, the conditions of service of motor vehiole engines govern to a
large dgree the appearance of various types of wear.

Comparisons sometimes encountered in literature which favor foreign models
in their engine life are not always completely objective, since they omit the
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conditions of service of the motor vehicle. In this regard, the experience of
utilization of foreign motor vehicles on our territory in the Second World
War was very telling; the engines displaytid very low life times. Thus, Stude-

baker automobile engines required major overhaul after a service life of
40,-50,000 km, Chevrolet -- after 10,-2C,000 1cm, Willys -- after 10,-12,000 km,
etc. There are also data on the resultti of use of automobiles of various brand
names in different regions of the USSR in 1955-1959. Thus, "Hercules" enginem
on "Diamond" automobiles had a period of sircvice before major ove,±"-:l of
125,000 km, "MAK" engines -- about 135,000 km and "Tetrr .1*- between
50,000 and 60,000 ka, etc.

Comparative road tests, carried out on a limited scale, of certain models
of foreign and domestic engines typically have held them to have comparable
engine lives; this applies even more with respect to diesel engines.

A number of methods are used to evaluate engine wear and engine life; these
are described in detail in Chapter II of this book. Complex data on the amount
of oil burning and the blow-by of gase, are considered the most objective
indicators, under conditions of vehiclo use; also the rate, or average rate, of
wear and tear (specific wear) which liut the life of parts and, chiefly,
cylinders.

The rate of wear and tear of the cylinders in an engine varies depending
on the type and design of the motor vehicle in which the engine is inh ailed.
It varies markedly under the influence of operating conditions and also time of
operation. Conseatiently, the evaluation of life time is sometimes accompanied
by large errors.

Indeed, acc(rding to previously published data, ZIS-5 engines on ZIS-5/8
buses, operating on highway routes, had a specific cylinder wear of 13.8-14.7
micronsil000 km, and in operation under urban conditions, 18-34.8 microns/l000 km,
while the rate of wear and tear of engines on the identical type of vehicles
during long trips was 6-8 microns/l000 m.

Specific wear of cylinders of ZIL-120-124 engines installed on ZIL-150,
-151, -155, -156, -585 and other vehicles, used on short trips, was 7.1-7.4
microns/l000 ka and in operation of tho engines on buses over long nonstop runs,
it did not exceed 3.4-9 microns/1000 Im. An analogous axanple may be given for
GAZ-51 engines used on identical types of automobiles under varying conditions.
When they were used in highway transpoat, the rate of wear and tear of the
cylinders was 1.1-1.2 microns/lO00 kai under urban conditions, it was 3.3-4,l
microns/lO00 1m; under road tests, 3-3.5 microns/ 1000 km; in
road tests under severe conditions over several months 8-9 microns/ 1000 ka
and under relatively Zavorable conditions of use over a period of service of
30-50 x103 km, 1.5-4 microns/lO00 ka.

The variation of rate of wear and tear of cylinders of engines of different
periods of vehicle service even under identical service conditions has its indivia-
ual peculiarities Thus, for cylinders of GAZ-+-20 engines, there was character-
istically a rise in the rate of wear and tear during a service aileage of up to

100,000 ka, followad by somewhat of a decrease. In GAZ-21 engines it tends to do-
crease continuously with running time until the period of terminal wearl however,
not in a regular way, since not only is engine design a factor but also
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Al. of this is evidence that estimation of engine life from the rate of parts
wear is an approximation, and it is a complex matter to generalise about
the sometimes contradictory information an this question.

R. V. Kugel' studied a large number of Soviet and foreign data and estb-
lished the following average values of rate of wear and tear of cylinders
of contemporary motor vehicle engines when operating instructions are observed,
freight trucks, used on long daily runs under favorable thermal conditions -

3-4 microns/ 100 Csic] ks under varying conditions, primarily fairly short
average daily runs - 4-6 microns/lO00 kal and on short trips with frequent
stops ano unfavorable thermal conditions - 6-8 xicrons/lO00 ks, Automobiles
with small displacement have an average -at* of wea and tear of 4-7 icron/00
kal with medium displacement, 4-5-5.5 microns/lO00 km and with large displacement
around 3 microns/100 km.

The --ate of wear and tear of carbureted engines used on motor vehicles under
ureban conditions with frequent stopping and uneven operating conditions lies in
the limits of 3-5 microns/lO0O kal that of cylinders of diesels under the dame
conditions in the limits of 2-3 microns/1000 km. For the latter, when used for
long runs with infrequent stopping, the rate of wear and tear is 1.5-3 microns/
1000 km.

In this the author has taken as the terminal value of wear of cylinders in
engines of trucks and buses 300 icrons, and for automobile engines
with sall, medium, and large displacement 250, 300, and 400 microns, respective-
ly. The data presented, despite their tentative character, are of great value

mtbe point of view of the possibility of using then to compare types of wear
and tear of eylindere of various engines, including obsolete engines, those
becomir.g obsolete, and models which are relatively in the design stage.

Values of the average rate of wear and tear of cylinders and other parts
of a number of models of engines, based on relatively favorable conditions of
use in the interval 30,-50,000 ka of service life of motor vehicles, generalized
from our data and the literature sources, are presented in Tabla 2. Data on
relatively new models of engines cannct be presented, since the present ccrrelations
are possible oaly tith rebulta of the operaticn of large number of vehicles
over many years.

Because of the extremely wide scatter in the absolute and spacific values
of wear, the data of this tuble and of those following are approximate.

The rate of wear of 4-cylirder flathead GAZ engines was lower than that
of 6-cylinder GAZ-51 and GAZ-63 engines installed in freight vahicles, Briefly,
this can be explained by a lower tendency to deformation in the 4-cylinder blocks,
a somewhat greater uniformity in their temperature fields and in distribution of
ol1 among the cylinders, the fact that the connecting rods in GAZ-69 ad UAZ-450
engines are ym:narical, more rigid crankshafts with dirt traps, and operating
conditions which were more econoical from the standpoint of engine life.

The least rate of wear and tear in engine cylinders occurred in GAZ-21,
pritmarily as a result of the relatively short stroke of this aodel, and the
use of wet type cylinder sleeves, which have a more even teperature field

around the circumference.
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Table 2.

Ta6.aiiia 2

TIcm I3-c 1FA3-51 II'A3-6j FA3-21 3H1.120 i311.1-124 M3.MA-
rA3-63 jYA3-450 3.161 13KA-il158 407

Su1.,mi.apbf 1.- 4 .0'i 2-3.51,0-3.0 5,0-5,5 3.2-3,5 2.0-.0

Blcpxce .3,0-7,03,0-7,.0 2,-6,010.0-15.07,0-12,0 .0-3,0
HO.11tl 110 I

io~iztiiieIIoBepxiee 10-2.00.2-0,5 0.2-0.4 1.0-2,0 1.0-20 2-0.8
K=.11.1to 1
A Beimma 0,5-1,00,5--l.0 1,0-2,0 '.0-2,0 1,0-2,0 10,5-0.8
Kall-Il a 1|0

Ko|emlH 0,-2 0.-,5 ,-08 0,5-1.0 0.5--4,0 0.2-0,5ulP.a no; I
ACH1'IaTOrO

"W llla siaa 1,0-3,0:0,5-2 0.2-0,5 1,0-,0

weiiiKa Ko- 2 I
neilna roro

a, Rate of weaT, microns/1000 km: b, GAZ-51, GAZ-63; c, GAZ-69, UAZ-4501 d,
GAZ-211 e, ZIL-120, ZIL-161I; f, ZIL-124, ZIL-158; g, HZMA-407; h, Cylinders;
i, Upper ring, thickness; J, Upper ring, height; k, Upper piston groove, heirhtl
1, Crankshaft main journal; a, Crankpin.

The tendency of these sleeves to deform substantially acts against any
substantlal lowering of wear of the cylinder rings, and even promotes oae
incre&,se in t,;e rate of wear and tear of cylinder grooves.

The cast steel crankshafts of GAZ-21 engines with spaces in the crankpins
for catching wear products and with crankpins having propitiously chosen
diameters ensure a low rate of wear and tear of the crankpins, even lower than
normal in compartson with the main journals.

In comparison of parts of ZIL engines, a somewhat lower rnte of wear sad
tear of cylinders and radial wear of piston rings is noted on ZIL-124 and
ZIL-128 models installed on buses, in comparisoii with the truck
models ZIL-120 and ZIL-164, This is because the operating conditions on
buses are more favorable, particularly when making lo:,- trips on quality high-
ways.

The rate of wear and tear of the basic parts of the MZMA-407 engine is out-
standing among the engine models presented in the Tablecomparable to that of
the GAZ-21 engines in the *Volga vehicle.

The above data, which describe the rate of wear and tear of friction surfaces
which limit the service life of parts of various engine models are not
sufficient to completely describe service lives. In order to make such an eval-
uation -e need a systematic relation between the technical and economic indices
of the engines, data on oil burning and blow-by of gases, maximum allowable
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wear of parts and clearances and fitted assenblies5 , and the limiting defcTmations
of the basic parts. At present we have only isolated data from service experi-
ments and the results of a umber of thearetical agd experimental investigations
of these relationahip.; these are given in Table 3.

Table 3.

I eiAZ IA ZIL ZJIL.O. JnpeAeam,.ae-napaxeTpw rA3-51 YA3-69 0 3I-124
AO.roeqHGcT FA3-63 YFA450 21 3HJI-164 31-12

Slpo6er Ao -ro KaHnTaa:,Horo pe- 80--100 80-100 130-170 80-120 120-160 70-100
MOIT3, TUC. DKX

Y ,rap macaa, t/I0P, &v 1,0-1.2 0.6-0.8 0.5-0.7 1.3-1,5 1,3-1,5 0.2-0.3

(- I'oony'cK ra3a, k.up 100-110 75--80 120-130 120--130 120-130 -

e HUiwc ItUAPOB, .. v 0,40-0.45 0.25-0.30 0,25-0,35 0,45-0,50 0.45-0,50 0.20-0,301

112C inepZaix Koaeu no aucoxe, 0,20-0,25 0.20-0,25 0,20-0.25 0,20-0.25 0.20-0,25 0.20-0.25
Am

11 I3HOC aopeHwrx uie aOaenqa- 0,15-0,20 0,15-0,20 0,15--0,2 - - -_=+-- ~Toro . a~a. .
tI !3HOC MaTYHX Mee l oebla- 0.2-0,.2 0,V-0,95 0,10-0,20 0,22-0,25 0,22-0,Z2- 0.15-0.18

i 3a3op unaanup-nopmen., v. 0.4-0.5 0.4-0.5 0,3-0.4 0.3-0.5 0,3-0.5 0.2-0.3

:j 3a3op Bepxee o.wuo--.auaasca, 0,15-0,25 0.15-0.25 0.15-0.30 0,15--0,20 0,15-0,20 0,10-0,0Z

k 3 a3op roxewtaTuR Ba. -- no. min- 0.20-0,30 0,20-0.25 0,20--0,25 0.27-0,30 0,27--0.30 0.1-0.18
Hr**K, .M .00,50,8

a, Limiting paraaeters of engine life; b, Service mileage to let major overbial;
c, Oil Izrning, l-/O00 kln; d, Gas blow-by, l.in e; 0-Cylinder wear, am; f, Wear
of Min cx~kshaft Journals, za; h, Wear of crankpins, =1 i; Clea:ance between
cylindwe and piston,nm; J, Cloarance between upper ring &Md groove, xmt k, Clear-
&n--e betwoen crankshaft and bearing, me

Fran the table it is seen that the mxlzAu allowable valuOs of wear of Parts
Of different models vary maiMnl with reXqct to the cylinder walls. Thus,
for cylinders of GAZ engines in trucks the limiting value is 0.40-0,45
Mm ±'ar GAZ-M-20, GAZ-69, and UAZ-450 engines and their modifications the cytinder
bare is suitable when a wear of abat 0.25-0.30 ma has been attained; far cyliders
of GAZ-21 engines a wear of 0125-0.35 MR Is aceeptable; etc.

5 [Tranclstcr's note: The author appears to be using the terms *limiting", "a~x-
mum allorable", and tormin. " interchangeabiy.)

6 The data in Table 3 are fro the years 1962-1968.
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Beside the maximum allowable values of wear, the parameters which linit
engine life are deformation of the shape of cylinders and crankpins.

In the practice of overhauling domestic engines, the maximrm permissible
out-of-round of the cylinder shape, in prticularovality, is 0.1 as, and that
of crankpins is 0.05 mm. The effect of these parameters on the terminal oper-
ating Indices of engines is not yet well understood, and requires further study,

On the basis of an analysis of the life times of foreign and domestic
&ngines, R. V. Kugel' predicted the possible service lives of engines of
vehicles of various types in the design stage, taking into account service under
various conditions. According to Kugel', the basic service life before the
first major overhaul of engines on various types of trucks with
load-carrying capacities of 0,25 tons to 12-14 tons should be 100- 260x10 3 km.
Assuming these values, the approximate terminal wear in cylinders should be
between 0. 25 and 0.5 ms at an average wear rate of 2.0-2.5 microns/1000 vehicle
km. On automotive engines with very small, small, medium, and large digplace-
ments, the engine lives should be 70-80, 100-110, 140-150, and 24 0-250xi0' km.
Accordingly, terminal wear in the cylinders should not exceed 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and
0.4 mm; with wear rates being 2.8, 2.1, l.8,and 1.8 aicrons/!000 vehicle km.
Engines of buses in delivery, urban, and interurban transit should have 3ervice
lives up to the first major overhaul of 250-260, 300-320, and 350-400xl0 km,
respectively, with a terminal cylinder wear of 0.5 Ma, and wear rates of 1.9,
3 .5, and 1.2 im/1008 vehicle km. A planned extension of engine life is possible
if a number of design, engineering, and use methods, some of which appear
in the subsequent chaptera of this book, are put into effect.

At present, a critical situation has arisen with regard to life of engines
after major overhaul; under existing overhaul methods this life does not exceed
30-55- of the life of new engines (Fig. 6).

According to the erz-ineering specifications for overhaul of engines the same
tolerances for the various variations from the cast dimensions, and also from
roundness, cylindricity and other parameters are usually observed as for new
engines. Accordingly, approximately the same life times of the engines after
major overhaul might be expected as of new engines. But, as was mentioned
earlier, major overhaul does not assure the expected service life of an engine;
this was also shown in specially accelerated experiments, the results cf which
appear in a later chapter of this book.

Main factors behind this situation are the low level of engineering soph-
istication of the vehicle repair industry, a lack in that industry of the nec-
9ssary nomenclature, supplies of spare parts of the needed dimensions, and
insufficient design accomodation of the engines to a good overhaul process.
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Chapter II

Methods of Evaluating Engine
Wear and Engine Life

Prerequisites for Calculating Engine Wear and Engine Life

Knowledge about machine wear and machine life has developed, in the main,
empirically. At present it is in a stage of development where the time is ripe
for the creation of methods of calculation. One should be able to solve the
following questions, based on prior calculations: setting norms for the life
times of machines in the design stage, insuring evenness of wear of friction
Itrfaces, comparing various design forms from the point of view of wear resis-
tance, development of systematic methods of repair and operation of machines,
etc. To some extent these problems are in a state of teing solved for separate
parts and fitted assemblies thanks to the voluminous efforts of A.S. Pronikov,
M.M. Khrushchov, B. Ya. Gintsburg, L.V. Kragel'skiy, V.N. Treyer and other
scientists. M eanwhile, for internal combustion engines, whose operation is
associated with steady speed and load conditions, large temperature gradients,
and varied lubrication conditions, the problem of devising methods of calcula-
tion of wear and engine life is far from being solved. This results from the
fact that relationships governing wear and tear of the varios friction surfaces
are tmdetermined, and there are no reliable data concerning limiting standards
of wear for the basic parts.

Therefore, an exposition of the known_ material reduces simply to a sumary
and brief analysis of -ertain criteria which are prerequisites for the devising of
calculations of engine wear and engine life.

These criteria can be divided into three basic categories:

a) Criteria which determine the relationship between friction and wear
in etal-metal interactions, under conditions of various media, speeds,
loads, and temperatures;

b) Criteria which characterize the wear of parts during various periods
of operation of the engine, and which determine the effect upon wear
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of design, engineering, and use factors;

c) Criteria which enter into the calculation of optimal engine life,
taking into account economic efficiency and the need for major over-
haul.

The elements of the first category are chiefly the three criteria of wear
intensity which were proposed by I.V. Kragel'skiy':

linear intensity

I Mai

gravime.ric liensity

g IAa '

energetic intensity

SW 1  F1

In these expressions:
h is the depth of the worn layer,
1 is the friction path,
v is the volume of the worn material,
Aa is the nominal contact area,

g is the weight of the worn material,
W is the work done by the friction force,

is the friction force.

Tne author has offered several functional relations for calculations in the
evaluation of the effect of various factors upon rear. Thus, wear is represented
as a function of the load in general form by the expression l=KqX
where q is the specific load an a friction pair, kilogram per centimeters squared.

As the load is increased, the exponent decreases and the multiplier K in-
creases.

These and many other formulas and criteria mentioned in the fundamental
work of I.V. Kragel'skiy, while undeniably valuable for theoretical and experi-
mental work in the ~ield of friction and wear of test pieces and i dividual parts

In the formulas given in this chapter, some of the notation has been changed
from the original, to facilitate presentation of the material.
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of machines, still cannot be recommended for the practical evaluation of wear
resistance of future parts operating under conditions of sharply varying pressure,
temperature, and speed.

Professor A.S. Pronikov developed methods of calculation of the lifetime
of certain machine parts, in particular, machine tool parts. The basic aim of
these calculations is:

a) Find a relation which will determine the shapes of the worn surfaces
of fitted assembliez of various design shapes on the basis of the laws
governing wear and tear of thu material;

b) i£stablish the maximum allowable wear and service time of parts, depending
upon their function in the mechanism and in the machine.

These methods of calculation were used by A.S. Pronikov in a number of
theoretical investigations. Thus, to describe abrasive wear of discs under con-
ditions of constant contact surface, the author used the wear formula;

U=K P" -t,
R-r

where P is load,
n is the relative rpm,
R and r are the maximum and minimum radii of the discs,
t is the wear period,
K is a constant multiplier.

Laboratory experiments, conducted at the Institute of Machinery Science,
on wear in friction pairs in the absence of the effect of supporting oil, deter-
mined the wear rate a. a function of the mutual pressure of the friction surfaces
P:

dl
dS

where dl is the change in the linear dimension of the part undergoing wear,
S is the friction path, and
C and m are constants which depend on the friction conditions; m lies be-

tween one and two.

For semifluid friction, N.M. Khrushchov gave this expression in the form

di- = CP (-' .1
dS ~ hpJ

%here K is a coefficient which characterizes the conditions vroducing the hydro-
dynamic pressure in the oil layer,

v is the rate of sliding of the friction surfaces,
i' is the viscosity of the oil, and
h is the minimum clearance between the friction surfaces.
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The value of K characterizes the part of the overall force on the
friction pair hich IsPtransmitted through the oil layer.

These expressions are the starting points f . hz criteria of engine parts
wear proposed by B. Ya. Gintsburg, and the basis for the equations for calculating
wear and tear of piston rings which were derived by him. There have also been
a number of other investigation in which authors have proposed various criteria
and expressions for evaluating wear resistance of metals and rates of wear and
tear of fitted assemblies; these contained such parameters as internal energy,
energy coefficient of friction, etc., which limits practicability.

The chief criterion characterizing the period of wear and tear and the
influence of various factors upon wear has to be the criterion of initial wear,
or of full running-in. Criteria of this type can be represented as the quotient
of the change in certain indices from their initial values to relatively stable
values and the time 'r consumed in this process under set conditions of running-
in of the engine and with other conditions being equal. These certain indices
may be, for example, the smoothness of the surfaces Ra, the mechanical powerloss Nm, oil burning Go, gas blow-by Gg, rpm of the crankshaft at starting nx,

and a number of other indices. Then the criteria of initial wear, or break-in,
take the form:

__U. -G--t " P - : P-, c

Key to subscripts and superscripts : a =s, b =i, a =rap, d=o, e =q, f =x

1h;e superscripts i and s correspond to the initial and final conditions.

When the concentration of iron in the lubricating oil is used to evaluate
initial wear and so-called '%ear lines" are plotted the criterion of engine
break-in is the arbitrarily fixed wear resistance I/tancL, where o. is the
angle made by the straight part of the wear line with the abscissa.

The break-in criterion in this case can be expressed by the ratio

Key: 6e=Fe

where GFe is the amount of iron (g) removed from the friction surfaces during the
break-in period of the engrine, and S is the overall excursion of the piston
(kin). Accordingly, an increase in the numerator or a decrease in the denominator
indicates intensification of the break-in process.



The achievement of optima?, clearances i fitted assemblies of parts during
the running-in process is an entirely objective criterion of initial wear. For
this one must have information about the values of the optimal clarances d 0 ,
of each of the fitted assemblies separately, data on initial nominal clearances 4;,
and on the rate of increase of clearances tan a or the break-in time -. The
break-in criterion8 then has the form:

Acm7- Au; K-
Ig 2
b

Key: (subscript) a = op, 6 = tan

Investigators have also proposed a number of indices and criteria in the
area of evaluating the influence of vgrious factors upon wear.

Thus, D.P. Velikanov proposed considering the following as indices which
indirectly connect values of parts wear with the time of their service and which
characterize driving forces, modes, and conditions of operation of basic parts
of an engine:

1. The rpm of the crankshaft and the [friction] distance it travels per km
of vehicle travel with a direct transmission.

2. Average velocity of a piston at the rpm corresponding to maximum poer.
3. [Friction) distance traveled by a point on the working surface of a _

crankpin per vehicle km.
4. Maximum sliding rate of the working surface of the crankshaft journals in

the bearing.
5. Maximum specific pressure n the connecting rod journals.

In the opinion of B.Ya. Gintsburg, the average speed of the piston V,, which

characterizes the values of the pressures which build up on the working strfaces
of parts, only in certain caser is part of the coporaid parameter which deter-nes
the life time T0 . Other quantities in this parameter are the diameter of the
cylinders D, the ratio of the stroke to the cylinder diameter S/D, and other
design parameters.

Starting froma the similarity of wear phenomena plus a nimber of assumptions,
and statistical treat-ents of data, B. Ya. Gintsburg arrived at criteria for
wear and life times of cylinders, piston rings, crankshaft bearings, and parts in
the valve mechanism.

The criteria for cylinders have the for-:

3 D

8 [Translator's note: The word "criteriwil is often used in this book zn the
sense of "characteristic n'ier."]



or, introducing the average piston speed,

T ), SIb 2

Subscript key: a =p
I-

wiere e is the relative terminal value of radial wear, ais the "reduced" value
of the coefficient of proportionality between the operating time and the wear,
and n is the rpm of the crankshaft.

The author noted that the value of may be considered constant for each

part of engines of similar design which work under identical conditions.

The expression

ID

CV,,

was proposed as a criterion of terminal wear of piston rings in their radial
thickness, and the expression

was proposed to evaluate wear of piston rings and piston grooves in their height;
expressing this by using the average piston speed,

SID

Considering only the action of initial forces md neglecting the force of gas
pressure, the author proposes a criterion for the life of crankshaft bearings:

(S-D) D.

Analogously to the above, an expression far parts in the -aive =echaism was pro-
posed:

The above criteria characterize the dependence of the life time on a n=.ber of
design parameters and indicate the advantage of using noderate rp, rediun
speeds, not-too-small ratios of stroke to cylinder dia meter, and, as nurh as

possible, large cylinder diamters.
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In addition, the author eihasizes that all these criteria were derived
taider sinplified assustims, and do not take into account the signif'cant
influence on engine life exerted by temperature factors and fatigue phenomena.

Other authors have advocated using the universal formala proposed by A.N.
Ostrovtsov for dete--ining the life of engines operating under binary friction:

AnaxTo -1-k

wTere k =k2, 2 k3 , etc., the latter being factors of aterial, hardness, tem-
perature, surface s oothness, precision of fit, oil quality, and factors depending
upon erational conditions. Here is the intensity of wear and tear, given by

1=A P 3 S f

A is a proportionality coefficient,
-is the terminal wear,

Pca is the specific pressure on the friction surfaces, and
S; is the length of the friction path.

For calculating the life of machine parts, V.N. Treyer recomnds the use
of the m fied formula

C P(nTd k

iahere C is the nerfozzance cavability of the part,
P is the load, or a factor describing the specific conditions of loading of
the part,
n is the rvn of the shaft 'sic] w hich is proportional to the nm.-er of
cycles per minute of loading or of friction which the part in question widergoes,
TO is the life time of- the part, hours of operation, and,
k is an exponent detennned eirically.

P.I. Kozlovskiy considers the chief external factors determining 2he wear of
parts of the cm ti.e4ng rod-crankshaft echanism and the cylinder-pistn group to
be the mea effective pressure Pcz the total nuber of revolutions, and 9 he rate
n of revolutim of the crankshaft, as well as the time t and the surfac te-uer-
ature of fitted pa-ts:

f ( , T).

The suggested copar'-n of %cear trder various conditions Or the basis of
this approximmae relaton is extremely comlicated to carry o in practice.
It is even more difficult to 2pply f-el consupt4izon relations, trader eauivalent



or initial conditions, for approximate calculation of wear coefficients, since
fuel consumption depends more on a number of other factors than on engine wear.

The investigator I.I. El'ovich also associated the intensity of engine wear
2nd tear with the average speed of the piston V and the average effective pressure
e. He proposed the following relation, experimentally verified on a YaAZ-204
engine, for the conditions n = 100-1900 rpm and Pe = 2-5 kg per cm2 .

e p
where A is a coefficient depending on the individual properties of the engine and
the overall anti-wear effectiveness of the lubricating oil.

F.M. Klemushchin proposed an approximate formula to find the wear, in which
the diameter of wrist pins is a factor

ipm IZ~voXdp 3mflHv --th

[exponents xl... x4 illegible in original ]
where K1 is a coefficient accounting for the operating conditions and other factors,
P. is the average pressure on the (wrist) pin at the small end of the connecting
rod, km per cm2,
Vo is the relative sliding speed of the pin, m/sec,
dpis the diameter of the pin, centimeters,
m is the stroke time coefficient,
Hv is Ehe Vickers hardness of the wrist pin, and
t is the operating time of the engine, in hours.

In recent years, mathematical statistics has been increasingly used to estimate
the freedom from breakdown and life time of machines. Looking at the buildup of
wear as a stochastic process, researchers have determined the correlation between
wear and length of service of a part. Thus, a parabolic equation has been proposed
for the correlation: ,

I I(~j-,' I
where I is wear,

K is a constant,
t is run.ing time.

Along this line, another correlation is more promising, namely, the exponential
wear equation of IB. Tartakovskiy, which he proposed to describe the wear 'ad
tear of c-linders, pistons, piston rings, and crankshaft bearings.
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This equation has the form

"1f.t

h). 1o'  A -h,

where dis the current value of the wear, t is the length of time of operation,

is the wear after an arbitrarily chosen interval to, with to greater than the
running-in time, and A and h are constants which depend upon the engine model and

the particular part, as well as on the narameter with which the equation is con-

cerned. Mathematical treatment of some parts wear measurements taken by I.B.
Tartakovskiy at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant demonstrated the validity of his
equation.

The pr. aary members of the third category of criteria which constitute

prerequisites for the calculation of optimum engine life and establish the prac-

tical overhaul requirements of engines would have to be the expressions
characterizing the teminal clearances in fitted parts. In this connection the

work of M.S. Belitskiy is of great interest. Starting with the hydrodynamic

theory of lubricants, and taking the preservation of the oil film as the criter-

ion, he proposed a formula for finding the maximum allowable clearances in the fitted

assembly comprised of the cylinder surface and the piston skirt:

h=11 12i,
V Pz

where nis the absolute viscosity of the oil,
P. is the maximum pressure of gases in the cylinder,
t is the time the hot gases act upon the oil film, and
11 is the height of the lower part of the piston skirt.

Result, of comparing experimental data with calculations according to this

formula permit recommending it as a criterion which determines the need to change
pistons.

As of today many research results have been published devoted to the deter-

minatior of the optimal life time and economics of operation of machines. Thus,

N.D. Meshkov, analyzing the expression for evaluating the service time between

overhauls of automotive engines which was proposed by G.A. Kurguzkin, has

modified it to take into account unsteady and startup modes of operation:

T. -(p+36
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where Tr is the amount of maintenance between major overhauls;
is the density of iron, g/mm3,L d is the nominal cylinder diameter, mm,

S is the stroke, mm,
Alt is the terminal wear of the cylinder sleeve in the upper zone, mm,
vi is rate of total wear of the engine, g/hr, found by composition by

weight in the "iron in oil" method, for unsteady ccnditions, and
Wq is the rate of total wear of the engine, g/startup [sic], in the

startup regime, with A a coefficient accounting for engine wear under unsteady
conditions. This proposed equation deserves attention, however it requires a
knowledge of the quantities W and W and it is a complicated matter to

- determine these.

To determine the estimated optimal period between breakdowns of parts,

!.A. Mishin has proposed a simplified expression

: To= ttV AW

where W is the initial output per unit time,
& is the decrease in output per unit time, and

:t is the cost to restore the performance capability, equivalent to the

labor cost of the restorer, hrs. The author also recommends formulas for
determining optimum machine life in the case of uniformly accelerating gradually
increasing costs of restoring performance capability. The examples he gives of
calculations indicate that the recommended expressions are feasible. Relations
for calculations for evaluating the optimal life time are also given by M.M.
Mih.aylovskiy, Yu. S. Rakhubovskiy, and other researchers. Thus, at present, we
already have a substantial number of criteria and mathematical relations which,
upon further supplementation and generalization, will form the basis of calcula-
tions of motor vehicle engine wear and engine life. It may be assumed that, with
time, such calculations will be accepted into engineering practice as strongly as
formerly calculations of static rigidity and fatigue of parts were.

Methods of Determining Wear in Engine Parts

At present there are many different methods of determining engine wear and
engine life ; the suitability of using them in a given case is determined mainly
by the degree of wear of the parts.

These methods are divided irto 5 main types, after the classification pro-
posed by M.M. K hrushchov:

1. micrometry, to determine the change in diameter or other linear dimensions,
based on twofold measurement of the chosen part parameter, before and after wear
and tear;

2. profilography, performed with a constant reference profile on the unworn
parL of the surface subjected to wear, or developed on the bottom of an artificially
inscribed scratch,
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3. determination of local linear wear by a method of impressions or a method
of small cut-out holes, amounting to a determination of the changes in the
dimensions of pits on the friction surface of a part;

4. cverall method over the friction surface, which gives an estimate of the
wear from the total weight loss or from the overall concentration of wear productq~in the oil-

S. overall method with respect to a service property, obtaining an estimate
of wear from the variation of parameters taken as wear evaluaiion criteria.

The approximate methods which are applicable to motor vehicle engines :in be
reduced te 3 main groups: a) methods requiring removal of assemblies and parts for
evaluation, b) methods giving a relative wear estimate, and c) methods giving a
wear estimate with respect to service properties of the engine - which are, essen-
tially, methods of evaluating the technological condition o. an engine. In this
section the first two classes of methods will be discussed.

The long-known and widely used methods of evaluating wear, micrometry and
wear determination by the decrease in the weight of parts, belong to the firs:
group of methods. These methods give poor representations for the initial period
of factory running-in, but they give reliable measurements of wear accurate enough
for practical purposes, of continuously operating parts.

However, neither of these methods gives a correct picture of the dynamics of
wear. This can be explained by intensification of the wear after the dismantling
which is necessary to carry out micrometry or weighing of the parts. Micrometry
is subdivided into measurement either with or without a constant datum line
from which the measurement is executed. in the first case it seems possible, with
the aid of special indicating devices, to determine radial wear of cylindei!. oT
crankpins, w-vA is ei-yv"t.uabie in research. For this purpose, however, the
application of the -method artificial datum lines which was worked out by M.
Khrushchov and Ye. S. Berko-.ich is much preferable.

This method is pc..foi ed on the UPOI-6 device and its modifications. It iz;
based on the evaluatic. of wear from the change in the dimensions of holos cut
into the friction surface. These devices enable the examination of wear in cvlin-
ders, piston rings, wrist pins, and crankpins. The method of artificial datum lines
can be advantageously applied for short-time tests, characterized by low total
wear, and for testing over extended operation of an engine. At the same time,
study of the dynamics of wear, which requires opening up the engine, and, conse-
quently, carrying out a new runing-in of fitted assemblies, after each dismantling.
is fraught with the same kinds of errors as is ordinary micrometry.

In using the UPOI-6 device under laboratory conditions at the Gorki Motor
Vehicle Plant, it was noted that the method of artifical datum points has particu-
lar advantage in the evaluation of wear in "wet" cylinder sleeves which have
undergone deformation, in various models of the ZMZ engine. In laboratory research,
the special device proposed by N.F. Strunnikov for determining radial wear is
also used.
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This is a lever-type con.rivance with a measuring head. The device is~centered with respect to a non-working part of the cylinder and the wear is

measured from the imaginary vertical line off of the non-working region. The
basic arrangeinent of the deiice is analogous to that of the "Kalibr" device
for measurements within the factory. It is suitable for determining relative
wear, but completely inapplicable for measuring cylinders which are highly de-

Mformed. In Fig. 7, characteristic wear diagrams are plotted for cylinders in
-G-AZ-51 and GAZ-21 engines for 400-hr normal-operation test stand tests, repre-
senting micrometry, the method of artificial datum points, and the Strunnikov
device.I Microprofilography belongs to the first group of methods of evaluating
wear. The surfaces are gaged before and after engine operatlon, with subsequent
superimposition of the profilograms with respect to the rema-ning unchanged lines
of the depressions. This very approximate method is much more representative
in determinations of initial wear during the short period of microgeometric
running-in of fitted assemblies.

In the absence of microprofilogaphs of the "201" type and others, this
method can be replaced by profiic~aetiv 9f thq 3urface before and after shoi,-
time running-in. Possible er:-u-s i: .ilve -onu -for-ity of the ,,iicroprofile over
even small regions of the operating surface of xh-., part, mainly waviness and
macrononuniformities in fri-:tion pairs. "Dne a zilication of this rmethod at high
stages of wear does not give good resultzs, si.te high stages of wear involve the
formation of a new micr-irofile which depend, -.ttle -n the initial microgeo-
metry.

The method of evaluatii. wear cf roun-i parts and openings by mearns of super-
imposition of macroprofilogis, wh.ch ;s .ide, ,.5.ed at the Gorki Motor Vehicle
Plant. is among the methods which icquire dismantling tie engine. This method was
developed in the Central Scientific Research Laboratory for Engines, in conjunc-
-ion with zo-workers V. N. Komissarzhevskaya, L. A. May, and A. E. Isakov, of the
N I TAvtoproma 'Scientific Research Institute for Technology in the Automotive In-
dustry]. it is based on the application of an MPG-3 macroprofilograph, designed
by the NlITAvtoproma and built at the G.AZ. The device is designed for measuring
the external cylindrical shape of wrist pins, openings in piston bosses, internal
surfaces of bushin.s at the small end of connecting rods, main and connecting rod
:ournals on the crankshaft, and supporting bearings on the camshaft.

The device makes it possible to describe the macrogeomc-tric deviations in
parts, frcm the ideal form up to 0.1 ra, and with a magnification over the range
of 1,000 to 10,OOC times. It represents the macrodeformation of the studied sur-
4faces via such parameters as ovality: angularity, coniformity, saddle-shapedness,
barrel-shapedness, and waviness in a given spot, with respect to a vertical
straight line and within a cross section. For correct superimposition of the
macroprofiiograms taken from the new and the worn part, impressions in the form
of notches or holes are put ahead of time into the surfaces of new parts under
study, and the subsequent superimposition of the profilograms is conducted with
respect to these. The distance between the prfilograms gives the value of the
wear of the part on a relative scale. To give a visual representation of macro-
deformations and t.e distribution of wear, the macroprofilograms are given in
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Cylinder wear along diameter, microns
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Fig. 7. Characteristic Wear Diagrams for Cylinders in GAZ-5l and GAZ-21
Engines After 400-Hr Tests According to COST 491-55:

__wear determined by MILrometry; --- wear determined by (1Ie method)
UPOZ-6 device; .- ear determined by Strumnikov's device

,,n ! - l tI !

Fig. 8 Estimate o±L the character of the Distribution and Magnitude of
Wear, with Respect to Out-of-Round and Non-Straightness, by Super-
position of Macroprofilograms in:
a - main crankshaft jour.nals; b - camshaft supporting journals; c -

external surface of wri-st pin; d -openings in piston below wrist pin
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polar coordinates (Fig. 8). Currently, methods of reconversion of macro-
profilograms have been developed at the Central Engine Laboratory at the
GAC, by Ezgineer I.M. Tsoy; these make the process of converting the record
to polar coordinates substantially less laborious. At the saz. Laboratory,
A.E. Isakov has used a methad of evaluating wear by planimetry of the
areas formed by the initial and current profilograms.

A number of integral methods with respect to the friction surfaces --

enumerated below -- belong to a second group which gives a relative estimate
of wear without dismantling the fitted assembly. Thus, a very promising
method from the point of view of versatility is that of radioactive iso-
topes, or tracer atoms, which can emit energy in the form of electrically
charged alpha and beta particles, and electromagnetic gamma rays, in the
process of radioactive decay. Radioactive isotopes have been introduced
to worn parts for subsequent evaluation of wear. The amount cf wear
in parts investigated in this way is found from the number of pulses recorded M
per unit time. 2

Va-ious methods of activating parts are known; from the dissemination
of these, systems of "tags" have resulted -- bits of electrochemical
coating involving radioactive isotopes, and the introduction of radioactive
isotopes into the metal when the parts are cast.

The potential feasibility of these methods rose particularly with the
spread of the use of scintillation counters in place of Geiger counters;

the former made it possible to sharply decrease the overall radioactivity
of the parts under investigation, while retaining the necessary precision
of measureent, and also to expand the list of usable radioactive isotopes.
A differential method with radioactive indicators, developed at the Moscow
Technical College imeni Bauman (Soviet Patent No. 184501, of May 20,
1965) is very accurate. This method is based on continuous or periodic
measurement of a radioactive zone of the working friction surface of a part
being tested, which Dart has been previously activated to a depth comparable
to the amount of wear expected for the period of operation.

Of those methods applicable during any period of wear but mst advantageous
for research under conditions of running-in, one which has received particu-
larly wide use is called, for short, "iron in oil" (GOST 3878-47 and 1955-
45). The latter is based on the determination oi the amount of wear products
of the parts, mainly iron, which get into the oil.

Analysis of the oil samples may proceed by volumetric, gravlmetric,
calorimetric, or polarographic means, all of which are described in detail
in the literature.

Knowing the amount of iron removed from the friction surfaces over
several successive time intervals yields data on the growth in the a-ount
of iron removed, and wear lines are constructed %iJich characterize the
dynamics of initial wear, or break-in, of the engine.
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The transition of the wear line to a straight line having a definite
slope marks the end of the initial microgeometric running-in, and the slope
of the straight part cf the line on a certain scale characterizes the inten-
sity of wear of the basic friction surfaces. A high slope in the initial
phase of running-in indicates the intensity of the process of microgeometric
running-in, and the low slope in control tests of broken-in engines is
evidence of the completion of this process in the break-in period.

This method, which was proposed by N.P. Voinov, was subsequently some-
what improved by S.V. Ventsel and the author of this book, in the area of
estimating the influence of the lubricant system on the relation governing
the growth in the concentration of iron in the oil, and in the area of
simplifying means of taking the oil samples.

The above method of determining The optimal conditions of running-in
required tests of 75 engines at the Gorki Moror Vehicle Plant. For direct
observaticns of wear while the engine is operating, without taking oii
samples, it was proposed that the Central Laboratory of the factory could

use an ohmmeter type F-57, which is capable of measuring resistances in the
range 108 - 1014 ohm. The method is based on the fact that the electrical
conductivity of the lubricating oil varies depending on the concentration of I
wear products in it. Since a polarograph is the best instrument for this
type of measurement, one should regard a certain amount of non-correspondence
of the wear lines as a result of errors in the new method. Such errors
are unavoidable, as a result of the influence on the electrical conductivity
of oil of temperature, various impurities, traces of water, the state of
the surrounding medium -- variable in its physical and chemical properties
-- and a number of other factors. Despite the approximate nature of this
method, it can be recommended as a rough method for prior estimation of the
overall wear of friction surfaces in engine parts.

ir recent years, the estimating of wear with the aid of spectroanalysis
has come to appear more promising. In this method, the content of impurities
in oil samples from a definite volume taken from the lubricant system is
found after burning in an electric arc and photographing the spectrum. From

the results of processing these photographs, wear values for parts containing
the different chemical elements are found.

The analysis and treatment of results in this method of testing are
about as comnlex and lengthy as those in chemical analysis of oil samples,
but the main advantage of this method is high accuracy. Other methods have
been applied in research work for evaluating initial and settled wear with
the aim of improving conditions of factory break-in and increasing the
quality of enginEs produced. One such method is the determination of the
degree of initial wear of the engine from the mechanical loss parameters.

The best of the known methods of determining these parameters for the
purpose mentioned is the application of the engine torque measured by a
beam electrodynamometer.
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This method does not furnish high acctracy in determining absolute
values of the mechanical losses, but when certain conditions are observed,
it does give the change in mechanical losses during the process of running-
in of the engine, with sufficient reliability for practical purposes. It
is expedient, in order to judge the quality and necessary duration of running-
in, to take control readings of mechanical power loss at a previously set
rpm.

At the Gorky Motor Vehicle Plant, 35 engines were used in evaluation of
experimental conditions of break-in by this method; the engines were pre-viously chosen for average optimal values of microgeometry, clearances, atc.

As a rough tactic for evaluating the duration of the initial engine break-in,
the method of following the temperature of the crankcase oil at constant
temperature of the cooling water may also be used.

Sharp fluctuations of oil temperature are evidence of the incom-
pleteness of the process of initial runr.ing-in, and indicate the presence
of local specific pressure highs, or even occasions of scoring on the
friction surfaces of the parts. After %he oil has reached the settled tem-
perature, in the normal running-in of pirts the temperature fluctuation
of the oil should not be above 100c.

Average values of oil temperature which characterize qualitative
running-in of parts should be established experimentally for the various
engine models, depending on the viscosity of the oil used for break-in.

In 1953, a simplified method of evaluating running-in according to
the stabilization of the rpm in tests cf idling engines was incorporated
at che Central Engine Laboratory at thr Motor Vehicle Plant. This method is
based on "non-braking tests" of engine! after major overhaul, which was
rejected by V. Kazartsev and later pro- osed by the author of this book. The
development of this method was based oin investigations of 30 samples of
various models of GAZ engines. In ess,-nce, it reduces to the plotting of
curves of rpm variation at idle, in the presence of a limiting plate between
the carburetor and the intake manifold

The diameter of the opening in th( limiting plate is 18 - 20% of the
diameter of the intake throat needed t( assure normal feed conditions.

The evaluation of the breaking-in qualities is achieved by repeated
testing of the engine. If the engine is ompletely broken in, then curves
of the rpm of the initial and subsequent test coincide, which to an approxi-
mation represents equality of the internal friction losses.

If the curves do not coincide, this indicates that the chosen method
of factory break-in of engines is imperfect. Another criterion for estimating
initial wear can be the slope of the straight part of the rpm line (after
warmup) with respect to the abscissa, and the difference in the initial rpm
between the first and second tests of the engine. For this, the water and
oil must be kept at comparable temperatures, and there mst be complete
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identity in the mixture composition adjustment and tha spark advance angle.
Application of this simplified method of evaluating initial wear of engines
broken in differently permitted the factory to find the optimal conditions
of factory break-in for CAZ-21 engines of the 'Volga" automobile. It is also
possible to estimate initial wear from oil burning and from gas blow-by.

In recent years, new methods of measuring wear have been expounded in
the literature. Thus, scientists at the Saratovskiy Motor Vehicle and
Highway Institute proposed a method of estimating wear of parts in the
crankshaft-connecting rod and valve-camshaft mechanisms of an engine without
dismantling the fitted assemblies; the method is based on a determination of
relative clearances.

In application to the cylinder-piston assembly, this method reduces to
the precise determination of the dimension of the scarf joint of the piston
ring with the piston in the upper and lower stationary points before and
after the testing of the engine. From the difference in the dimensions of
the scarf joint, it is possible to judge increases in the conicity of the
cylinder and wear of the ring over the time of the test. A special device,
described in detail by the Saratovskiy scientist FAN Avdon'kin, is used
to determine the gap in the scarf joint.

A method analogous to this was developed for determining the gap in
the fitted assembly consisting of a wrist pin and the bushing in the small
end of the connecting rod, and also for determining bending in the valve
tappet during engine operation, and gaps in the fitted pairs tappet-guide
bushing and valve-bushing. Despite some degree of approximation in these
methods, they have an undeniable attraction, particularly for vehicle repair
enterprises and large enterprises involving vehicles.

At present in the Gorky Motor Vehicle Plant, development of additional
methods is in progress, occasioned by the growing need for objective estimates
of wear resittance of parts in new eiigine models.

Evaluation of -he Technological Condition of Motor Vehicle Engines

The determination of the technological condition of engines is associated
with one of the methods of estimating wear and life which was called by
M.M. Thrushchov integral with respect to a service property. In this
method, wear of a machine is evaluated from the variation of parameters taken
as wear criteria.

For engines these parameters may be the lowering of the maximum effective
power, increase in fuel consumption, oil burning, and blow-by of gases into
the crankcase of the engine, a drop in the copression in the cylinders or
in the vvcuum in the intake manifold, a lowering of oil pressure in the oil
headers, increasing gas pressure in the oil pan., and other parameters.

However, it may be erroneous to evaluate the state of the engine by one
of these prameters without relating it to the others. Thus, an oil burning
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rate not exceeding 3.5% of the gasoline consumption was taken as the current
standard for the allowable rate for engines which have not undergone major over-
haul and which are eauipDed with oil filters having replaceable filter elements.
This approximately correct ratio does not, however, guarantee objective evalua-

-=tion of the technological condition of the engine without dismantlng it, because
a very large number of factors affect fuel consumption and oil burning beside
parts wear.

The vacuum in the intake manifold also does not give an accurate deter..ina-
tion of the technological condition of the engine, since the amount of vacuum
depends upon the condition r tne air cleaner and the intake gas tube, the s.park
timing advance at idle, and other fact.rs not involved with engine wear.

Determination of the technological condition of an engine from the px.ssure
of gases in the crankcase involves extremely large errors because of the influ-
ence on that parameter of the throughput of the crankcase ventilation system, the
loading and speed conditions of engine operation, the hermeticity of the crank-
case seals, and other factors.

Neither does the compression meter have any particular claim to accuracy, in
permitting conclusions about compression from the pressure in the cylinder at the
end of the conpression stroke, since lack of seal of the valve has a far greater
effect on this parameter tan cylinder wear. Thus, neither tile parameters enu-
merated above nor other parameters can individually characterize the condition of
an engine, or, if they do, it is with unacceptably large error. A more objective
criterion may be the absolute value of oil burning in conjunction with other
parameters, for example, with indices of gas blow-by into the crankcase of the
engine under set operating conditions or vehicle speeds. Such data, for deter-
mining the possible service life of certain engine models up to major overhaul,
have been published in the past. Thus, it was noted that the average rate of oil
addition to compensate burning under service conditions of operation should not
exceed, for highway driving at a speed of 35-40 km/hr, 1.2 1./100 km for the
GAZ-51, and 1.5 1./lO0 km for the ZIS-50; oas pressure in the crankcase of theCC -51 engine running at full throttle should not be more than 80 torr, etc.

It was ai;o noted that overhaul of the parts of the cylinder-piston group
was necessary if the amount of gas reaching the crankcase under full load
exceeded 120-130 1./m.n for IS-120 engines, 110 1./min for Q1Z-5i engines, and
75-80 1./min for M-20 engines. Hodiever, until recently there have beep no object-
ive data on allowable values of indices of oil burning and gas blow-by for engines
on vehicles Whicn nave not cozleted the warranty period. mnis often has lead to
pointless pulling of the engine fro- the gehicle and to disasse---ly and replacemnt
of run-in parts -- operations which were harmful to subsequent engine pi forance.
With the aim of detemining the Possibility of evaluating the technologiczl condi-
tion of an engine from the oil burning and gas blow-by, over 100 engines of models
M-20, GAZ-5!, GAZ-12, GAZ-21, and their modifications, with various degrees of
wear of the basic parts friction surfaces, were subjected to an exhaustive study
at the Central Scientific Research Laboratory for Engines at the Gorki Motor
Vehicle Plant, between 1957 and 1962, w-der the direction of the author.

The task of the research reduced to determining the optimum ratio of oil
burning to gas blow-by in the given engine models, since a deviation from this
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ratio under tight-seal conditions in the crankcase and other seals characterizes
upset of the norm-al technological condition of the engine.

Since oil burning and gas blow-by are influenced by a large nurber of varied

factors, the study of these co-rised the first stage of the investigation.

The operating conditions used in thfe tes: stand tests of the engines corre-
spond-d to the speeds of vehicle travel given in Table 5 for vehicles with direct
driv . The test stand tests were carried out on engines without limiting plates
oeyond the carburetors, for automobile engines, and also with tightened rpm gov-
ernor springs, for track engines. The length of each test set of operating con-
ditions was 1 hr.

It should be mentioned that the test condititons were substantially more
severe than service conditions of the engines, since a throttled-own carbure-
tor is much mre- characteristic of highway operation. This artificial intensifi-
cation of the severity of the engine operating conditions made it possible to
obtain more pronournced results in comparative testing.

Table 5.

Condi- Test stand Corresponding vehicle speeds, k2/hr
tions test conditions -20,G--69,
No. of engines CGA-5I GAZ-12 'GA--63 c-2' 2

I Idle, 1500-2500 rpm Idle
2 Full load, throttle wide open, A

2900 rpm 50 58 44

3 Full load, throttle wide oven,
3003 r:m aS 87 66

7 4 Full load, throttle wide open, I
3500 rom 87 102 76

Oil consu-tion during the test stand tests was deteritned after each n.m by
weighing, to a precision of +5 g, after decantation; in this, the necessity of
draining all the oil from the oil system of the engine was taken into accox-t In
highway tests the oil c.nsu=ption by burning was deternined fror the addition of
oil from a graduated flask.-

- From preiiinary tests. the possible -e-asuretint eirror for each of the sets
of conditions in the Table was determined; these were 17, 10, 12, and ±15 gThr,

- respectively. Increased scatter in the oil consumtion index %;hen the load and S

- rpm are increased is explained by the influence of certain factors in the engine
- operation wich vary along with these conditions. Such factors apparently include

nieven wobbling and vibration of the piston rings and in particular their turning
in the piston grooves, with a tendency to close the gaps in the scarf 1oints.
The anoxmt of exhaust gases passing through to the crankcase wa.: measured with the
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aid of a portable gas m er, type GKF-6, with a capacity of 6 n3 ,hr, fastened
to the oil inlet tube of the engine.

The unavoidable experimental and reasurenent errors in the research pro-
gram were reduced by performing each. test in triplicate on not less than a-5
engines, w'ith stbseq-ent averaging of the results. Each of the studied engines

was subjected to microetry and to determination of the co.relations of the
separate paraters affecting oil burning and gas blow-by, and was zade to con-
form- to the tolerances indicated in the design draw'ings and in the eng'neer- g
specifications.

! n the research an the normal ratio of oil burning to gas b! o'-by for each

engine model, and on the factors affecting the variation of this ratio, it was
taken into accoimnt that extreme oil burning, as well as its coc-plete absence, is
distinctly contraindicated in normal operation of an autcmotive engine.

An excessively !-thk oil fi on the upper piston ring causes "oiling" of
the spark plugs and increased deposit formation, which promotes the growth of
Prem-ature wear of cylinders and piston rings.

An insufficiently thick oil film can cause a rise in the rate of wear,
since the oil filI nay proceed to break and the surfaces become dry, and dry
friction my occur between the uper co:pression piston rings and the Cylinder
walis. The latter phenomenon is usually a result of high blow-by of gases
through the piston rings, lowering enginez efficiency and aggravating the severe
temperature conditions of oceration of the cylinder-piston ring pair. Also, the
intensity of development of gaseous corrosion in the cylinders is related, to
a substantial d-gree, to hot blow-by cases.

Evidently a certain constant oil consu-tion rate is an optimal co-ndition
for norma! operation of the engine. T'he absolute value of this differs anxmg

ate aifferent engine moAes and varies for a single model over the length of
service. However, the gas Mow'-bv sheuld be a ninii; it is this parameter
which to a significant degree cnaracterizes the design perfection of a numoer
of parts -- ri-arily, he pisi rings -- along with t1e degree of engineer-
ing sophistication or their nuufacture L-der production co.ditions.

A-s engine break-in proceeds, to a certain degree tne nicroroughness off the
frction surfaces of the parts is worn snooth, the initial -acroirregularities
of shape are reduced, the clearances in fitted parts are adjusted and stabil-
ized, and consequently a certain relative constan- of the indices of oil burn-
ing, gas blow-by, MmA erCrctive power cones about.

these indices, with the engine varts satisfying the recuirements of the
design drawings and the engineering specifications, are the starting point for
su. seauent evaluation of the technological condition of the engine.

n order to find the duration of rtzining-in and the ni-rical values of
the above indices, 3 sarple engines of each of the models GA-20, GZ-3l, and
G.AZ-21 were subjected to 100-hr test stand tests. All the engines were first
broken in at idle and ider partial load for 9 hr, after wh.ich they were
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subjected to testing at full load in 3-hr cycles in accordmnce with Sec. 58 of
GOST 491-35.

The break-in and testing of all the engines was conducted with "Indus-
trial-20" brand oil. The measurements of oil consu=-tien, amomit of gases
passing through to the crankcase, and other parameters, were made in the engine
tests mnder the sets of cmn.ditions listed in Table 5.

The total test was divided into 7 stages of 13 hours ea:h, wihidi, in couni-
nati;on with the previous r-n-ming-in, corresponded to a 100-hr operation of the
engine on the stand.

Fig. 9 shows the averages over ail [sic] the engines of the indices of oil
burning, blow-by of gases, and maximm scnwer for the entire period of testing.
Here the beginning of the relatively stable part of the curves of the studied
para-ters occurred after h5-, hr of engine operation.

As break-in proceeded the average rate of oil corst ion in the M-20,
CZ-5l, and -,-2! decreased in co-arriswn with the init-ial rate from 116 to 54,
from 260 to 170, and from 100 to 50 gat, respectively; and blow-by of gases
rose from 26 to 27, fram 36 to 42, and r 27 to -9 i./nin, respectively.

In subseount 400-hr tests of Q2-21 engines tauder the conditions of
GOST 45'!-55 it was found that after 300 hr of oneration the oil burning again
increases sonewn-at.

A substantial increase in the indices of oil cons-a tio nd, to a lesser
degree, gas blow-by was observed '-ader increased loading and increased rvz of
the engine.

The latter Is cmected with increased ten-ency to acctnaaate oil udsr-
neaha ti.e rings and with Lincreased gas pressure, as well as with the risr of
deformation of the cylinders and vibraticn of the piston rings. Dring engine
operation. -. er load with the carburetor throttled down, the rate of o: I con.-
su=tion decreases a little.

I.he inverse relation between oil burning and gas blow-by fo-nd in the tests
can be exnlained either by the forz-aticn of a condensed elastic oil m-ss uder-
neath the up-per rings ic. prevents enatration of gases into the crankcase,
or by oil being blown through along with the blow-by gases irter pressure.

As running-in of the friction surfaces of the engine parts po eds, th
rate of oil consun-tion decreases to mn identifiable --edi'M value , while the
gas blow-by increases once again and then later also evens off.

it can be logically assind that this shape of the cune of blow-by of
gases is cotnected with the closing of the scarf joints of the piston rings
during the operation of the engine.

in the longer tests vis-osity was found to have some effect on. the rate of
oil cmsuntion. To determie this effect in ZAZ-M-20 enzines cowarative tests
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were performed with "Industrial-20" and "Industrial-50" oils, -he viscosity of
which decreases to 1.3 and 1.6, respectively, when temperature is raised from
50 to 1000C (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 9. Average Engine Indices of Oil Burning, Gas Blow-By,
and aximum fower as Functions of Duration of Test:
-ps oin burning; --- blow-by of gases; --- effsctive
power. -

Key: o g ave. oil br ing, g/hr of ave. blow-by of
gases, l./min; C = hr; d= max. effective power, hp.

lubric ti ohhe d at engines consume low-viscosity oil at a rate
15-20% higher than mchine oil. dis is connected with the superior pumpability
sd the penetrability of low-viscosity oil into the open spaces in parts link-

ages of the engine.

in the studies it was found that the intensit of lubrication of the parts
of the cyinder-iston group has no effect on the iate of oil consumption; this
was sho%-n in tests of engines with varying amounts of oil flowing into the crank-
case, in which cl piessure was varied by adjusting the reduction valve in the
oil pup in coaination with the covering of oil passages, to achieve additional
lubrication of the cylinders at lower ends of the connecting rods.

The studies showed that regardless of how much oil collects underneath the
piston rings oil penetration into the combustion chamber through the cylinder-
piston group depends mainly on the tightness of the seal of the piston rings and
the degree to which they have been run-in to fit the cylinders. On the other
hand, the amount of oil in t~e valve space of the engine has a significant effect
on oil burning; this was shown from comparative test stand tests on M-20 engines
with and without oil deflectors in the valve space.

These data were confirmed in road tests of the "Pobeda" automobile. In these
tests the average specific oil consumption of M-20 engines with oil deflectors
did not exceed 56 S/O vehicle k-m, while without oil deflectors it reached

108g/l00 km.
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Fig. 10. Influence of Certain Factors on Oil Burning in
4-Cylinder GAZ Engines:

1 -- viscosity of oil used: E VU50 = 6; a VU0 = 3;

2 --- closing off of passages in connecting rods:

passages closed; M0 passages open (for

supplementary lubrication of the cylinders);
3 -- presence of oil deflectors in the vaive space:

M7 with oil deflectors; 0 without oil deflectors;

4 -- cross section of oil passages in pistons:

openings unclogged; openings clogged.

The above is evidence of the substantial effect the valves have, via their
sucking actioit as they move in the guide bushings, on the amount of oil consumed
by the engine. The process is aggravated by the intense suction of gases under
existing systems of crankcase ventilation. The effect of crankcase ventilation
and a number of other design factois, including clearances in fitted assemblies,
are topics discussed elsewhere in this book.

These parame.ters and iactors, acting separately and in concert upon oil con-
sumptiop and gas blow-by, do so in addition to other, operational factors, under
actual condi-i.ons of engine service. Among these operational factors are the
quality of the ltbricating materials in the fuel, the absence of patterns of
w'-ar an the frirtion surfaces of the parts of the cylinder-piston group as a re-
sult of differences in operating conditions, resin formation and tarring of the
oil control zings and grooves in the piston, etc.

Actually, in the case of reverse flow of excess oil, only constricting the
openings in the grooves for the oil-clearing rings in the piston will increase

the oil consumption rate. The total passage cross section cf these 1. openings
of diameter 3 mn each is 31 mm2 ; and in combination with the radial channel To
the other side of the piston the area is 147 mm . By blocking 6 of the openings
in the piston grooves, thus decreasing the drainage cross section to 49 m.

2,
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the effect on oil consumption of decreased drainage area was determined.

Also,- in the course of the tests of a number of engines, the strongly nega-
tive effect on performance of the practice in many motor vehicle and vehicle re-
pair enterprises of overhauling engines after running-in and break-in was noted.
Such overhauling, i.e. opening the engines after inspection and testing of the
friction surfaces of the parts, subsequ.ently obligates a new process ofrunning-in and increases the indices of oil burning and gas blow-by.

Since oil burning and gas blow-by are indices of the overall technological
condition of the engine, the general character of the relation between them atvarious degrees of wear of the engine is of interest.

In Table 6 the results of evaluation of the technological condition of

GAZ-21 engines after their service on vehicles are given.

The technological condition of these engines was evaluated from data on
speed and load characteristics and from the results of micrometry of parts after
determining the oil burning and gas blow-by.

Table 6.

2t. -o * ,..

O D- --4 Z ,
0 > r- 0

0tH' 0. 0 CS .V

. 4 Characteristic properties of engine condition,

14 a) from data of inspection and micrometry a

15 72 220 No notations. 65 29
30 73 215 No notations. 70 28
44 71 215 Rubber packing on valves eaten away. 90 30
47 68 230 Sticking of piston rings. 120 40
50 72 220 No notations. 60 30
53 71 210 No notations. 70 30
83 68 235 Deformation of sleeves to the extent of 1 mm,

and sticking of piston rings. 150 35

It follows from Table 6 that when GAZ-21 engines are in good technological
ondition, the maximum oil burning and gas blow-by do not exceed 70 g/hr and
30 1./mn, respectively.

in Table 7 the minimum and maximum values of oil burning and gas blow-by

for 30 engines of types M-20, GAZ-S1, GAZ-12, and GAZ-21 in good technological
condition are given; these values were determined by taking the speed character-
istics, by micremetry, and by visual inspection of the engine parts. The indi-
ces of oil burning and gas blow-by were determined under laboratory conditions

_I?
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with closed crankcase ventilation systems, under the 5ets of conditions of
Table 5, with the engines using "Industrial-50' oil.

Oil consumption tests were conducted on the same engine models under high-
way testing with various road conditions and varied vehicle speeds, The service
miieage on the vehicles at the time was froe. 3 to 25x10 3 kip. The tests yielded
the following average values of oil consumption rate due to burning: for M-20
engines, 42-95 g/l00 km; for GAZ-51 engines, 120-180 g/100 km; for GAZ-12,
130-200 gi!00 km; and fov GAZ-21, 35-80 g/i00 km.

In subsequent testing the technological condition of all these engines was
found to be completely satisfactory: the maximum cylinder wear in them did not
exceed 0.07 mm, and the maxiraum cleaxance in the scarf joints of the piston
rings was not above 1.5 m.

It should be noted that it did not seem possible in the research to estab-
lish a regular relationship between the high or low values of the indices of oil
consumption from Table 7 and the state of wear of the cylinders and piston rings,
in the range of values given. Thus, when premature wear of the cylinders in two
M-20 engines and three GAZ-12 engines wks artificially induced to the extent of
up to 0.05 - 0.07 mm, the average rate of oil consumption, trder the previously
adopted sets of conditions, practically did not change in relation to the initial
indices, not exceeding 75 - [sic] 180 g/hz, respectively.

Table 7. -A
Engine model

GAZ-20 G.Z-S1
Parameter studied CAZ-69 GAZ-63 GAZ-12 GAZ-21

Oil burning., g/hr 30 - 90 120 - 180 130 - 200 25 - 75

Oil ourning, g/i00 km 40 - 120 130 - 19C 150 - 230 30 - 110

Gas blow-by, 1.!rn 20 - 30 40 - 80 45 - 52 20 - 30

The values of gas blow-by around the piston rings here, however, were at the
upper limit of the values in Table 7, reaching 30 and 50 l./min, respectively.

Extreme wear of cylinders and piston rings was accompanied by a sharp rise in
the avern.ge indices of oil burning, reaching 300-350 g/l0O km on M-20 engines, and
500 g1000 km on GAZ-12 engines, with cylinder wear up to 0.1 M.

Therefore, the evaluation of the cechnological condition of an engine may
be based on the rate of oil consumption only in conjunction with the indices of
gas blow-by arcumd the piston rirgs.

Even then, sch. a method of evaluation cannot be assumed to be error-free,
since a large number of initial parameters over and above the new factors involved
in the operating conditions affect the indices of oil bumring and gas blow-by.
Thus, decre2se of the open crass section of the openings in the lower piston
grooves underneath the piston rings dt.e to resinification can increase the aver-
age oil consmption rate by 10-15%; this rises substantially in the event of
attrition of the gtde bushings and valves as a result of sticking of the piston
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rings, etc.

Thus, the values of the indices of oil burning and gas blow-by given in
Table 7 can be taken as approximate zriteria for evaluating the overall techno-
logical condition of M-20, GAZ-51, GAZ-12, and GAZ-21 engines and their various
medifications. Since under actual service conditions an engine mainly operates
with the carburetor throttled down, the actual indices of oil burning and gas
blow-by are usually much lower than the permissible values given,

High oil consumption in the initial period of service of an engine may

arise as a result of the process of running-in of the parts being drawn out.

The stated method of evaluating the technological condition of motor vehicle

engines obviously does not exhaust all possibilities in this direction; howev'er,
despite its approximate nature, it is admittedly the most objective and efficient
method.

Other existing methods may be used in conjunction with evaluation from oil
burning and gas blow-by. For example, the method of determining the technolog-
ical condition of an engine from the drop in effective power and the rise in
fuel consumption -- while it is very suitable in the period of the onset of pro-
gressive, or catastrophic, wear -- without simultaneous use of the method of
evaluation from oil burning and gas blow-by can lead to erroneous conclusions.
Errors are likely because a drop in power and an increase in fuel consumption
are possible not only as a result of wear and tear of parts and fitted assemblies,
but also as a result of defects in the carburetor and distributor, and for other
reasons.

In the practice of vehicle operation, very frequently the conditien of the
engine is evaluated according to the noise during operation. This is a subjective
method, due to the individual talents of the different practitioners. On the
other hand, the way acoustic equipment is being invented, great promise is
afforded in this direction.
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Chapter III

Characteristic Features of
Operation and Wear of Engines

Heat Straining of Automotive Engine Parts

The problem of increasing motor vehicle engine life cannot be solved in
isolation from a number of questions connected with thermal conditions of the
engines aad heat straining of the main parts. The number of investigations of
various types which have been carried out in this area is exreamely large. How-
ever, because there is neither a perfected methodology nor sufficiently accurate
apparatus, generalization of these efforts presents appreciable difficulties and
does not always give completely objective results.

The complexity of this problem has been aggravated by the fact that until
the present there have been no sufficiently reliable methods of calculation and
theoretical investigation of heat transfer and thermal straining of parts.

Heat straining of an engine is governed by the heat fluxes through its parts.
It depends on the quantity of heat produced, distribution, ana the amount of heat
conducted away from the par-s into the cooling medium. In the present work, only
that part of the question is dealt with which involves the distribution of heat
fluxes over thermally stressed surfaces of certain crucial engine parts.

In recent years a number of research reports have been dsvoted to this
question, making it possible to ascertain the relation between the thermal con-
ditions in various engine models and the coefficient of excess air, the spark
advance angle, and other factors. Thus, it ws determined that the character of
the temperature variation in pistons and valves as a function of the coefficient
of excess air oc -is the same for all engines, and the maximum temperature at
full loding corresponds to that mixti-ro composition which guarantees the highezt
rate of combustion and the hig.st average indicated pressure.

It wxe also determined that the lowest parts temperature corresponds -

other conditions being equal - to the most efficient spark advance, that the
teaperabre of the cylinder heads and pistons increases linearly with increasing
speed, etc.



The average working temperatures of the separate parts were determined:
cylinder walls, up to 100OC; intake valves, 150 - 2500; exhaust valves, 600 -

8400l cast iron pistons, over 40001 alusirum pistons, around 2500; and elec-
tronic sic , around 2200C,

Research reports published in recent years deallng with thermal strain-
ing of motor vehicle engine Darts, performed at the Scientific Research Insti-

tute of Motor Vehicles and Motors of the NAMI [Central Scientific Re-
search institute of Motor Vehicles and Motors], are of esDecial interest.

The variety of experimental conditions &id means of measuring temperature
often causes substantial disagreement in the results, other conditions being
equal, and thus does not always provide a sufficient background for theoretical

- generalization. Accordingly, any additional information in this area is both
useful and necessary for domestic motor vehicle engine production.

The above served as the motivation for the mentioned studies of operating
temperatures of cylinder walls, pistons, main crankshaft bearings, camshaft
bearings, valves, and valve guide bushings of various models of engines from
the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant ("CAZ*) and the Zavolzhsk Motor Plant. This work
was carried out at the Central Scientific Research Laboratory for Engines at the
GAZ by the author, in collaboration with the engineer A. P. Yegorova.

It is well known that in engines with water cooling the maximum temperature
of the cylinder surface is in rare cases 2000 C, but the nonuniforaity of the
temperature field in these cases is very high. Thus, in measuring the operating
temperature of cylinders of GAZ-51 engines, a sharp increase in temperature in
the region opposite the valves was recorded. At full loading and 2500 rpmb it
reached 130 - 140°C; and in the diametrically opposite direction, 80 - 1006C. In
the lower part of the cylinders the temperature under the same conditions was be-
tween 700 and 1150C. A substantially less nonuniform temperature field was noted
in "wet' cylinder sleeves of GAZ-21 engines on "Volga" automobiles. Thus, the
investigator B. A. Vzorov found that the maximum temperature in the upper region
of the sleeve of the first cylinder, with a Nirezist insirt, is 1800C. with a
temperature fluctuation around the sleeve of not over 10'C.

In the same part of the sleeve of th second cylinder on the side of the in-
take manifold the temperature reached 205 C, which is explained by the formation
of a vapor pocket. The vertical temperature difference along the sleeve between
the two stationary points of the upper piston ring was around 300C. These studies
of temperature variation used cylinder sleeves of tito engine modifications:
GAZ--21A with compression ratio 6c7,1 and with a gasoline octane number of 701 and
GkAZ-21D with compreesion ratio 7*5,1 and octane number not below 90.

The method of measurement amounted to recording the temperature with Chroel-
Copel thermocouples with wire diameter 0.6 mm. Temperature was measured on all
cylinders from the intake manifold side end the opposite side at distances of
13z65 and 105 an from the up>-ir flat surface of the engine block. The hot Junction
of each thermocouple was inwat a distance of 0.5 to 1.0 mm from the fric-
tion surface and made fast by a method of acidleas soldering (Fig. ii).
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View at arrow A

Fig. 11. Arrangement of Thermocouplest
a -- attachment and sealing of thermocouples
in "wet" cylinder sleeves in GAZ-21 engine;
b -- arrangement of thermocouples along
height of cylinder.

in the recording of the temperature characteristics a portable type PP
potentiometer was used. During the tests the oil temperature in the crankcase
was held within the limits of 70 and 950C, and the outlet water between 75 and
800. In studying the influence of operating conditions on the temperature of
the cylinder sleeves the temperature characteristics were taken at idle and also
with the engine working at full load at 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, and 3500 rpm.
The curves (Fig. 12) indicate that the loading has the greatest effect on the
increase of temperature in cylinder sleeves. A relatively even distribution of
temperature among the several cylinders was noted in the tests, with maximum
temperatures around 1600 C in the upper zones of the cylinder sleeves, in which
respect the GAZ-21 engine models compare favorably to the flathead GAZ models.

Significant advantages were noted also in the uniformity of the temperature
distribution around and vertically along the sleeves. Thus, in operating the
GAZ-21 engine at full load and 3500 rpm the maximum temperature variation around
the sleeve was not over 280 C, and vertically not over 650 C. From the studies
the effect on cylinder temperatu.re - spark advance angle, increased compression
ratio, and operation of the engine vith knocking were determined. In the latter
case a sharp increase in temperature in the upper region of the cylinders was
noted.

The study of the operating temperature field in the piston has acquired
particular significance in recent years in connection with the increased frequen-
cy of cases of piston burn-troagh in contemporary high-perfcrmance vehicle
engines. The greatest number of measurements of temperature in pistons has been
made with the aid of a multipronged contact current tap of the NA _ design, which
gives a temperature reading about 0e higher than with a sliding contact current
tap.

Generalization of the studies carried out in this direction indicated that:
a) in present-day carbureted engines with water cooling the operating tempera-

ture at the center of the piston head is within the limits of 250 - 300°C,
at the edge of the piston head 220 - 260°C, in the region below the piston
rings 130 - 1500 C, and in the lower part of the piston skirt 100 - 110oc;
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Fig. 12. Effect of RPM's, Loading, and Spark Advance Angle on
Temperature of Cylinder Sleeves in GAZ-21A and GAZ-21D Engines,
under Various Conditions of Operations -- idling; -x- heavy
load put on GAZ-21A engine at n = 2,000 r1a; -0- varying spark
advance angle on GAZ-2iD engine, at nw2,500 rps; -GAZ-21A engine
at fUll load; - GAZ-21D engine at full load; --- GAZ-21D engine
with knocking.

b) for cast iron pistons in these sane engine types the temperature rises in
the center of the piston head by rCout 100oC, at the edge of the piston head
by 40 - 500c, and elewhere by 5 - 100C;

c) in air-cooled carbureter enigines the temperature of all zones of the piston
is substant. Ally higher than in w ter-cooled engines; thus, the temperature
of the center of the pistor head for pistons md* of aluainua alloys
reaches 330 - 3500C, and for pistons made of cast iron 420 - 4300 CI

d) for diesels with pistons made of aluxinu alloys the temperature at the
center of the piston head, with direct fuel injection, is 250-28=0, at the
edge of the piston head 180 - 2000 C, in the area below the piston rings
130 - 1400C, and in the lowe part of the skirt 100 - 1109C. With the
prechaaber design, the taxerat :re of the pistons is substantially higher;
in the center of tho piston head it reaches 380 - 40C;

e) in diesels with cast Iron pistons trn hightr temperatures occur; with
prechamber heads, these reach 4500 . in the center of the working fac of
the piston and 390 - 4000C at the edge.
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Fig. 13. Dia ng of Multipronged Current Tap with Type PP Co densating Poten-
ticueter:

1,2,3 - arange ent of hot thermoc ople junctions in ps ton; 4 -
slding contact- current tap shoe, fastened to piston; 5 -- collecting
shoe, fastened to engine block; 6 w thermocouple switch; 7
co1penstn device.

The ain zexpimental par of t s stage of research was to be the study of
thermol sfraindig f the pistons of GAZ-21A an G tZ-21D ngnes. contactcurrent taps designed by the Central Scientific Research Institute of Diesels
(T he IDIg, sliding contact current taps, aan a dmlti d contact device devel-
oesd at the fi were ts with the ain of finding the best method of teipera-

thne ea e . The latter device turned ot to be the ost reliable.

The temuprature of the piston as record with Chrenl-Copel the ocouples=: with wire diameter 0.3 -. The hot junctions of the thermocouples were installed
0.5 -;o 1.0 U fro the surface. The pito contact in this i a me free
th oelctrode material in the forl of a sharp pin ich slid along the line of
the :oils of a windug as the piston approached bttom dead center".

The design of the device al involves current-tap and co ectng textoliteshoesa, the first of which is installed in th. piston bosses, and the secnd i
the :ylinder block.

The ,.utiprone_ curet tap ylds a discontinuous current In the thermo-
couple c iri. An electronic oscillo~raph, displaying the amplitudes of the
current palses, was used as a nul inicator.

The main objects of study were GAZ-2U.. and GAZ-21D engines with K-22an

K-105 carburetozs. DTh-ing the tests the temperatures of the crankcase oil and
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the water leaving the engine were maintained within the limits of 70 - 950 C and
75- 800, respectively.

The temperature characteristics of engines at the center and at the edge
cu the piston head are plotted in Fig, !4. It was found that under normal burn-
ing of the fuel mixture, the form of the temperature increase of the piston fol-
lows the curve of effective power, and like it has a bending point at 3500
crankshaft rpm. The maximum tempsrature for all modifications of the GAZ-21 en-
gine in the center of the piston head was not over 300C, at the edge of the
piston head it was about 250 - 27500, underneath the upper compression ring
190 - 2200C, and on the piston skirt around 1000C. These data from the center
and edge of the piston head differ little from the result. of teats carried out
at the N&MI.

231 .62 3'_
,',.I / : | _ _ __,_ _,_ | :

* --A _ A- ' --I---- I'-4

1., -/

2on 5isto 2eT-tr nG 2 a2 G -1egns

- -7 4'. Z

217

Fig. 1. Effet o, Variu e aeowr e and uetr ne Pitn compere:

sion ring, respectively:Ecz-21 rskJ engine; - GAZ-21D engine
b - effect of stak advace angle, knocking, a increased

Fload at consa rp, on piston temerature n G -21A e ngtne:
o ncps Ao ene oteratinn; G - spark advanced by 150;

-x- strong knogkig; -w - increased loauder .n increas-
load plus spark advanced by 150.

Key: z - Effective hp = rpm; e- % f open throttle.
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In the teats a sharp increase of temperature was noted under knocking con-
ditions of mixture combustion. The temperature of the center of the piston
head under these conditions reached 320 - 3300C at 2500 - 3000 rpm. Substan-
tia temperature increases in the piston were also recorded with progressive
opening of the throttle valve and with increases in the spark advance angle in
the tests. These studies confirmed that the burn-through of pistons in G&Z-21D
engines which has occurred in the past is connected with knocking in the burn-
ing mixture at compression ratios inappropriate to the octane number of the
gasolines used.

In this, under the effect of high temperatures, the start of burn-through
of the pistons precedes appreciable lowering of the hardness of the copper-sili-
con alloy used in the pistons. Special high-silicon Silunin, containing 11-13%
Si, was introduced in the production process as a more heat-resistant and hard
alloy for pistons.

The temperature field in the beaxings of the crankshaft has interested re-
searchers for many years now, from the point of view of seeking ways of prolong-
ing the service time of inserts and increasing their resistance to the spalling
and chipping of the working layer. Thus, according to research data, the lower-
ing of the temperature of bearings from 160 to 100C increases the operating
life of inserts without the appearance of cracks by a factor of over 7 times.

The current research into temperature fields of bearings is a cont nuation
of research carried omt at the Moscow Technical College ieni Bauma. Coupara-
tire studies were carriad out on 2 standard GAZ-20 and GAZ-21 engines. The
temperatures of the inserts were measured with Chrome!-Copel thermocouples with
the heads of the junctions 2 n in diameter. The thermocouples were 0.5 n away
from the frictin surfaces, and were arranged as shown in Fig. 15.

33

,,

Lwe nser=-s

GAZ-20 CAZ-21A

Fig. 15. Arrangement of Thermocouples for Measung Tempratre
of Pain Crankshaft Bearing insers in C&Z-20 ad GAZ-21A
R=3ines.
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The thermocouples were fastened in and sealed by the method of acidless
soldering, with tin solder. The thermocouple leade from the main bearings were
brought out t:=aiugh the juncture between the engine block and the oil pan.

The temperature of the oil going to the main bearings was measured by a
thermocouple which was mounted in the oil passage. The temperature of the middle
layers of 'Al in the oil Dan was also determined with a thermocouple. All the
thermocouples were connected to a EM-20 selector switch, and further to a ?PB-46
millivoltmeter.

The temperature characteristics were taken at idle and under 10W, load over
a wide rpm range. When the testing was under a lcad the temperature of the cool-
ing water at 2000 rpm in the M-20 engine was within the limits of 70 - 750C, and
in the GAZ-21A engine within 68 - "700C; and the oil temperatures in the oil pans
did not exceed 80 - 950C 51i; respectively. This dfference in water and oil
temperatres is connected with design features of the engine models which were
tested, in Fig. 16 the temperature dist-ibution along the diameter [sic] Of the 1st
main bearings, which reflects the ifluence of rpm, loading, and other parametersincluding oil viscosity, is plotted. The curves indicate that the speed has the

greatest effect on increasing the temperature of the bearings. in this regard,
under the test ccnditions a high temperature in the main bearings of the GAZ-21
engine was noted in cox. ,rison with that of the GAZ-20.

Fig. 16. Dbzt-Ab-iion of Tempna-b-zs al-ong th~e WDZ .,Pa,-ter faic] off the

a - effect of eng -- a load'% on ten-per- e of mi
bearirgs:

a t i d e , C MMU .-4 en g=-in e , 1 0 0% l o a d , C-n - 2 0O eng i ne -,
a. t idle, C Z-21 eniel ... 00rt load, Gk-21 enamiel

ef -- I. o.f oil =-esmj-e and scOsj-t, an of 5-d~eadl

- -i "->wth a.WJ? viscosity of 6a VU5

viscos!i : ora hd 3, e-M- iv e, .- oil -- e
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to the antimony alloy SOS-6-6, which is more resistant to fatigue deformation
and the action of high temperature. The second problem has not yet been solved,
but the research whAch has been accomplished permits the recommendation that the
oil pressure be raised in the engine system and that colloidal graphite prepara-
tion be added to the oil. Lowering the viscosity of the oil, which has a posi-
tive effect on the process of running-in, can be recommended only to the point
of accumulation of perceptible wear in the fitted parts of the engine.

The exhaust valves are another part of the vehicle engixi which is heavily
loaded thermallys they operate subject to active corrosive media in the exhaust
gases, and high frequency pulsating loads. In service the stems and heads of the
valves become covered with carbon deposits, the thermal conductivity ol which is
30 - 50 times less than that of cast iron or steel, thus aggravating the already
severe conditions of operation of these parts.

There have been a large number of research reports dealing with the measure-
ment and analysis of operating temperatures of exhaust valves. From the general-
ized results of research, the temperature of exhaust valves in truck engines
with compression ignition lies within the limits of 760 - 8000 C, in high 8ower
carbureted truck engines 800 - 8400 C, and in automobile engines 600 - 750 C.
For a 7000C maximum temperature in the center of the valvS head of an automobile
engine, away from the outer surface this decreases to 630", at the seat to 6200,
in the radius zone from the head to the stem it again rises to 7000, and in the
upper part of the stem it is 5600 C.

in a number of studies the dependence of valve temperature on a number of
factors and parameters has been establisheds these include the coefficient of
excess air, the compression ratio, rpm, loading, etc.

There are several well known methods of measuring valve temperature, but the
most precise is the use of ther-ocouples. In the present research a 2-wire
tharmocuuple was used which allowed measuring the temperature in the center of

the valve head (Fig. 17). The thermocouple was made of Chromel and Alumel wires
of diameter 0.5 am, and passed through an opening drilled completely through the
valve stem and capped off at thb valve head end. The thersoelectrodes were in-
sulated frrm the body of the valve by a double-channel porcelain tube 2.7 mm in
diameter. The hot junction of the thermocouple was protected by a metal cup,
The wire from the thermocouple passed trough a hole in the valve wall into the
valve compartment, and further to the terminal of the recording device, a type
PP compensating potantiometer.

All the ests were conducted on GAZ-21D, GAZ-51, and GAZ-13 engines. The
temperature ch aceris.cs of the GAZ-21D engine with a compression ratio of
7.5:1 and a maximun power of 76 hp were taken on each cylinder a!ternately,
using one thermocouple, at full load and at rpm varied from 2000 tc 4000 at
intervals of 500 rpm. Gasoline with an octane number of 90 was used. The
results of th& testa, given in Fig. 18, showed that as rpm_ increases at full
load the temperature of the exhoust valves rises from 560 to 7500C in the first
cylinder, from 73 to 7800 in the second, from 676 to 801° in the third, and
to 7600c in the fourth cylinder.
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The higher temperatures of the valves in the middle cylinders Is a conse-
quence of the uneven distribution of fuel mixture among the cylinders, and the
comparatively low temperature of the valve in the first cylinder is due to more
intensive cooling. In operation under conditions of knocking, the valve temper-
atures sharply increase.

The temperature characteristics of the CAZ-13 engine were taken under the
same conditions as were those of the GAZ-21D. The tests showed that in engine
operation under full load with a normal clearance between the valve and the
rocker arm, the temperature of the center of the head of the exhaust valve in-
creases on the average from 6350 to 7800 C when rpm is increased from 2000 to
4000. If the valves do not seal the valve head temperature reaches 8700 C.
From observations of engines tested in lengthy test stand and road tests it was
established that burn-through of the valves precedes a decrease in the gap be-
tween valve and rocker arm.

In a GAZ-51 engine temperature was measured in the exhaust valves of the
first, third, and sixth cylinders at 1800, 2500, 2800, 3200, and 3500 rpm at full
load and with the rpm-governor open. It was found that the valve temperature
rises on the average from 6500 to 8000C as rpm is increased from the lowest of
these values to the highest. Thus, the exhaust valves of the 6-cylinder engine
GAZ-51 are subjected to the highest temperatures of all, which is explained by
inferior cooling and by blocking of the water jacket in the casting of the cylin-
der blocks. A number of measures have been introduced to increase the heat-resis-
tance of the valves In GAZ and ZMZ engines. The valve guide bushings on 24 models of
flathead GAZ-20, CAZ-51, and GAZ-12 engines were subjected to temperature varia-
tion. The aeasurements were made at the upper part of the bushings where they
emerge from the body of the cylinder block. Chromel-Copel and platinum-(platinu-
rhcdium) thermocouples were used. The testa were conducted at 1000 and 2000 rpm
at idle, and 2000 rpm under full lord. Under the high load and high speed engine
operating conditions a sharp increase in the temperature of the upper zone of the
guide bushings was noted; likewise for the temperature of the gases in the ex-
haust manifold. The maximum temxpature recorded at 100% loadin was around
5000C for the CAZ-20 engine, a little over 1500C for the GAZ-12, and around 4150C
for the GAZ-51* The temperature differences in the guide bushings among the cyl-
inders were affected by the nonuniformity of cooling, differences in the fitted
clearances between the bushings and the valves, nonuniformity of the distribution
of the fuel mixture among the cylinders, and other factors.

Deformation of Certain Parts of Automotive Engines

A number of design and technological requirements to guarantee dursbility,
wear resistance, maintainability, and repairability are applied to perts of auto-
motive engines. In addition, under conditions of continuous &ass production in
the manufacture of engine parts, minimum weight of the part, superior processing
and machining properties, and minimally expensive methods are specified. At the
ease time, sufficient attention has not al%vys been paid -- until the present -
in the designi and manufacture of engines to the possible development of deform-
ations in the partsl such deformations to a large det6rmine the subsequent life
time of models of a given design.
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Thssituation is paxti cularly the caee with . ch co~pl~ca.6ed parts as
cylinder blocks. Conitions resulting from defo -tion cf cyli.wier blocks in-

i clude non-perpendicuJ.arity of cy-inder txes (within ths 3.ong tudinai plane of
I~i the block) away frcom the nominal position, '..attirbcnce of the s_,-cing and _ ial-
, lel~ness of the axes of the crank<sh3.ft, dov-ition f'rom coaxia s~ig!n, ent snd

from circular shape of the epeninge in the main crankshaft bearitg pillow
blocks, non-planarity of the upper and lcwer eairfacea of the ngine block, non-
perzpndcularity of the front and rear faces of the engine block %o -the a . iO
the crankshaft, macroscopic deforwation of the cylinders " dth respet to their
axes as well as in the rsdiaJ. direction, etc. These and other deviations ap'ar
usually not following machining, but substntially latera either during' engine
operation or after long storage of the engine block.,

In many cases deviations of this type have a greater effect on shcrtenr ~
the service life of the engine befor major overhsal than corr.sive or abrasive
wear arising under service conditions. For exaaple, a high initial ova2.i y of
the cylinders causes the gases to pass through irho the crankca of the engine,
in turn disturbing the heat lelance, increas~ng the tempe~at re oi t.e piston
and piston ring, and breaking the oil film. Substantial blow-by of gases is
accompanied by proc -essive wear, galling of the metal, and sonetiues ecoring,
seizing, and catch3 ag of tha paints, or complete breakdown of the eu-gine, O"val-
ity of the cylinders or cylinder sleeves is in al oases a consequence of defor-
mation, whether this -arises in the separated state, in engine as~eimbl£, as a
result of uneven loading, or from the action oi gas pressurs &nIi nertial forces.

Under actual engine service conni~tons ovality of cylinders can also arise
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in the gAps of the fitted zones of the sleeve in the block. Not the least harm-
Pal factor in engine life is deformation of cylinder blocks, resulting in a lack
of coaxial ali;gnment in the openings of the main pillow blocks of the crankshaft.
This non-coaxial alignment result.3 from the deformation of the cylinder block in
the vertical longitudinal plane. In measurements formerly made on over 50 new
cylinder blocks of GAZ-51. engines at the Goa.ki Motor Vehicle Pl.ant following
lengthy starage, it was established that the maximum nonalignment is 0.;"08 mm
for the second and 0.058 Em for the third opening, with a tolerance [sic] of
*0.02 mm. In GAZ-51 engines taken out for major overhaul, the mn-xiaum value of
coaxial nonalignment of the main pillow blocks sometimes reaches 0-15 mm and
hJigher.

As a result of this type of deformation the deflection of the axis of the
openings of the main bearings is directed upward, as are the upper and lower
faces of the cylinder block. Consequences of the coaxial nonalignment of the
openings of the main pillow blocks are premature breakdown of the crankshaft
and sustan+ a a, hortenig of its service life after regrining the bearings and
replacing , beering inserts, It should be noted that one of t.e main reasons
for -:.he thoz tL 3ife of engines which have urdergonot major overhaul in comparison
with new engines is the absence in most vehicle overhaul enterprises of test
pr. cedures for +-he cosi'al norAl!gnaent of thi- openings in the main pillow blocks
in the nylinder block r.fter the [re-]boring operation. When the openings of the
main pillow blocks are bored their coaxial alignment is restored, but since de-
formed ond surfaces of the block serve as the basis for this opsratton, as does
the lower face of the block in the boring of cylinders, the perpendicularity of
the cyllnd6r axes to the axis of the crankshaft uuffers.

The deformation of cylinder blocks, as well as - incidentally - other
engine parts, occurs as a result of internal a&nd external stresses. A so-called
internal stress is one which is present in the part when no exterual forces are
acting. Iff such a forcs remains in the part after removal of external influ-
nces, far exmple, heating or cooling, it is called residual. Such stresses

caa arise as a result of internal transformations which vary over the volume of
the part, or of noauniform plastic deformation, which leads to nonuniform resid-
ual inear or bulk changes. Residual stresses are of three types, equilibrated
within vacrovolumes of the pert and having an oriented direction; equilibrated
within the limits of small volumes, and disoriented in direction; and equili-
trat-d within the limits of the crystal lattice. For cast iron parts the main
type of residual stress is the first type. This gives rise to shrinking of the
metal, which is further dependent on thermal and mechanical factors.

So-called external stresses are those which arise in parts under the influ-
ence of external loads, either mechanical or thermal.

Mechanical loads appear in machining, assembly, and operation under service
conditions. Temperature loading also occurs in service; the most dangerous type
involves differences in temperature drop under unsteady conditions of operation,
mainly under conditions of cold starts of the engine.

Deforaticn of Darts can be measured by micrometry, the method of artificial
datum points - or incised holes - or by evaluating the inagnitude of the resid-
ual forces which arise. In the latter case physical and mechanical methods are
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used which are "based on tne fcrmation of cracks in taie surfaces of the part as
a result of etching it with a special reagent. The X-ray method is very wide-
spread. The method of magnetic anisotropy finds application. The tensometric
[sic] method, which allows both static and dynamic observations of parts of ar-
bitrary shape, has found increasingly wider application in recent years for the
measurement of residual stresses and deformation, With the aid of teusometry a
few researchers have found the relation between deformation of the cylinder
sleeve and ga-s pressure and rpm, and the effect of these parameters upon stresses
in the cheeks of crankshaft, made a more precise determinaticn of stresses in
the connecting rods, and studied the effect of deformation of the main pillow
blocks on deformations of the shape of the oain bearings,

In this section the experience of the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant in studying

the deformation of cylinders, cylinder sleves, and connecting rods in automotive
engines will be discussed. The investigations were carried out under t-St o'an

conditions on the engines, with evaluation of the deformation by the familiar
micrometry and tensometry, as well as by the method of incised holes, In some
of the tests the deformation was evaluated from the variation in oil burning and
gas blow-by expressed by the average of the results of 4-hr test stand tests ofI

~the engines.

In tests of GAZ-69, CGAZ-51, and GAZ-12 engines and their modifications it
was established that blocks of 6-cyiinder engines were more subject to deforma-
tion because their casting configuration is more complex and they are less
rigid than the blocks of 4-cylinder engines. The deformation arises primarily
from redistribution of the resk.ual internal stresses in the castings during the
process of mechanical machining, as well as under the influence of mechnical
and thermal loads during assembly and operation of the engine. These deformations
bring about a substantinl ovalization of the upper zone of the cylinders, with
the maximum ovality being in the direction of t-he wrist pin. This sort of oval
configuration is connected with the design properties and the distribution of
metal in blocks in flathead engines.

in Table 8 values are given of the maximum ovality of the upper part of
the cylinders of 6-cylinder and 4-cylinder engines which have undergone microm-
etry after completion of varius mechanical operations and engine block assem-
bly, and in the process of heating the blocks to 800C. The measurements per-
tain to the geometry of the cylinders after they have been honed.

The deformation values in the Table add in some cases and in others mtual-
ly cacel; overall, cylinders in a normal environment acquire an ovality of' up
to 0.05 m for 6-cylinder engines, and up to 0.03 mm for 4-cylinder engine
blocks. Thus, tne 0.025 = maxi-mum ovality specified in the design drawings is
often exceeded, causing increased oil burning and gas blow-by. The increase in
these indices leads to severe disturbance of the thernal operating conditions
of the engine, to drying of the oil film, the appearance of scoring, and inten-
sification of the wear of cylinders and piston rings.

in many cases an Initial cylinder ovality of over 0.25 mm shortens the
service life of the ergine by more than 1.5 - 2 times, since the process of
ovalization tends to progrss. To a large degree this is the result of uneven
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cooling of the cylinders under service conditions, which in turn is caused by

varying wall thickness and the presence of casting skin in the passages of the
water jacket. A certain, however small, lowering of the deforvation of cylin-
ders has been achieved in recent years at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant by in-
provement of the techinology of producing castings. Substantial improvement can
be obtained through natural aging of the stock for the engine blocks, or, even
better, furnace annealing at 600 - 6250C. The latter promotes a partial re-
lieving of the internal stresses in the metal and an increase in the subsequent
stability of the geometric parameters of the cylinders; this as. confirmed by
studies of 40 6-cylinder blocks, in which it was established that natural aging
of the stock decreases ovalization of the cylinders by 30 - 35i. Eperience in
manufact ring 6-cylinder blocks at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant also showed
that the fina2 finishing of the cylinders should be the final operation. This
substantially decreases the probability of subsequent distortion of the geomet-
rical parameters of tha cylinders.

Table 8. Ovality of cylinders, zz
Name of operation after which measurements -yl. 4-cy!.

were taken block block

Preliminary machining of main bearing pillow blocks 0.04 0.01
Machining of the openings under the oil pump and

distributor 0.03 0.01
Final machining of cylinder block 0.02 0.01
Screwing-on of the head cover studs 0.02 0.02
Screwing-on of the studs under the intake and

exhaust pipes 0.02 0.01
Manting and tightening of the intake and exhaust

pipes 0.02 0.01
Ni-anting and tightening of the cylinder head 0.02 0.01
Stamping of engine numbers on cylinder block 0.02 0.01
Heating of block from 180 to 800 C .04 0.02

In research on engines manufactured at the MZ it was found that during
their operation ovality of the sleeves arises with the major axis of the oval
developing mai.ly in the swing plane of the connecting rod. It is logical to
assume that this character of ovalization of wet sleeves is connected with the
action of the force of the piston causing straining in the cress sectional plane
In insufficiently rigid sleeves. Sleeves of GAZ-21 engines were subject to the
most deformation. Studies ai:d lengthy tests according to GOST 491 -55 of 10
samples of this -odel aUn .-tablished that ovalization of cylinder sleeves is
to a significant degree the result of initial ovality prior to engine operation.

Sleeve deformation is also observed in GAZ-13 engines. It is analogous in
character but its absolute value is much less - 40-r% less. This was confirmed
in 40-hr test stand tests of engines of this model. The lesser cvalization of
sleeves of GAZ-13 engines is explained by the fact that they are attached with a
bottom flange, and also by the fact that the V construction of the cylinder block
is more rigid.
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Deformation of the cylinder sleeves in GAZ-21 and GAZ-13 engines was also
studied by the method of tensometry. in this work, Constantan strain gages on
a paper backing were glued to the surface of the sleeve with A bakeite lacquer,
and thermal comj. 3nsation strain gageS were glued on in a direction perpendicular
to these. A TA-5 tensometer aplIfier was used in the studies, and an M-F-2
magnetoelectric c ;A.!lograph was used as the recorder. The process of deformation
of the sleeves was recorded on film and vas deciphered using the forvula:

where En is the value of the measured deformation, in relative units,
3j. is the range of .es",'-ements taken, in relative units,
Ai is the amplitude of deflection of the beas in the recorded process, MR,
Ak is the amplitude of the control signal, am, and
SD is the sensitivity of the strain gages.

Epoxy resin, mixed with textollte powder in a ratio of 100:80, was used as
a waterproof coating. Tests established the effect of a number of factors and
parameters on the deformation of cylinder sleeves. In particular, it was deter-
mined that the sleeves in a GAZ-21 engine deform_ in the upper region of the block
under the force of tightening of the nuts on the head cover studs, in a direction
perpendicular to the axis of the block, to the extent of 0.007 mm on the manifold
side and 0.002 mm on the valve side. In the lower region the sleeve undergoes
compression to the extent of 0.005 zm and expansion by 0.0015 mm. In the direc-
tion of the axis of the engine block, the sleeve expands by 0.002 '- and is com-
pressed 0.0015 m in the upper region, and these figures are 0.003 mm and 0.002
ma, respectively, in the lower region (Fig. 19). When torques are applied tc the
engine with an electrical brake at 600, 1000, and 1500 rpm, the sleeve deforma-
tion rises proportionally to the i. in this case the sleeve expands in the
direction perpendicular to the axis of the block and is compressed in the oppo-
site [sic) direction. In a study of the de-orzation of cylinder sleeves in a
GAZ-13 engine the strain gages were fastened with BF-2 adhesive in locations 20
%nd 90 mm from the upper ring. in each region, 4 diametrically positioned trans-
ducers were installed in the swing plane of the connecting rod, and 4 in the
other (orthogonal) plane. in the studies the sleeves were subjected to the do-
forming action of certain technological factors.

=I
Thus, in tests of the effect of tightening the nuts on the head cover studs

with the minimum ard maximum forces in the range given by the engineering speci-
fications it was established that there is no difference in the deformation of the
sleeves. The effect of the degree of tightening on the deformation of a sleeve
was also foand for the case where the latter protrudes above the plaae of the
cylinder block. in this case it is reco -ended that this [deformation]! parameter
be limited to a tolerance of 0.02 - 0.05 m. It was also established from tests
that the deforsation of the sleeve increases when pulsation of thr fitted sur-
faces and of the fitting seat in the engine block increases, and othen the clear-
ances for mounting the sleeve in the cylinder block are decreased.
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Fig. 19. Defoation of Cylinder Sleeves by Forces of Tightening
of Nut.3 on Head Coverc Studs on the Cylinder Blocks
1,2,3, etc. - defor~stlon; shape of sleeve after
nut tightening.

Keys A( - Upper region; ., - Lower region; < = Directionof axis of block; el - Yjunfold side.

7 With the aim of increasing the stability of the initial geometrical p~aran-
~~eters of the cylinders in GAZ-21 and G&Z-i3 engines, studies ware perfcraed of
~the conditions of artificial aging of then after the casting of the stock

pieces. The following sets of ccnditions were applied:
i. Aging of the sleeves f Cr 5 hr after casting.

2. Double a ing of the sleeves fo r 5 hr after casting and fr hr after

the first mechanical rnning-in.
3. Aging of the sleeves for hr after the first fchanicE_ runni-in.

In Table 9 the average results of tests on 6 GAZ-21 and GAZ-13 engines with
sleeves are presentUde The above test conditions were used.

Table 9
Conditions gtine model Ovalization before cvalization after

No. test, itest, a

1 GAZ-13 0.020 0.085
2GAZ-13 0.010 0.030

2 GoZ-2t 0s035 o.1o

2 GAZ-21 0.010 0.110
3 GAZ-21 0.015 0.100

These results wee later confirmed in 50- and iO0-hr tests of 15 engines.

~Analysis of the indicates that it is evidently preferable to subject sleeves of
GAZ-13 engines to a double artificial -aging of the stock - directly after
cat.ng, and after cpleton of the preliminary mechanical running-in. Wen
this nethod was adoted in the productin rocess, the ovalization of the cylin-
der sleeves in GAZ-13 engines was reduced by over 2 tes. there were no dp. e-
cTable reults in the case of the cylner sleeves of GAZ-21 engines; aging by
Co tion s l s used, primariay ro considerations of pdction

t oe test, scedl test, u

1 GAZ-13 -0.000.8

2 GZ-3 .0MU00M



expediency.

Initial and -abseouent ovalization o. sleeves in this model engine was de-
creased by increasing the fitting cleaxancas. This reroved the posalbility of
deformation of the sleeves during engIne assembly and during subsequent opera-
tion, associated with uneven theral expansiom of the cylinder block. The con-
neeting rods of the flathead models of GAZ engines were subject to substantial
deformation. To gain understanding of this question, more than 80 connecting
rods of GAZ-51 and GAZ-21 engines were studied at the Central _ngine Lcboratory,
along with 7 GAZ-51 engines. This research was performed by tha author in
collaboration with the engineer S. i. -r nov. Some of the studied rods were
subjected to natural aging for 50 days. The bending of the connecting rods was
measured with a general-Furpose ns+ruent; flexure and twisting were determined.
The engines were tested for 100 hr under load according to the methods re-
scribed in the engineering specifications of the plant; the ai- was to establish
the effect of deformation of the connecting rods on iunning-in and wear of the
parts of the cylinder-Diston graup and of the cranksha ft. nerxixents showea
that connecting rods of GAZ-51 engines which underwent cold str-ightening after
machining, within a certain time again acquired the same geoetric parameters
which they had had prior to straightning.

Since conrecting rods of -AZ-51 engines are often curved as much as 0.3 to
0.5 n after -- hining, straightening them is only a stopg-ap measure -- such
rods should not e sent to engine assembly. in the studies it was also noted
that rods of GAZ-21 engines are substantially more rigid; deforation in them is
2 - 2.5 times less than in connecting rods of GAZ-51 engines.

in the tests of rods in engines it was noted that cylinders, plstoms, and
bearing inserts opexrating with ccrecting rods which had flexues of 0,15 m
(that technologicaly feasible be-ing 0.025 mm) and twisting of up to 0.22 m
(feasible being 0.08 ") Nad been run-in suitably after the tests and did not
have high wear. ihen co necting rod flexures were higher than 0.15 m- the-re were
traces of warnping -on the upner surface of the piston skirzts, and when twisting
was above 0.25 =- so:_e deterioration of the -unning-in of the connecting rod bear-
Ing inserts was observed.

ne above work decnstrated, first, the need in the design of engines to

consider the advantage of increasing the rigIdity in the design of connecting
rods, and, second, the ineffectiveness of the operation of straightenling connect-
ing rods, which is used at the QZ and at nran other motor vehicle plants. T11his
applies fully also to pistons; st!raigtening then with the aim of restoring the
design values of conlcity and e-ii prticIty is also a mista!ken oe-ration. Internal
straining of the first, second, and third kLds [see earlier this Chap.] and elas-
tic and plastic defornations which are nonuniforn with resnect to the cross sec-
tion arise in the cold straightening of parts. Cold st-raightenig reduces the
inmsct strength ad causes a breaking of the continity of the -natfial in loca-
tions of concentrated stress.
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Chaxracter and Dynamics of *near of Basic Par-ts

Varioas nodels of engines from the Gorki Yotor Vehicle Plant and the
Zavolzhsk Motor Blen--t, differing -in a number of parame cers and in the materials
of the friction pairs and the types ei fuel used, we-re studied withn the idea of-
possible later generalizations of the character and the dynamics of wear of the
basic parts. The relevant proverties of the various nodels of GAZ and ZMZ en-
gines are covered in sufficient detail in the literiature. In -the beginning of
this section we irese'nt the results of 4W-0 and 600-hr test stand tests accord-
ing to the methods urescribed in G0ST 491 -55, i which only the nechawnical fain
of wear due to friction and the abrasive action off wea mroducts is observed.
These results were comnrared with onerating wear data after vehicle service mile-
ages roughly corresponding to the length of the test stand tests, and also with
intensive wear data fromn vehicles with 1lng rileage. The latter reflected the
influence of the anount of dust in the air, the amount of dirt in the oil, ama.
conditions resulting from "cold' starting andA oeraton at low temperature,
which cause corrosion of the friction surfaces.

in Fig. 20 characteristic plots are given off wear with respect to the ver-
tical in cylinders of various modele of GAZ and Z4.Z engines following 4 00+x
test stand tests, and also ope-rational wear after 20 - 25x103 and 80 - 1O0xlO- ks
of vehicle travel.

In Fig. 21, curves of the dynamics of wear of the cylinders following
cOrresno-nding periods of testing and service are presented. It should be borne
in mind here that the dyna.msics of the wear of cylinders, pilotted fr=om data of
nicrometry and te method of cut-out holes, Is founrahrproiteysnc
the running-in which is necessary after each, dismantling of the fitted assen-
bliss has an effect on the subsequent results.

Analysis of the character of the carves of- cylinder wear in tes. stand tests
reveals the folloing characteristics:

1,* For all engine models the maximm war- in the longitudinal dimensicn reg--
larly arises in the upper zone of the cylinders in the region of the end point
of the movement of the upper cozzpression piston ring. It can be considered an
established fact 'that the lowered resistance to wear of the upper Part of the
cylinder is a consequence of the increased gas p;ressure at the piston rings,
aggravated bry insufficient lubication, a _ppreciable local tmearegradients,
ftel ixtur=e cur-rents which vin~e the surface clean of oil, and also the effect
of-: corrosion from the gases.

2. In all cyliznders of fla-sad GAZ engines the maximu we,- ar-ounthec
-9frec occurs in the direction of the axis of the crankshaft. The 6-cylin-

der engines, which have cylinder-s cast in pairs, are charact_-ized by partculzar-
ly nonuniform radial wear. This type of: ovalization of cylindersi testsad

- testing can be explained by th specific casting peculiarities of cyindiex blocks
in GAZ engines - namely, the fant thrat in the initi-al running of the engine,
while the cylinder block has not. vet been heated up, the =d-~ ovalizatlon of
the cylinders takes place in the dir-ectloon para~le to the axis o the crank
shafft. in this direction the =aL-_j gap between the cylinder and the piston
rings is formed, increasad gas blow-by occur-s, and the oil fimdries up,. As
the block warms up the miaximum- expension shifts to the direction per adicular
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to the axis of the cranksha't, and a Unimiz clearance develops in the longitudi-
nal direction, giving rise to increasing wear. In this direction scoring of. the
cylinder surfaces frequently occurs, resulting in sabsoquent pre ature wear.
Local supercoo? ing of the cylnders and the flow dfrxection of the fuel mixture
which sweens aay the oil - also have significant effects on the nonunif ornity
of radial wear.
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- in the direction per-pendicular to the axis of the crank-
shaft;

in the direction parallel to the axis of the crankshaft.

Key: 4< - Wear of cylinders, with respect to diaaeter;
= Region of measurement of cylinder, GJ = GAZ-69

3. in overhead valve ZrZ enes having "wet" sleeve inserts, the naxin=
ovalization ocars in the direction prpe =ndicular t.. the axis cf the crankshaft.
The appearance of such ovalization when the wear of the cylinder sleeves is very
small is a consequence of defor-_atIn of t)e sleeves, *hich is na-ticulariy
observable aft- 75 - 103 hr of engnne operation. Tne high defo'aton of wet
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cylinder sleeves in these engine models is a conse uence not so a=ch of taper-
ature gradients as insufficient rigidity of the sleeves the-aelves and of the
cylinder blocks (Fig. 22). Earlier conceptions to the effect that the nonuni-
fordty of radial wear In the cylindeis resulted ton the influence of pistcn
deforntion, elastic bending of the crankshaft, and beding of the connecting
rods were not confi-ed in these studies.

Keys Gvlirder 22C0 riT~P T 7
200 r m9 , ki J

Key r:-Cxe- wear,
4- Vehicle travel, ,Th'ka 0 -] L- ,

=c Thrat~im of test 11.!1
stand %est1, hr

Q--
I I_ I

0 DB 200 3,00 4t5 .500 5-X

Fig. 21. Dmics Medium-High Wear of Cyli-,,ers in gines Produced
at GAZ and MAZ, from Uh Daeta of A. A. Kr'"in (GAZ, Design and

xperimntal Section), Processed by Yu. M. Panov (Gorki Agri-
mdturalI institute):2
1 - average data from test stand tests of GAZ and vZ engine
urdels;1 2 - -service wear, on GAZ-69 engines; 3 -

aw, GLZ-21 engines; - .- [sic]saz.e, GZ-13; 5-
-s.- .sa,, GAZ-53.

4. The noidentity of the character and value of wear of the varlcus cylinders
of the engine is a consequence of the differing conditions of the pi-ston rings,
ncmni farity o the distrbution of the fuel nixture amcng the cylinders, uneven
cooling, and differences in deformation of the c'ylinders.

5. The plot of the dyna-ics of cylinder wear ffrox test stand tests character--
izes the average fractional increase in vear with respect to time. An exception
is the period of r-unning-in, which is filled in very roughly on the diagram,
since it is not possible to take re enats over such short time periods.

The diagrams given far operational wear of cylinders of vehicles with mie-
ages on the oxdsr of 20 - 25 x103 ka refer to operaring conditijos in an average
razge, with roadways of various (ralities and in the absence of factors which
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strongly affect the development of high abrasion or corrosion wtar.

Beyond this, the frequent factors consisting of the certain am int of dues
in The air entering the cylinders and the unsteady speed, !cadirnE, and therni
operating conditions of the angine - and the occasional factor of the "cold"
starts - sfttantially altered the character of an increased the magnitude of
wear in coem-rison with representative values of wear obt'ined in eng t opera-
tion on the test stand.

These differences reduced chiefly to the following:

1. In the running of engines under conditions of vehicle service the wear
a] ong the vertical of the cylinde has a sarper peaked [sic) character in the
upper zone of the cylinders, due to the much more pronopunced action of gas and
electrochenical corrosion utsr service conditions.

Th-e-is more waar in the middle and lower rvgiacs of the cylinders thanunder
the test stand test conditions, due to the inzfluence of dust in the incoming air
and dirt in the Oil.

2. In 6E-cylirnd er GAZ conditions under service conditions, in contrast to the
situation in the test stand tests, because of the sharper rate of increase of the
clearance gaps, the naxim wear in The cylinders occurs in the direction parpen-
dicular to the axis of the crankshaft - in the zone of the x action of the
normal component of the pressure Laicil far=e Of the gasest Under service condl-
tions in all types of engines the action cf a current of condensed fuel mixture
is particular y noticeable, swe-eping awy the oil and thus creating conditions
0: woamiary friction or even oiv friction beteen the cylinders and piston rings.

3. in some cases, the variation in wear among the varl!oas cylinders of the
engine, as a function of the respective degrees of cooling, was found to be
g-reater -under service conditions than under the conitions of the test stand
tests. in partlcular, in 6-cyl-ader -A-Z engines the wear of the first and sixth
cylinders was somewat greamt than that of -e others. This results f ro the
less favorable theral conditIons of operation of these cyl niers contr with
the oter.

4. The plot of the dynamics of the operational wear of cylinde- afte a vebi-
cle service m eiage of.: around 20,000 km reveals someuhat hi er rear intensity
sompered with engines on the test statd, Whih is expladned -- the actIon of un-
steady operating conditions, and by specwfic op-rati Aditions ich cause
Increased abrsion ant corrosion wear of the cylinder.

The diagraas of oxeratiomal wa; of the cylinders alon the vertical and
around the circumference, in various models of GAZ and ML engines after long
vehicle mileage differ even ame in cm rson with those for tWt stand aste.s,

r analysis of the farmer da -ram, confir by m---ers resa-.ch retorts of
different authors, It iS possibe to cccud that:

1.* The wear- in the diecIon perneicular to the- axis of- the cra-nkshaft is
- sustanti- ly hioer- t*-,- 4L4,tpa-rl"It t

2. The agnitude of wear differs aharply, thile its chirract-er coicide, in
the different cylinders of the sane gine. This results frfton -vwats factors

jupat ~I ~runder the conditIons of long se-rice, hihcontxibhites to the devel-
orment of corrosion and abrasion vea.

3. On the dynamic wear curves for the cy1 itiers the pei.ods of conlete run-
ning-In, operaticnal wear, and wa of cylinders are s ?jy dal-ineated;
the latter Period is characterized by a sharp-. increase in the rate c we&- and
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tear.

There are also a large number of studies dealing with the wear of piston
rings. Thus, S. Ye. Watson and other scientists, using radioactive isotopes,
established the relation between ring wear and the dimensions and properties of
abrasive particles and the means of generation of the latter in the combustion
chamber. They also expressed the hypothesis that the lubrication of the rings
has a hydrodynaric character, in contradiction to the assertion that the rings
operate under conditions of bzOudary friction. It is logical to assume that
hydrodynamic lubrication occurs only during the interval when the motion of the
ring is relatively fast, and that boundary lubrication takes place at the end of
each stroke. In some cases, when the fit of the rings to the cylinder surface
is not close, blo-by of the gases from the combustion chamber occurs, which
blows away the oil film, and d-y friction develops.

in this case, chipping of the working surfaces of the piston rings often

occurs. One investigator h.as explained this as the result of gaseous corrosion,
and another as the resalt of carburization of the piston rings and the formation
of friable so-called "white" layers. Extreme oil flooding of the piston rings
can also lead to unfavorable results, since the temperature of the upper rings
my reach 2890C and higher, making pcssIble the thermal decomposition of the oil
into solid carboniferaus particles. a xd coking and sticking of the rings.

in nornal operation of the piston rings they wear relatively evenly on all
surfaces, with a certain increase in the vicinity of the scarf joints. This wear
results from friction forces, as well as from the action of abrasive particles
which come from the wear products and the air; it increases when lubrication is
insufficient. The higher wear of the rings in the region of the scarf joints in
cc-t1 resion with the rest of the outer circumferential ring surface is connected
with the nonifoxrmity of ring pressure on the cylinder .alls, for a given pres-
sue design diagram. The rings wear not only along their vertical surfaceF, but
also in the height dimension, with the bottom surface wearing several times fast-
ex than the top.

The weaz of the piston rings in the test stand tests oE all engine models
proceeded in agreement with the normal wear dynamics for porous-chromed upper
piston rings:

1. The upper compression rings had superir wear resistance in comearison to
the other rings, due to the chrome coating of their outer cylindrical surfaces.

2. khen the wear of the upper compression rings was lower, that of the other
rings~ was also.

3. The sximm wear with respect to the radial thickness occurs on the rings
which operate in the most worn cylinder.

4. -le msximul, wear of the piston rings with respect to the radial thickness
occurs in the vicinity of the scarf joints; this is specified in the initial

, .suxe design diagrams for the rings of GAZ and ZMZ engines.
5- The extremely insignificant wear of the rings with respect to the height

dimension - less than 0.015 v - is a result of the absence of the effect of
dust In the &ir &=d oil, since this form of wear is usually what furnishes the
ab a ivb character.
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The wear of piston rings in service, with respect to radial tbickneas and
the height dimension, over an engin-. operating period in service of around
20,000 km differs little in the character of its distribution from the wear in
test stand tests, however it is substantially greiter in absolute value, because
of the influence of abrasion and corrosion factors. When rings are operated for
very long -orvice periods the character of their wear becomes even more sharpiy
expressed, particularly in the region of the scarf joints.

The dynamics -" radial wear of rings is analogous to the wear dynamics of
cylinders; it is represented by a classical curve which delineates initial,
operational, and terminal wear (Fig. 23). The curve of the dynamics of wear of

the rings in the height dimension under conditions of long service is a broken
curve with a constant tendency to increase, representing decrease or increase of
the rate of wear in the different stages, depending upon the conditions of dust
in the air and dirt in the oil.

The gradual wear of the rings in the radial drection and the height direc-
tion leads to a proportional drop in ring elasticity an. to an increase in the
gap in the scarf joints -- and. consequently, to iacreased gas blov-by, a drop
in the compression in the cylinder, increased fuel consumption, decreased power, A

and other consequences associat.ed with the necessity to change the rings.

One of the most frequent causes of premature iralfunctioning of piston rings
is sticking of the rings in the piston grooves. A number of investigations have
been devoted to this phenomenon; the conclusion is bas..ally that sticking of the
rings results from oxidation and condensation of the fuel r.ad oil, lowering of
the rigidity of the piston lands at high temperatures, deficient sealing of the
cylinder-piston ring fitted assembly, and insufficJ ent distance from the working
face of the piston to the upper piston groove.

Switching to a 3-groove piston In flathead GAZ engines and increasing the
distance of the upper ring from the working face of the piston sharply lowired
the number of cases of ring sticking. The pistons of automotive engines have
different friction sulrfaces working under difforent conditions. The friction on
the working surface of the piston skirt has a predominantly fluid character, and
the wear resistance of this surface is not a limiting factor in the service life
of the piston, with the exception of those rare cases involving the development
of scoring, due to severe deformation or overheating.

The degree to hich deformation occurs is governed by the non;niformity rf
the temperature field of the piston as it operates, manifested in a sharp temp-erature drop betueen head and skirt. A particularly uneen temperature diotri-

bution is observed in pistons of flathead models of GAZ engines, which have a
-Jha-ed slot in the skirt. Tb- friction surface fitted to the piston pin also

does not determine the service life of the pioton, despite conditions of boand-
ary lubrication and perzeptible Lsic] sign-varying dynamic loads. Usually the
upper piston grooves under the piston rings were subject to the greatest wear,
The conditions of wear and tear of piston grooves are determined mainly by the
degree and character of ieformation and wear of the cylinders a,d piston rings,
the magnitude of the initial clearance between the groove and the ring in the
piston, and vibra~ton of the rings during ergine operation, but, most funda-
mentally, by the amount of abrasive partioles entering the fitted assembly.
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The insignificant amount of wear of the grooves with respect to the height di-I
mension in 400-hr tests of engines on test stands and the rele~tively highir
amount of wear of these surfaces during the operation of engines under servica
conditions in motor vehicles can be ezr4a~ined by the absence of the Influence
of abrasive dust !n the former case.

In the teats it was noted that the wear In the icwer piston grooves was
substantially less intense than in the upper groovesl this is explained by theI
fact that the lower piston rings operate under condition-- of less stress. Thus,,
the service life of the piston is limited by the wear on the upper piston ring,
with the9 lower face of the groove weaing faster than the upper., The above es-
tablishes the need to develop measures of increasing the resistance to abrasive
wear and tear of the end surfaces of the upper piston grooves.

Wear in the swinging linkage iwe-n p3.st.n and c--necting rod, inv ving
the frictinn suirfaces of the wrist pin, openings !in piston bosses, and con-
necting rod bushing, does not limit the service life of the engine. The mrist

! , I i ..l j I , J
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pin is subjected to the constant dynamic action of sign-varying loads, and its
reliability of operation is determined not so much by the amount of mechanical
wear and tear as by its resistance to stress fatigue. The character of the wear

of the connecting rod journals on the crankshaft has some influence on the
char acter of the wear of the wrist pins and the surfaces to which they are fit-
ted. The upper parts of the openings in the piston bosses, along with the con-
necting rod bushings, which are acted on by the pressure of the gases, are sub-
ject to the greatest wear.

The crankshaf'% bearings operate under conditions of hydrodynamic l-,brica-
tion under the continual action of sign-varying loads due to the inertial forces

and gas pressure in the cylinders of the engine. A large number of studies of
wear in this fitted element have been carried out in the tactorl3s and in sci-
entific laboratories.

Under the mutual movement of the friction surfaces of the crankshaft and
the bearing insert, an oil wedge develops between them. Its supporting force depends
upon the rate of relative novement of these surfaces and upon the viscosity of
tne oil. Beyond this, the wear conditions of the bearings are determined by a
whole series of design, engineering, and use factors, From an analysis of the
character of the -wear of the crankshaft connecting rod bearings it was estab-
lished that in GAZ-51 engines, with unsymmetric connecting rods, the radial wear
of the inserts is greater underneath the short shoulder of the connecting rod

than underneath the long shoulder. In the middle zone of the insert the wear
was a little less than under the saort shoulder. The upper inserts in the con-
necting rod bearings were subject to greater wear than the lower ones.

The bearings of type GAZ-69 engines, and those in all the models of over-
head valve ZYZ engines wore substantially more evenly as a result of the sym-
metrical design of the connecting rods in these engine models. The inserts of
the -ain bearings wore more evenly along the axial direction than did the con-
necting rod bearing inserts. The radial wear of the lower inserts was higher
than that of the upler. The insert= of the middle main bearings wore more than
the same kind of inserts in bearings a, the ends. A characteristic property of
wear in overhead valve GAZ-21 engines and in other engines having cast crrank-
shafts is that the wear in the connecting rod bearing inserts is less than that
in the main bearings. This is attributable to the presence of hollows in the
connecting rod journals, which are effective as dirt traps. Operation af the
engine at low rpm is accompanied by the possibility of contact friction in the
friction pair consisting of the shaft and the shaft bearing; on the other hand,
when rpm Is increased, the temperature of the inserts rises, and thus the resis-
tance of tie babbit layer to stress fatigue is lowered. The latter leads to
premature chipping of the babbit, causing accelerated wear of the crankpins.

In most cases the areas of chippirg develop in a zone of contact friction.
which confirms their origin - not only in fatigue phenomena but also in high
developed temperatures under conditions of friction without lubrication. The
service life of crankshafts of flathead GAZ engines is limited, as a rule, by the
condition of the connecting rod journals, which are subject to the most intense
and uneven wear. The connecting rod journals usually -wear 1.5 - 2 times faster
than the main journals, with conical wear as well as r.jidal wear bei.-
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characteristic for connecting rod journals. The thoory of elastic bending of
the crankshaft has been widely applied in relation to the appearance of the
latter phenomenon. Some authors have attributed thi.s kind of wear to the angle
of inclination of the oil passages and the direction of flow of mechanical par-
ticles in the oil.

N. F. Stru-nnikov exhaustively proved that the cause of conical wear of the
journals in GAZ-51 engines is the asymmetry of the connecting rods, and the
effect of other -actors is secondary. In general, cases of relatively intensive
wear of crankpins can be explained by three basic factors: severe loads on the
connecting rod bearings, the action of abrasive particulate contaminants in the
oil, and inferior conditions of oil feed to the connecting rod bearings. The
main journals wear more evenly than the connecting rod journals, both along
their length and around their circumference. The middle main journals wear
1.5 - 2 times more than the end main journals. The cast crankshafts made from
nodular cast iron in the overhead valve type GAZ-21, GAZ-13, and GAZ-53 engines
have significantly higher wear resistance than the steel crankshafts of flathead
GAZ engines. This property of cast crankshafts is governed mainly by the high
rigidity of nodular cast iron and by th actual design of the crankshafts,

Main and connezting rod journals on steel crankshafts were found to need
regrinding after a vehicle service life of 50 - 60 x0 3 kin, while cast crank-
shafts did not need regrinding even after a vahicle service mileage of 100 - 110x o3 km.

In addition to the above it should be noted that wear of the journals on cast

iron crankshafts is characteristically much more even than that of journals on
steel crankshafts. The character and the course of the wear of the connecting
rod and main journals on the crankshafts indicates that:

1. The absolute values of the maximum wear of crankpins of all models of flat-
head GAZ engines is much higher than that of the main journals; while the opposite
relation holds in overhead valve engines.

2. The crankpins on the crankshafts of GAZ-51 engines exhibit conic".- wear,
while other engine models have comparatively even wear of crankshaft journals;
which demonstrates the inadvisability of asymmetric connecting rod designs.

The parts comprising the valve - camshaft mechanism under normal conditions
of engine operation do not limit the service life, even in the case of relatively
severe friction conditions of certain friction pairs, in contrast to the crank-

_ shaft journals, the camshaft journals of all GAZ and ZMZ engine models wear
evenly, bot.i around the circumference and along the axis.

The valves, nhich work under conditions of boundary lubrication, are sub-
jected to dynamic loads as they approach the valve seats in the cylinder block at
high speeds. The exhaust valves, in addition, are subjected to the intense heat
of the exhaust gases, which, in combination with insufficient lubrication and
possible bending of the parts of the valve mechanism, promotes the development of
contact friction, seizing, scoring, and catchirg of the friction surfaces of the -
guide bushings and the valve stem.

Under normal conditions of running-Ln of the valve - valve guide bushing fric- A
tion peirs, the fairly high degree of conical wear of the bushings which develope
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with long operation does not meke replacement of pme. necessary. The mot
daznigera eventuality in engine operation is burning through of the valve heads.

The friction ptir consisting of the push rod ane the openings in the engine
block has a tendency to wear steadily and evenly with long engine operationi
mechanical wear here is not aeterainative of the overall service life of the
engine.

This statement applies equally to the friction surfaces of the tappet head
and the cam on the camshaft, provided there is no scoerng and no premturely
high wear in this fitted asseambly, In the latter case the molecular mechanical
form of wear develops. It should be noted that the incorporation of hot phos- I
phated cast iron surfacing on the work)ig surface of the tappet head in the pro-
duction of all the engine models has practically eliminated scoring of this
surface.

ia
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Chapter IV

Ways of Increasing Automotive Engine Life

Design Methods of Increasing Engine Life

Progress in world automotive technology is accompanied not only by the crea-
tion of new 4nd promising engines but also by the continuous development and im-
provement of models already i, production. The competitive position of the dif-
ferent motor vehicle firms in many ways depends upon the engines in their vehi-
cles -- on their rated power, economic efficiency, simplicity of operation,
adaptability to repair, freedom from breakdown, and life time.

In Soviet automotive engine manufacture the reliability of the engine has
always been the primary question, and the increase in the life time of each new
engine model over the old model has been, first of all, the result of pains-
takin- labor of the designers in the motor vehicle plants. This applies fully
as well to the engines from the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant, the life time of which
has gradually increased, beginning with the GA--A and GAZ-M1 models and ending
with the current models being produced at the Zavolzhsk Motor Plant.

The design methods of increasing engine life are quite varied. They are
based primarily on modernization of the engine models produced by the factories
and they amount to the choice of thc latest solutions with regard to the con-
figuration of the cylinders and the parts of the valve-camshaft mechanism, the
establishment of the optimum ratio of stroke to cylinder diameter, and improve-
ment of the structural elements from the point of view of filtration of oil and
air as well as of maintaining optimum thermal conditions of engine operation.
The choice of appropriate wear- and heat-resistant materials for the main
parts, application of electrochemical or chemical methods of treating friction
surfaces, and designation c, optimal clearances in the fitted parts assemblies
are among the more important design topics. Many such approaches are well known,
but some are insufficiently grounded and call for thorough analysis. Thus, a
large number of research reports have been devoted to the choice of the optimal
ratio of stroke to cylinder diameter S/D for various engine types. In these
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studies the effect of the ratio of these parameters on the efficiency and econ-
osmy of the engines, upon engine bulk, and upon heat transfer to the walls of
the combustion chamber and to the piston head is treated;hwever, the question of how
these relate to engine life has been neglected. Meanwhile, experience has
shown that for a single engine model a decrease in the S/D ratio due to an in-
crease in cylinder diameter lowers cylinder and piston ring wear to a certain
degree. which is completely in accord with the theoretical assumptions of B.
Ya. Gintsburg. In current foreign engine production the S/D ratio varies

within the limits of 0.6 -- in the Ford Anglia -- to l.06 -- in the Nissan
Datsun.

In the development of engine production at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant
and the Zavolzhsk Motor Plant a gradual lowering of the S/D ratio i aizo seen.
Thus, for GAZ-5! engines, it is 1.34; for GAZ-69 engineb, 1.22; for UA7-450, 1.13;
for GAZ-21 and GAZ-13, 1.00 and 0.88, respectively, etc. To an approximation,
the optimum S/D ratio may be regarded as close to 1. As the ratio increases,
the average piston speed increases, which lowers t'e life of the piston rings;
and when the ratio is decreased, the friction path of the ring on the cylinder
is decreased and the cylinder surface is subjected to higher specific loads.
Among the less-studied design parameters which affect cylinder and piston ring

wear is operating nonuniformity of the cylinders, which is particularly seen in
multicylinder in-line engines, specifically the GAZ-51. Influences on uneven
operatic:i of the cylinders which cause uneven cylinder wear, in ade:tion to non-
uniformity of the temperature field, incluae uneven mixture distribution, varia-
tions in the composition of the mixture going to the different cylinders, and the
variations in the compression ratio as high as 0.2 and in the spark advance angle
as high as 20 which occur among the different cylinders.

Thus, under conditions of service of GAZ-51 engines, som of the cylinders
suffer high wear as a result of extremely rich mixtures, extreme spark advance,
and operating conditions which approach knocking. The new models of GAZ and ZMZ
engines have a substantially lower disparity in the operatihg conditions of the
cylinders.

A very ir)ortant design parameter which affects engine wear is the intensity
of crankcase ventilation. Joint research carried out at the Central Engine lab-
uratory of the GAZ and at the Laboratory of Isotcpic Methods of the N/NI showed
that with a closed crankcase ventilation system an increase of oil burning by
15 - 25% is observed, along with some increase in the wear of the parts of the
cylinder-piston group (Fig. 24). This is attributable tv defects in the design
of the ventilation system and to flow of the inactive [sic] exhaust gases, which
contain sulfuric and sulfurous compounds and promote corrosion wear, around the
parts of the cylinder-piston group. Moreover, when the ventilation system is
open the crankcase oil ages faster, the probability that road dust will enter the
engine increases, and the toxicity of the exhaust gases is higher. Thus, despite

a number of studies in this area, the problem of systematic design of the crank-
case ventilation system has not yet been solved. However, one would suppose that
the ventilation system must ie closed, in order to lower the toxicity.

From among the large number of design factors affecting the character and
rate of wear, the choice of the materials of the main parts of the engine is
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particularly important.

Research results in the area of increasing the wear resistance of cylinders
are expecially interesting. As is well known, inserts of anticorrosive high-
alloy "Nirezist" type cast iron with a nickel content of 16 - 17.5 % have been
used in all models of GAZ and Z!N engines, and in recent years also in 7IL en-
gines, to lower wear in cylinders and cylinder sleeves. The inserts a-- pressed
into the upper part of the cylinders of G-Z engines and the cylinder sleeves of
ZMZ engines to a depth of 50 mm. These inserts, introduced into the de.sign of
the engines by A. A. Lipgart and N. F. Strunnikov, are used mainly with the in-
tent of lowering Lorrosion wear in the upper part of the cylinders. Many years
of experience in their tse has shown that the material of the inserts not only
resists corrosion but also resists abrasion outstandingly well. More than once,
attempzs to replace this material with something less expensive were unsuccess-
ful. Thus, experiments were carried out at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant on the
use of wet sleeves made of standard grey cast iron of the perlite class, type
SCh-24-44, without an anticorrosive sleeve, and the same with sleeves specially
cast of high quality alloy iron, corresponding to type SCh-35-36 in its mechan-
ical properties. The engines used were GAZ-21.

From tests of the engines in vehicles it was found that the maximum wear of
the sleeves made o£ the experimental iron was higher than that of standard
sleeves without inserts (by 1.77 times) and an that of sleeves with inserts
(by 2.5 times). The wear of piston rings and pistons working in pairs with cyl-
inder sleeves having inserts made of Nirezist had the least wear of all. Studies
directed at lowering the cost of inserts made of Nirezist by lowering the nickel
conteat in it to 12.0 - 15.0% gave, as a rule, negative results, due to the high
tendency of such inserts to deform. In this case, uneven joining of the Nirezist
insert and the basic metal was a rather frequent occurrence. In specially
designed studies it was determined that lowering the nickel content in the Nirezist
inserts leads to a partial deccmposition of the austenite to martensite, at high
temperatures, and to a substantial increase in hardness due to the fcrmation of
a large amount of carbides. It should be noted that the inserts, in addition to
their high cost, substantially complicate the technology and the process of manu-
facturing the cylinders.

With the aim of replacing the Nirezist and producing a cylinder without in-
serts, a chromium-silicon alloy with a content of 13 - 16% Cr was developed at
the NAMI, in conjunction with a thiocyanate coating to be applied subsequently,
to improve running-in. The hardness of the stock piece after annealing -- which
latter is done to improve the machinability of the casting -- is HRC 28 - 32.
The problem of using chromium-silicon cylinder sleeves has not been solved yet: A
at issue are the difficulty of machining and the frequent cases of scoring of the
cylinder surfaces during running-in.

Beside the search for the most wear-resistant and most easily machinable
materials for cylinder sleeves a great deal of attention has been given to the
possibility of using metallic coatings which satisfy these requirements. In
particular, chroming the working surface is one of the effective means of in-
creasing the service life of cylinders. Thus, according to literature data, the
wear under service conditions of chromed cylinders is 4 - 7 times less than that
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of unchromed cylinders, for ZIL-120 engines, and the piston ring wear is 1.5-2
times less. Similar data characterizing the effectiveness of chromiun coatings
of cylinders have been offered for a number of other automotive, tractor, avia-
tion, and marine engines. Experiments carried out at the GAZ confirmed the
positive effects of chroming cylinder sleeves.

Highway tests of three GAZ-21 engines with chromed and standard cylinder
sleeves established that the average wear of chromed sleeves after a vehicle
travel of 5Ox1O3 kin, in a "Volga" automobile is less by a factor of 2; however,
the radial wear of the piston rings was somewhat higher.

For engines with dry cylinders chroming is a complex and expensive pro-
cess. In this case, using a hard chrome coating instead of the present porous
chroming of compression rings shows promise, for increasing the wear resistance
of the cylinders. Many studies have shown that porous chroming of piston rings,
along with its positive qualities associated with relatively fast running-in and
good wettability by oil, has a number of important negative features. The most
serious is the chipping and spalling of the edges of the flat surfaces, and,
consequently, the development of scratches on the cylinder surface; also the
high coefficient of friction of porous chrome in comparison with smooth, the
possibility that acids capable of causing corrosion may penetrate beneath the
porous chrome layer, and the uncontrollability of the process of de-chroming.

The process of hard chroming of rings with knurled cylindrical surfaces
does not have these deficiencies. Accordingly, test stand tests of 20 UAZ-450
and GAZ-51 engines with the upper compression piston rings covered with porous
chrome or with rings with knurled surfaces covered with solid chrome were set
up under laboratory conditions. The correlations of the test results, which
are presented in this book, showed that the experimental rings have 1.5 - 2
times less wear with respect to the radial thickness than the standard rings,
at relatively the same values of cylinder wear. In recent years close attention
has been paid to piston rings and in particular to piston ring materials.

A large number of stud'es conducted in this area are described in detail
in the literature. Experiments on piston rings made of titanium and tungsten
alloys were also carried out at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant. From numerou:
test stand and road tests of GAZ-51 engines and their modifications important
advantages of these rings over standard rings were found: high elasticity and
wear resistance. On the other hand, titantium alloy and tungsten alloy piston
rings have not as yet been used on 6-cylinder GAZ engines, because of the tend-
ency which these engines have toward increased frequency of scoring of the cyl-
inders. in addition, a certain increase in the wear of the end surfaces of the
piston grooves was noted. Groove wear limits the service life of the pistons.

Various foreign firins have solved this problem either by using special
wear-resistant inserts or by applying the method of anodic oxidat.on of the
pistons. Future use of inserts of this type is also planned for ZMZ7 engines.
Chroming of the end surfaces of the upper compression piston rings was tried
under laboratory conditions at the GAZ with the aim of lowering the wear of
the piston grooves. The favorable results of these experiments were confirmed
in service tests of 3 GAZ-21 engines after a vehicle service mileage of
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50x103 km. However, despite the theoretical effectiveness of this method, its
realization in practice is prevented by the technological complexity of chroming
the end faces of the rings under conditions of large-scale serial. production.

Many studies and published articles have been devoted to design methods of
increasing the life of piston rings. Actually, any parameter of the piston
ring -- whether elasticity, height, width, cross-sectional shape, pressure dis-
tribution, or scarf joint design -- affects the life of the parts to which it is
fitted and of the engine as a whole, as of the ring itself. For example, reduc-

ing the width of the inside conical faces of the compression rings of flathead
4-cylin&r GAZ engines increases oil burning from 56 to 110 g/hr, as specially
designed tests under laboratory conditions showed (Fig. 24). The introduction
of piston rings with "scrapers" into production at the GAZ and the ZMZ lowered
oil burning in all engine models by an average of 20 - 30% and sharply decreasedthe number of cases of ring sticking.

The location of the upper piston ring on the head of the piston is very im-
portant. Thus, the increase of the sub-ring space on the pistons in GAZ engines
which resulted from the change to 3-groove pistons substantially increased the
wear resistance cf the rings and completely eliminated cases of burning-through
of the shoulder [sic) on the head of the piston. Incidentally, the latter was
also contributed to by the change on some modific, .ions of the engines from the
Cu-Si-Al alloy formerly used for the pistons to heat-resistant Silumin with
11 - 13% silicon.

The crankshaft is one of the fundamental parts whose service life limits
the overall life of the engine. The design features of the crankshaft to a
large degree determine the character and the amount of wear of the main and
connecting rod bearings. Thus, although the GAZ-S1 engines have proven them-
selves to be outstanding over the long period they have been on the scene,
until recent years there have been very frequent occurrences of near-melting of
the second and fifth crankshaft bearings, under service conditions. Only in
1967, thanks to the research of the Gorki engineer A. A. Kuz~min, did it seem
possible to find a design solution to prevent this phenomenon. The research
discovered that nonuniform oil pressure arose around the journals of the middle
main bearings during .ngine operation. The maximum pressure was developing on

the side of the journal opposite to the exit opening of the oil passages which
feed oil to the connecting rod bearings. The oil was fed to the second and fifth
connecting rod bearings from the zone of minimum pressure. This caused under-
feeding of the oil, near-melting of the bearings, and even scoring of the crank-
shaft journals. %lhen crankshafts with oil passages which fed oil to the connect-
ing rod journals from the zone of the maximum pressure developed in the gaps of
the main bearings were put into production at the GAZ, this deficiency was
removed, and thereby the life time of the crankshafts in GAZ-5! engines and their
modifications was increased.

Since 1957 at the time of the initial mass production run of the GAZ-21A
engine in "Volga" automobiles at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant, the manufacture
of crankshafts made of type VCh-50-1.5 nodular cast iron with with a coating on

top of the casting scale contour has been in effect. The cast iron crankshafts
wear from 2 - 3 times less than the crankshafts on GAZ-20 and GAZ-69 engines.
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Fig. 24. Effect of Certain Factors on Oil Burning and Gas Blow-By
in Flathead GAZ ngines:

a -- crankcase ventilation:
1 -- GAZ-69; 2 -- GAZ-5l;

-- without ventilation; -- with ventilation

b -- width of beveled edge of compressioti rings:

-- beveled edge 3.08-4.18 mm;

beveled edge 0.45-1.00 mm;

S-- without beveled edge

c -- elasticity of the piston rings:

-- elasticity within limits of TU [Engineering
Specifications]; M

-- elasticity lowered by 300 - 400 gr [Translator's
note: Unknown abbreviation.]

The results of measurements of crankshaft journals of engines in operation
in the motor pool at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant and in other motor pools
showed that wear of the crankpins of cast iron crankshafts is nearly 4 times
less, and that of the main journals is 1.8 times less than journals of steel
crankshafts. Wear of the crankpins of GAZ-13 engines is 2.3 times less, and
that of main journals is 2 times less than on the steel cranksha.ts of GAZ-12
engines. About the same numerical relation applies between the wear of the
journals of the cast iron crankshaft of the GAZ-53 engine and that of the steel
crankshaft on the GAZ-51. This appreciable advantage of cast iron crankshafts
is explained first of all by the high durability and wear re.istance of nodular
cast iron, as well as purely design factors -- namely, excessive lining of the
crankshaft journals at the expense of -rankpin diameter, manufacture of journals
with hollows having spaces to catch wear products, and the fact that the GAZ-21
has five pillow blocks.

The bearing inserts are also involved simultaneously with the above design
means of increasing engine life. In this respect, connecting rod bearing in-
serts made from ferroaluminum strips displayed substantially higher fatigue
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strength than the formerly used trimetallic inserts and metalloceraic sublayer
and even more so than bimetallic inserts with SOS-6-6 alloy antifriction coatings;

and they allowed a higher gap in the friction pair crankshaft-bearing insert.

The contemporary tendency to increase the rated power and the rpm of the
crankshaft has a notable effect on the operatiag conditions of the parts of the
valve-camshaft mechanism. To increase their reliability, overhead location of
the camshaft is being used increasingly widely abroad. This eliminates devi-
atiors from the valve lifting relation furnished by the shape of the cam. The
use of an overhead camshaft decreases the number and the weight of the parts of
the valve-camshaft mechanism. Thus, on the Pontiac 216 engine, tl-e weight of
the parts was reduced by 45% and the inertial force acting axially on the valve
was reduced by 27%. The drive mechanism of an overhead camshaft is somewhat
more complex than that of a camshaft located in the cylinder block, but this is
entirely justified by the increase in the reliability of the total design. Of
the engines in the planning stage at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant, the use of
an overhead camshaft is planned only in the design of the V-6 6-cylinder engine.

Jn recent years, in connection with the operation cf engines under higher
thermal stress and the use of high-ethyl gasolines, exhaust valves have re-
quired the highest order of attention. As a result of lengthy exploratory re-
search, the most suitable combinations of materials for valves and for the
heat- and corrosion-resistant surface coatings on the faces of valve heads have
been found. Thus, for GAZ-51 engines intended for export and for use in the
South, for certain modifications of GAZ-69 engines, and for GAZ-21A engines,
the valves are made of EP-303 steel; for the D and Dl modifications of the
GAZ-21 engine with high compression, valves made of EP-303 steel with WChNi-I
coatings are used; and for all V-8 ZMZ engines, the valves are of EI-992 steel
with WChNi-l coatings and sodium filling.

The change to cast iron camshafts in combination with steel tappets will
be accompanied by a substantial increase in the life of the parts of the valve-
camshaft mechanism. At present this method is in the stage of design and
engineering development. The advantage of such a change is connected with the
fact that the existing classical design of the steel camshafts of GAZ and ZMZ
engines with tappets having cast iron coatings with subsequent phosphatization --

which has fully proven itself in the GAZ [sic] and GAZ-2i engines -- does not
provide the required running-in and wear-resistance properties of the fitted
parts in V-8 ZMZ engines.

The theoretically- and experimentally-based choice of initial clearances in
fitted parts assemblies is another design means of increasing engine life.

The chief criteria of proper setting of the initial clearances are the
furnishing of the best lubrication and maximum heat conduction from the friction
surfaces, as well as the minimization of pulsating loads which intensify the
development of stress fatigue. In the present research work over 100 samples
of engines of various GAZ and ZNZ models were inspected, ajid some of these under-
went testing for long running times in vehicles following their test stand test-
ing. Evaluation of the break-in qualities and wear resistance of fitted parts
assemblies with various initial clearance values was carried out visually, by
micrometry, and also from indirect indicators -- name iy, oil burning and gas
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blow-by into the engine crankcase. In the latter case the evaluation was con-
ducted under the previously adopted test conditions for fully broken-in engines
(Fig. 25).

.34

02

A

lrs fijtte sebleSFi20 20sa) < 4O

Clearances in fitted assemblies, mm

Fig. 25. Evaluation of Optimum Clearances in Fitted Parts
Assemblies from the Indices of Oil Burning and Gas
Blow-By:
a -- cylinder - piston skirt; b -- cylinder -

piston head; c -- piston - piston ring;
d -- bushing - inlet valve; e -- bushing-
exhaust valve.

It was found that in the fitted assembly cylinder - piston skirt in the
direction of the working part of the skirt the initial clearance should be
between 0.006 and 0.018 m, for pistons made of high-silicon Silwmin. These
limits are optimum with respect to wear resistance and running-in properties of
the fitted assembly. The clearance between the upper zone of the piston and the
cylinder wall has a substantial effect on the subsequent sticking of the upper
piston rings and pitting of the piston in the upper groove behind the ring. A
theoretical and experimental study of this problem by B. Ya. Gintsburg showed
that it is necessary to minimize the clearance in this fitted asseW'ly in order
to reduce the flow of gas in the zone where throttling occurs and to increase the
heat transfer from the piston head to the cylinder wall.

Studies carried out at the GAZ confirmed the advantage of setting the min-
imum possible clearance in this fitted assembly; the range determined was
0.2 - 0.3 mm.

The end gap in the fitted assembly piston ring - piston groove influences
the pumping action of the rings, the blowing of gases from the combustion cham-
ber to the engine crankcase, the vibration of the rings during operation, and
the zesistance of the rings to gumming up. Most of the experiments, as wel2 as
more thorough studies, carried out at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant confirmed
that it is necessary to set the initial clearance sufficiently small to lower
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the gas blow-by and, to some extent, the oil burning, but sufficiently large to
ensure movability and twistability of tne ring in the groove. For GAZ and ZMZ
engines the optimum ranges of these clearances are for the upper rings 0.050 -

0.082 mm, and for the other rings 0.035 - 0.067 mm. The gap between the inside
surface of the ring and the bottom of the piston groove does not have a sub-
stantial effect on oil burning and gas blow-by.

The operation of the fitted assembly piston - wrist pin - connecting rod
is associated with applied loads which change in sign under conditions of insuf-
ficient lubricati3n. The clearance in this fitted assembly should ensure fluid
friction with a minimal layer thickness. Most investigators consider it expedi-
ent to choose a small clearance, since a lairger clearance lowers the margin of

safety of the fatigue strength of the wrist pin and the piston head. hen the
clearance in the above fitted assembly is ea-tremely small, however, the oil film
may break due to deformation of the wrist pin. Also, extreme tension in the
pressing of dhe wrist pin into the piston causes piston deformation, and some-
times scoring mnd premature wear of the piston skirt in the direction of the

axis of the wrist pin. This forms the basis for the recommendation that these
clearances be between 0.0025 wm and (tightness minus 0.0025) mm in the connect-
ing rod - piston gioup subassembly.

The greatest number of experiments on the problem of choosing the initial
clearances haq been devoted to the fitted assembly consisting of shaft and bear-
ing. The intensity of work on this question is a result of the direct effect of
this clearance on the wear resistance of fitted parts and the life of the engine
as a whole. Test stand and road tests have shown that the minimum wear of main
crankshaft journals and crankpins and their corresponding Inserts takes place
with initial clearances in the range 0.03 to 0.08 "m and 0 03 to 0.07 mm, respect-
ively. Studies have shown that smaller or larger clearancts cause premature
fatigue-related spalling and chipping of the working layci of the bearing in-
serts, arising either as a result of contact friction or from the increase in
the dynamic load on the bearing inserts, respectively

The optimum range of initial clearances in the fittet. assembly camshaft
journal - bushing is also 0.03 - 0.07 mm. The effect of the operation of other
parts of the valve - camshaft mechanism on their resistance to ;vear also depends
to a significant degree on the values of the initial clearances xn; the fitted
assemblies involved. Thus, when the clearances in the pair consisting of the
guide bushing and the inlet valve are increased from 0.03 to 0.1S mm the average
indices of oil burning in M-20 and GAZ-69 engines increase from 57 to 117 g/hr,
and in GAZ-51 engines from 161 to 302 g/hr, i.e., oil burning almost doubles
when the clearance is increased to 0.12 mm. In Table 10 actual current values
of clearances are shown, along with optimum values found by workers in scientific
research laboratories, for certain fitted assemblies of engine parts.

Engineering Methods of Increasing Engine Life

The technological possibilities of lowering engine wear and increasing
engine life have not only not been exhausted up to the present, but are not
well enough understood. Despite the large amount of research carried out in this
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direction, there are no well-founded recommendations for assigning initial
parameters of surface quality, sufficient attention has not been given to
the influence of processing methods on the wear resistance of surfaces, and
there are no generalized recommendations as to methods and conditions of
factory running-in of engines. Particular inconsistencies are seen in the

setting of nicrogeometries of the friction surfaces of engines. All this has
pointed out the need for the research at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant in which,
ir all, over 60 engines of various models from the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant
and the Zavolzhsk Motor Plant were measured to determine the single effect of
initial microgeometry on wear.

Table 10.

Clearances from design Optimal
drawings, mm values of

, .clearances
Fitted friction surfaces ' Flathead Overhead of GAZ

of parts i GAZ valve ZMZ and ZMZ
engines engines engines, mm

:from to from to from to

Cylinder - piston skirt 0.006 0.030 0.000 O.0.4 0,012 0.024

Cylinder - piston head 0.340 0.430 0,275 0.375 0,200 30D.

Upper piston groove - piston ring - 0,050 0.082 0,050 0.002 0,050 0.060

Piston - wrist pin -0,0025 0.0025 -0.0025 0,002 --0,0025 0,0025

Connecting rod bushing - wrist pin - 0.0045 0,0095 0.0045 0.0095 0,0045 0.009i

Main bearings 0.026 0.083 0,026 0,083 0,0 0.060

0.026 0,077I 0,026 .077 0,030 0,070Connecting rod bearings

Guide bushing - inlet valve 03

Guide bushing - exhaust valve 0,065 0 0 ,117 : 10,012 ,024 0,015 .0033 0,006 01o2
Openings in the block for the tappet 0

the microgeometries of almost all the basic friction surfaces of the parts
of the cylinder - piston group wid the crankshaft - connecting rod and valve -

camshaft mechanisms were measurezd. The measurements of the smoothness of the
friction surfaces were made with a KV-7 profilometer, type 740 (built at the
Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant) connected to a MPO-2 oscillograph, and also by a
201 profilograph - profilometer. Parts from 20 GA-51, GAZ-69, GAZ-21 and AR
GAZ-13 engines were measured after having been run-in in 100-hour test stand
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tests, in order to determii.e the optimal values of smoothncss of the friction
surfaces, with respect to rnmning-in.

From these measurements it was established that, outside of the initial
values of smoothness stipulatea by the upper limit of the plant specifications
and GOST 2789 - 51, and differences in engine models, the parts acquire
a new microgeometry whIch is optimal from the font of view of surface conditions,
under favorable coritions of running-in (Fig. 26). These new values, however,
still cannc.t be recc mended as initial values, since in settina smoothnesses of
surfaces of parts it is customary to also take into account the length of

running-in, the subsequent wear resistance of the fitted assembly. and theeconomic expediency of the givcn values under production ccnditiois.

All these indices togeher determine the best ,aluc of roughness to be
taken as a basis for prescribing the microgeometry of t.4 parts.

With the aim o determining the character and dynam..s of the running-in
properties and wear resistance of the parts, 40 samples of models of GAZ-51,
GAZ-69, GAZ-21, and .aAZ-!3 engines were subjected to 100-hour and 400-hour
tests under loading, and three GAZ-51 engines and four GAZ-12 engines were
subjected to long road t,-sts on vehicles. Friction pairs with various
conbinations of surface .moothness were selected for the various engines.
Thus, the most smooth cylinders were matched with the smoothest, medium, and
roughest pistons; and cylinders of medium smoothness were also matched with
the smoothest, mediunand roughest pistons; a i so on, for all the parts
friction surfaces under study. The condition of the parts friction surfaces
of the engines was evaluated after 45 min and after 25, 80, 100 and 400 hours
of operation on the test stand, and after service mileages on vehicles of
35 and 75 x 103 km.

The average results of all the test stand and service tests are plotted and
generalized in the diagrams of Fig. 27. The left end of each of the plots
corresponds to the initial values of the microgeometry of the parts; and these
change in the course of the testing of the engines. The cross-hatched zone
characterizes the values of microgeometry which, other conditions being equal,
guarantee good running-in of the parts surfaces surveyed. The curves located
above and below the cr.-ss-hatched zones designate those microgeometries in
which, in a number of surfaces, sources of scoiing which were smoothed away
in subsequent operation of the fitted assembly were present. In certain cases
these caused high wear of the engines. Specifying initial measured values of
microroughness lying beneath the cross-iatched zcne is not economically
justified, even when scoring is not present, since with further
operation not only improvement but also deterioration of the smoothness in
comparison to the initial values may be observed.

Analysis of all the above diagrams, despite their approximate nature which
is connected with the processes of disassembly and assembly of the engines,
makes it possible to conclude that the short duration running-in at the factory
achieves only small progress toward the microgeometry of the parts which is
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Fig. 26: Optimal ticrogeometry of Parts of Engines Produced 
at the

GAZ and ZMZ -- Values Reached in the Running-In Process

Key: a .= Cylinder surface -1= Connecting rod bearing insert

6 = Piston skirt P = Camshaft journal

C = Cylindrical surface of ring A = Camshaft bushing

d = End surface of ring = Valve stem

= Piston groove p = Valve guide [bushing]

- = Wrist pin 
= Tappet rod

= Piston boss A = Tappet guide [bushing]

A= Connecting rod bushing .. = Tappet head

i = Main crankshaft journal e = Cam

J = Main bearing insert z = GAZ-5, etc.

A = Crankpin
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During Service on Vehicles

Key: ce - t sa~ as Fig. 26 .Z=Before running-in
if # Microgeometr- of friction 45 min

surfaces of parts, R =25 hr
a

=Period of measurement= ,OGk

optimuim from the point of view of breaking-in. In most cases the optimal
miczogeometry is reached after comletion of the microgeometric running-in of

the friction surfaces of the parts. In the absence of scoring, grooves, and
other defects it did not seem possible in the course of the investigations
to determine the effect of initial microgeometry of the parts on the initial
and settled wear. high wear levels occurred only in extremely smooth or
extremely rough surfaces, as a -result of scoring- The limits of initial rough-
ness of parts surfaces found from the research to be optimum from the point of
view of break-in, wear, and economy are given in Table 11.
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Key: a - C= same as Fig. 26 uGOST No.
ze = Friction surface of: =class and division
fi-= Allowable values a = Average optimal values of RI

= according to the GOST
= according to the [plant] 66 = Efficient va!ues

specifications

Particular attention at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant has been given to the
study of the effect of initial nacrogeometry of the parts on the technological
condition and the life of engines. Thus, over the last 10 years more than 500
engines of various GAZ and ZMZ nodels have been studied along these lines, with
determination of the initial and subsequent macrodeformations L" ..- -.- mnary
micrometry, aided by the method of incised holes (UPOI device) and also with the
use of an I'PG-3 macroprofilograph.

In studies of cylinders and pistons the effect of macrodeformation was
evaluated by the first two methods as well as by indirect methods -- from the
oil burning and gas blow-by.
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Macroprofiiography was performed on wrist pins and openings in the piston
bosses and in the connecting rod bushings, and also on main journals of the
crankshaft and supporting journals of the camshaft.

In this, holes of a set depth were preliminarily cut out in a number of
parts, to enable following the magnitude and character of wear of the studied
surfaces in subsequent rasurements and compar-sons of macroprofilograns. The
metho1 of this type forevaluating wear was developed in zollaboration with
co-workers L.A. May, V. N. Komnissarzhevskaya and A. E. Isakov of the
NllTAvtoprom. The resLlts of highay tests of vehicles, test stand testb of
reliability according to COST 491 - 55, and accelerated test stand tests uith arti-
ficial admixture cf dust to tha air and oil were used to evaluate the effect of
initial shape error of parts on their subsequent wear.

The cyl-nders of automotive engine blocks were subject to the most deviation
from circular shape, because of the complex casting configuration which they
have and their insufficient rigidity. Tee limiting value of ovality of the
cylinders given in the design drawings, O.V.25 = after issemuly and engine
break-in, is frequently exceeded, causing increased oil burning and gas blow-by.
The increase of these indices causei a sharp dislocation of the heat balance
of the engine, drying of the oil film on the cylinder walls, and, in the final
analysis, more intense wear of tne cylinders and piston rings. Cases have
often been noted in which an initial ovality of the cylinders above 0.05 m
shortens engine life by over 1.5 - 2 times as a result of progression of the
effect with continued operation.

The studies showed that an initial ovality of cylinder sleeves of
GAZ-21 engines of over 0.04 = progresses to 0.10 - 0.12 ra- at the end of
400 hours' o.-.ration under load, while for an initial ovality of up to 0.025 -,
specified in the requirements of the design drawings, the subsequent ovalization
usually does not exceed 0.05 - 0.06 m. Methods aimed at increasing the stability
&f the initial geometric parameters of cylinders in engines were dslveloped at
the Gorki motor Vehicle Plant and the Za'ol--hsk Motor Plant; of these the most
significant was the use of artificial "aging" of the stock pieces.

The introduction of this and other measures, however, is only a one-sided
solution to the problem, since up to the present the motor vehicle plants
have not reliably furnished piston rings with the proper geometry. ihis has
led to an increase in the local clearance between the ring and the cylinder
surface, causing increased oil burning and gas blow-by.

Macrogeometric deviations in the piston skirt have a deleteiious effect
on its running-ia to the cylinder and sometimes are the source of scoring.
This points to the need to set higher standards for the machine tooling of the
piston skirt and to increase its rigidity, and to put into production pistons
with Invar inserts- The most frequent deviations under production conditions
are the macrogeometric deviations of the grooves in the piston underneath the
piston rings. These chiefly amount to the deviations from flatness and from
perpendicularity of the end surfaces of the grooves to the axis of the pistor.
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-hey prevent normal operation of the piston ring - groove fitted pair. Thus,
gradual carburi:ation, gn=ing up, and breaking of the piston rings occurs.

In contrast to cylinders and piston rings, the fitted assembly consisting
of the wrist pin, the piston boss, and rhe connecting rod bushing does not
limit the reliability or life of GAZ and Th! engines; and this book will not
treat the relations between wear in this fitted assembly and the initial
shape deviations of the parts which have been discovered- Tne most interest
;s cormanded by the dependence of wear resistice of the crankshaft journals
on initial shape errors.

Analysis of recorded nacroprofilograc enabled the conck'sion that the
initial ovality of the main journals in most cases progresses as the
engine tests proceed; the large axis of the oval is mast often oriented in
the direction perpendicular to the axis of the key-way for the end bearings,
and with a definite mngular displacement w th respect to the rotation of the
shaft for the n ddle main journals. li all cases it was noted that as the
initial out-of-round of the shape of the journals was increased, in addition
to an increase in journal wear :he conditions of operation of the bearing inserts
deteriorated, leading to an :ncrezse in contact stresses, spalling, and chipping
of their working layer. Special observations of the operation of 250 engines
of various models establis"d that it is advisable to decrease the tolerances
for ovality, conicity, and saddle-shapedness of the crankshaft journals from
0.01 to 0.006 m-. By doing this it is possible to extend the period of operation
of bearing inserts 1.5 - 2 times without the appearance of sources of spalling
arid chipping of their working surfaces. The initial barrel-shaeedness of the
journals is co -pletely inadmissible; it causes the developm-ent of scoring of
the inserts during the nmning-in process. The wear along the straight cylindri-
cal edges of the main crankshaft journals in most cases proceeds nearly
uniformly, as a function of the initial deviation from- true shape.

The naximm- wear vaiues occur on both sides adjacent to the zone of the
oil groove in the inserts. This pattern of naximm- wear is explained by the
expulsion of wear products from the oil groove and the embCd ding of these
in the neighboring zones.

In addition to the above-enuamerated parts, the supporting journals of the
camshaft of various models of GAZ and Z7I engines were subjected to analysis of
the effect of initial macrogeozetry on subsequent changes and wear.

It was found that the change in the form of the out-of-round of the
supporting journals before and after engine operation was insignificant. The
initial deviations from straightness in the shape of the supporting journals
of the camshaft deter ine the character of subsequent shape variation and the
magnitude of the wear. In analogy with the data on crankshaft journals it
should be noted that errors in the shape of the supporting jeurnals of the
camshaft have a non-negligible effect on the quality of rupning-in and the
level of wear of the bushings; accordingly, it is also desirable to limit the
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tolerances for initial deviaziorsin the supporting journals to 0.006 cm.
On the basis of the _entior.ed research and a number of other researches it
was found to be advantageous to reconsider the tolerances for initial deviations
in the shape of certain parts (Table 12).

Table 12

initial shape deviation i Allowble value, -
in design drawings recoer nted

Ovality of cylinders C.025 1 0.020

Conicity. ovality, and saddle- *
shapedness of crankshaft journals 0.010 0.006

Barrel-shapedness of crankshaft

journals- not specified forbidden

Conicity, ova;ity, and saddle-

shapedness of ca-mshaft journals 0.010 V.006 3
In zidition to the above, a very serious engineering factor affecting

engine wear is the method of final zechanical mchining of the friction
surfaces of the parts- A large num-ber of research reports have been published
which were devoted to the study of this interrelationship, with other m-icro-
and nacrogeo-etric par-meters being equal. Of the most recent work in this
field the ar:iication cf diamond honing of the cylinder walls of automotive
engines to replace the honing with abrasive bars used previously, is of
intersst. The replacing of the silicon carbide or synthetic cormd-m by
granules of synthetic diamond does not in principle change the physical bases

for metal removal in honing, but it improves the quality of the mchined sur:iace
soew--hat.- The research was carried out at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant and
the Kiev Institute of Hard Materials. rhirty engine blocks of GAE-51 engines
were prepared for the study with cylinders honed by diasrmd and by abrasive
hones. The honing of the cylinders was carried out directly wider factory
production conditions.

K-35 STZK bars were used for the rough abrasive honing, and KZM 2 2SSMI
bars were used for the s-ozh honing; and ASP-I0 and ASM-28 bars, respectively,
were used in the diamond honing- It was found in the course of the machining
of these cylinders that t:'e synthetic diamond bars are 56 - 66 tines more
durable than the abrasive bars. The quality of the machining of the cylinders
was evaluated fron the micro- and acrogeeatries tf the surfaces, as well from
the physical condition of the surface layers of the meta!.
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in contrast to the surfaces honed with the abrasive bars, which showed
traces of the movement of the separate grains of the instr-znt and striated
indentations with respect to the lengthwir straight dinensions of the cylinder
surface, the surfaces -hichhad been honed with the dianond bars were character- ?R
i=ed by unifornity and the smoothing over of irregulaties. Tests established
the greater stability of the nicro- and nacrogeonetries of cy-isnders. pistons,
and piston rings after dianond honing; cylinder wear was 13 - 15 nicrons _ess.
piston skirt uhear was 3 - 5 nicrons less, an.d wear of the upperahr-ed paston
rings was 40 - 50 -icrons less. There are other characteristic exunles of
the effect of methods of s-eot!: -nchining of surfaces on subsequent wear. Thus,
in laboratory tests of engines in collaboration with the SlTArtoprom it was
estatlished that certain %rocesses which are inherent to high intensity polishang
lead to the developnent of a darag*ged defect layer on the narts surfaces which
has a deleterious effect on attrition and shock, ad lowers the wear -esistance
of the .Darts. T-us there is a need for a technological operation to fo!low
polishing -si-ch can x eove this layer without distorting the gevaerrr of the
surface an' which cars provide tne required degree of soothness The co-workers
V. N. £aissarzheskaya and A. E. Isakor of the ilTAtaoprom proposed nicro-
finishing with renoral of the defect layer as such a post-fin-shing operation-
These methods far fran. enco ass the wide technological possibilities for
increasing wear resistance of engine pants; t-..ese are nunerous and wide!v
discussed in Publications.

The final techological operation in engine --anufacture is rmuning-in,
in which the fract-on surfaces of the parts are smoothed a. residual parzcles
of abrasive are cleane .aa, and the quality of th2 -eals a.d the perfornance
capability of tz asse bled engine are tested. Under conditions of te-orary
large-scale serial production the ruaning-in of the engine is cc=-leted quickly.
The duration de-,;ends sainly upon the degree of technological sophistication
of the en-terprise. The higher it is the less tire is spent on this process.
This is why 5 - 10 ti-s more tine is spent in rimning-in of engines in vehicle
overhzaul plants -- because the parts in ovrerhauled engines under existing aethods
of overhaul require a more intensive initial rt-nning-in. A great deal of
research has been devoted to problens of choosing the conditions of short-tine
factery rnning-in and the effect of these conditions upon engine wear and
engine life.-

As a result of all this research it can be considered settled that the
effect of -zarious conditions of factory rining-in of engines on subsequent
engine life arises mainly in gross violation of the regulatio--s for sho.t-tine
running-in. U1nder these regulations extrenely large or too-saill speeds and
loads are not :Dernitted to be applied to friction surfaces of parts which
have not oeen ra-in. Thus, prenature wear in the cylinders has -more th. n
once been artificially induced due to ,rnning-in of the engine at high rpu
i=.ediately after starting.

When new engines are broken in at rpi's lower than 390 - 600, the
lubrication conditions of the fitted parts are zrkediy inferior, and the
wear of the crankshaft bearings is high. 1he viscosity, lubricity, and cooling
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capacity of the lubricating oil have a significant effect on the quality and
duration of running-in. Oil with too low viscosity promotes scoring and
extreme initial wear of the fitted assemblies. This later causes high service
wear. The addition of appropriate additives to 3uch an oil normalizes the
process of running-in and prepares the engine for receiving the loads encountered
in service. Oil with high viscosity retards the process of initial running-in
and sometimes lowers its quality, as a result of the inferior penetrability,
detergency and cooling capacity of high viscosity oil.

In order to guarantee the proper running-in of fitted assemblies it is
necessary to determine the optimal and efficient sets of conditions for
running-in individually, for each engine model, taking into account not only
design peculiarities but also technological ones pertaining to that engine.
Thus, for GAZ-20 and GAZ-51 and their modifications it was found at the
Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant that only hot running-in at idle is expedient. For
engines from the Zavolzhsk Motor Plant in the period when the new models were
adopted it was found necessary to have a preliminary cold running-in. The
lack of sufficiently comprehensive computational methods of assigning sets of
conditions for running-in makes it necessary to solve this problem empirically.
In this process, the optimal conditions of running-in for each engine model are
determined first, and then the efficient conditions. The optimal conditions
are those which guarantee the desired quality of the initial running-in of the
friction surfaces of parts in the engine.

The efficient conditions of running-in, on the other hand, also make
provision for the minimum cost of time and resources on the running-in of parts
under production conditions. From existing methods of evaluating the quality
of initial engine break-in under various sets of conditions and additives to
the oil, the break-in conditions for GAZ and ZMZ engines which are presently
most suitable have been established.

The maximum amount of iron found in the oil in the minimum time has
been taken as the criterion of the intensity of running-in here.

Currently at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant preparations are being made
to introduce into the production process engine break-in with "Industrial-20"
oils with DF-ll additive, containing 10% sulfur and 5% phosphorus and zinc.
This additive is added to the oil to the extent of 2.5 - 3%; its various compon-
ents provide antioxidant and antiscoring properties for the parts friction surfaces.

Operational Methods of Increasing Engine Life

There is a whole range of approved methods in the arsenal of ways and
means of increasing engine life under conditions of vehicle service. They are
connected with conditions nf starting of engines where the vehicles are stored
out of doors, with the scheduling of periods of oil changes and filter cleaning,
with the use of the proper types of oil and gasoline, with timely shifting of
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the transnission in the driving of the vehicle, and with provision for the
required conditions for the engine in winterine.

These ard nany other a are dealt with in detail in the literature;
nonetheless, the ope.-atxonal possibilities for extending the serice life of
engines are far fro- having been exhaustd..

Som-e of these possibilities relate to the initial period of operation of
engines, in the process of which the preparntion for receiving operational
loads is enfteted This kind of preparation period is inherent to -ost -odels
of autnorive engines, which, as a result of the specific conditions of contir.-
uous =ass production in their manufacture, u-ndergo only a brief factory running-in.

The break-in period of an -,tootive engine requires particular care, since in
[his perioa scoring and prezature wear of the friction surfaces are particularly
likely to develop, as a result of the increas specific pressure in the fitted
prts assentlies, and the instabiiity of the clearance di-ansions and of the
integrity of the oil film. -Repeated tests have shown that ful loading of an
engine directly after factory r--ning-in leads to cylinder wear equival-_nt to
40 a So . O3 kn of vehicle 0ravel, after only 100 hozrs of vesting in accor-
dance vith pla2t engineering specifications. The engine break-in period
on the vehicle is over in, on the average, 2.3 - 3.5 x 103 km of rehicle travel.
In practice, a limiting plate is sonetiaes inserted between the carburetor and

the intake manifold in order to prevent the possibility of cverlozding of an
autoMlb i-C engine which has not yet been broken in.

The diaeter of the flow opening of such a late is chosen experi-entally
with the idea of liniting the load on the parts to, on the average. 25 - 35%
of the naxinn load acting upon the part in a fully broken-in engine. Limiting
plates are not usually installed in track engines, because they have governors
which linit the rpm, -rm- visual observation through a transnrent wall in

the mixing cnaro r of the irtake ma nifold, it was determined for the process of
nixjure foroation in the operation of four- and six-cylinder engines that
decreasing the flow cross section not only decreases the a unt of gasoline -
air nixture entering the manifold. but it also changes the quality of the mixture
due to the drctpping out of liquid phase fi-el.

This is attributed to the increase in the aerodynamic resistance in the
intake system and to the develpmnt of stagnant zones which lower the speed
of the oncoming nixture, particularly in the operation of engines with law
cr.---akshaft r=m; and these zones also have a negative effect on the uniformity
of distribu-ion of the ixture =mg the cylinders. As s result, the combustion
process deteriorates, gasoline sweeps zway the oil filn fro- the cylinder surface,
aad carbon deposition in the corbustion chamdber and on the piston heads
is increased. Increased carbon deposition, as is the case with other deposited
sludge and encrustations, is known to da-ge heat transfer in the engine,
promote burn-through of pistons and piston rings, and, in the final analysis,
sharply shorten the sen-ice life of the engine before major overhaul.
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A group at the laboratory of the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant has proposed
limting the load on automobile engines by limiting the rotation angle of thethrottle valve with the aid of a stop screw.

In comparison with a limiting plate, at the same rpm, torque, and effective
power, this method resulted in a loiering of the specific gasoline consumption of 4-
cylinder GLZ engines by 26 g/effective hp/hr, and that of six-cylinder GAZ
engines by II g/effective hp/hr, and the reduction of scale formation by. on the
average, 5%. However, it is preferable to totally eliminate any limiting of
the mixture feed and to carry out a proper break-in, because it is dangerous
to drive an automobile for the first 2 - 3 x 103 km of its running life with
speeds and loads limited. This [sic] results in a lowering of scale deposits
in this initial period by 20 - 23'. 't is one of the effective methods of
increasing engine life in the initial period of service. Not only speed and load
conditions, but, overridingly, thermal conditions of operation exert a significant
effect on future wear of engines.

A number of studies have been devoted to problems of optimum thermal
conditions from the point of view of engine life under service conditions
on vehicles. Thus, according to the research results of L. Dem'yanov, lowering
the oil and water temperature from values of 75°C to 50C on a GAZ-S engine --

other conditions being equal -- causes overall wear to increase by about 1.6
times, and lowering the temperature to 25*C results in an increase of 5 times.
There are other data which confirm the effect of the thermal state of the engine
on wear.

On the basis of these data at present the problem of maintaining the
required thermal conditions in the enoqine is in principle solved by the use
of thermostats and louvers in the cooling system and fans which can be cut
out. But these design solutions are sometimes not enough, and additional
measures are needed to maintain "ne necessary thermal conditions. Thus, on the
basis of studies carried out by Yu. M. Panov of tht thermal state of an engine
under winter and summer conditions of service on a UAZ-450 vehicle in the
Gorki and Ivanovsk regions it was determiped that when the temperature of the
surrozmding air is beluw -30"C, beside complete protection of the louvers
it is necessary to cover the engine with heating blankets. In the same
studies it was found that in order to lower wear after starting of the engine
it Ehould be rum at idle and medium rpm of the crankshaft to achieve warm-up
until the water in the radiator is around 400C. Only after this should the
vehicle be put into motion in low gear, and significant increase in the loading
of the vehicle should be avoided until the temperature of the cooling flaid
reaches 80 - 900C.

The qucstion of the mechanism of engine wear during starting cannot be regarded
as being well understood up to the present. The available experimental data
connect substantial wear in the start-up process of engines with the variation
of the operating conditions of the cylinders and piston rings under the influence
of the sieeping away of the residual oil film by the unvaporized part of the fuel
and condensed moisture, with the sharp thermal defcrmation of the parts, etc.

Many scientists believe that start-up wear has its origin in corrosion. Studies
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of this allow one to hypothesize that such wear has more of a molecular
mechanical character than a corrosion character, and is chiefly caused by
insufficient lubrication in the starting of a cold engine. In the field of
lowering start-up wear, not only the search for methods of quick engine
warm-up but also the increase in the stability of the viscosity and other
physical and chemical properties of the lubricating oil will evidently be of
decisive importance. In many respects it is the properties of the oil which
ultimately determine the character and the dynamics of wear, since it is the
oil which substitutes liquid, semi-liquid, or, as the case may be, boundary
friction for dry friction, while removing heat from the working surfaces of the
parts. The resistance of the oil to being squeezed out from the gaps between
the parts, its resistance to aging, and its anticorrosion properties are
among those parameters which to a large degree determine parts wear, in addition
to the viscosity of the oil and its chemical and physical stability. Researchers
have noted that it is normal to have a 3 - 5 times variation in the wear of
cylinders of an engine depending on the properties of the lubricant used.

At present particular effort is being devoted to the problem of the
application of lubricating oils: depending on the purpose for which the oil
is intended, additives are being incorporated which increase the strength of
the oil film, decrease the scale formation, or perform multiple functions.
The physical and chemical properties of the gasoline used also have a major
effect on engine wear under service conditions. Among the basic qualities of
gasoline which can be analyzed and which affect engine life are the fractional
makeup, the chemical stability, and anticorrosive and antiknock properties.
The effect of these qualities on the service life of engines is the subject of
special research and measurement, and in this bock this problem is discussed
mainly with reference to the literature sources.

On the basis of studies of the effect of the final distillation temperature
of the gasoline upon wear it was noted that the use of gasoline with a final
distillation temperature of 170 - 180 0C lowers engine wear by 35 - 48% in
comparison with the use of gasolines with a final distillation temperature
of 218*C. Gasoline with an extremely light fractional composition no longer
gives a substantial positive effect. Increasing the content of high-boiling
fractions, on the other hand, causes strongly increased oil dilution.

The substantial effect which higher final distillation temperature has upon
wear can be attributed to the sweeping away of oil from the walls of the cylinder
and to general dilution of the oil in the engine system.

The antiknock properties of the gasoline have just as strong an effect
on the service life of the engine.

In the various engine models the knock modes of operation usually develop
at 100% load and medium crankshaft rpm, apart from the dependence upon engine
design features such as compression ratio, combustion chamber shape and cylinder
diameter. Under service conditions such knock modes correspond to rapid acceler-
ation of the vehicle or uphill movement on a smooth road under high load. The
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development of knocking is caused by the use of gasolines with octane number
which does not satisfy the requirements for the given engine model. Operation
of the engine with knocking is accompanied by a sharp increase in the maximum

pressure, combustion temperature, and shock wave effects, resulting in destruc-
tion of the oil film on the cylinder walls, corrosive action of the reactive
products of partial oxidation, intensive cylinder wear, sticking of the piston
rings, chipping of the bearing inserts, etc.

A number of studies have been carried out which were air,1P at determining
the effect of knocking on cylinder wear, including [some] at the Scientific
Research Institute of Vehicles and Engines at the NAMI, in conjunction with the
Institute o4' Machinery Science. The engine involved was that of the ZIL-120.
As a result it was found that average wear in the upper region of the cylinders
under conditions of knocking was more than 2 times as high and the average
maximum was more than 3 times as high as wear under conditions of operation
without knocking.

Operation of the engine with early spark advance without knocking also
causes increased wear in comparison to wear with retarded spark advance, other
conditions being equal.

Experiments performed at the Central Engine Laboratory of the Gorki Motor
Vehicle Plant also established the appreciable influence of knock modes of engineA

operation upon temperature elevation of cylinders and pistons, which in 5ome
cases caused scorching of the latter. Thus, when the compression ratio of a
GAZ-21 engine is raised from 6.6:1 to 7.5:1 in operation on B-70 gasoline with
an octane number of 70 the wall temperature of the cylinders increases on the
average by 20 -25C, and that of the piston heads by 55 - 60°C. Under knock -

free operation of the same engine on B-91 gasoline the temperature of the
cylinder walls and pistons fell to a value corresponding to engine operation
at a compression ratio of 6.8:1. Engine knock can appear under service condi-
tions not only as a result of the use of gasoline of the wrong octane number,
but most frequently as a result of changes in the composition of the fuel mix-
ture, scale formation on the pistons and the cylinder heads, changes in the spark
advance, variations from optima] thermal conditions, etc.

A. Serov carried out special studies to determine the effect of spark ad-
vance and fuel mixture composition upon wear. A GAZ-R! ergiAc wa tested with
subsequent wear evaluation by the ircn-inR-oil method. The tests were conducted
at a constant 16.5 hp, corresponding to 2000 rpm, and with a coefficient of ex-
cess air OC equal to 1.

According to the data of the author, the wear as a function of the spark
advance angle is minimum at an angle of 200, based on tests over the range from
0 to 400. Wear increased both when the spark advance angle was increased and
when it was decreased. The effect of the coefficient of excess air was evalu-
ated within the range of a- from 0.6 to 0.2, at constant load, rpm, and spark
advance angle (16.5 hp, 2000 rpm, and 300). The results of the tests indicate
that the maximum engine wear occurs at a mixture composition in the range -X
1.0 - 1.15, and tends to decrease with richer or leaner mixtures. The loads
upon the engine parts and the speed of parts with respect to each other also
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significantly affects the wear of their operating surfaces. The effect increases
as the intensity of the thermal operating conditions of the engine decreases.

The test results indicate that the wear is directly proportional to the
load, and is a power function of rpm. These relations are explained by differ-
ences in the friction conditions of fitted parts assemblies, determined by the
pressures involved in and the speeds of their motion relative to each other
under different conditions of lubrication and temperature. Thus, the wear of
the working surfaces of the cylinders and piston rings in a certain range in-
creases proportionally to gas pressure and to the rate of rotation of the crank-
shaft, whereas wear and tear of the working surface of the piston skirts is de-
termined mainly by rpm, and depends very little upon the pressure of gases on
the pistons. Wear of the crankpins and crankshaft main bearings depends both on
the speed and on the load. But increasing rpm by 10% increases the load on the
bearings b; about 20%, since there is also a power function relation between
these parameters.

In the area of the effect of the rate of crankshaft rotation upon the wear
of friction surfaces the research carried out by M. S. Belizskiy is of notable
interest. He recommended a minimum allowable crankshaft rpm, with a direct
transmission, of 1600 - 1700, in order to increase engine life of flathead GAZ
engines.

Overall, one may conclude that increasing crankshaft rpm affects overall
engine wear more than increasing the load. The functional relations between 2
these parameters and the wear resistance of individual parts friction surfaces
vary.
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Chapter V

Accelerated Tests for Engine Wear and Engine Life

Appraisal of Existing Methods of Testing Engines

In Chapter II of this book methods of rvaluating engine wear and engine
life were discussed which amounted mainly to choosing means of measuring wear
and evaluating engine life according to indirect indices and service properties
of parts. These methods and techniques, depencing upon their individual features,
can be used either under service conditions of the the engines in vehicles, or
in highway proving ground and laboratory teststand tests. The service tests of
engines for lifetime are based on reporting service lives in vehicles under var-
ious service conditions and subsequently processing the data statistically.

The extremely high scatter in the iesults of observations under engine ser-
vice conditions makes the evaluation of average lifetime of a given model time-
consuming. Therefore service da:a are more often a means of generalizing and
confirming specially designed tests than they are methods of evaluation in and
of themselves.

However, sometimes service testing is a means of evaluating certain concrete
parameters of engine operation under real and widely varying conditions of service
- parameters such as the periodicity of load change, the most frequently employed
ranges of crankshaft rpm, changes in the thermal conditions, degree to which
steady and unsteady conditions prevail, frequency at which "cold" starts
occur, etc. For this kind of a study, aimed at characterizing the operating
condition of engines in vehic-les, special equipment and apparatuses are necessary.
In recent years the use of certain devices developed at the ANII has been
spreading: the RPV distance and time measuring device, a PKU recorder, the
measuring device designed by the Design and Experimentation Department of the
GAZ, and the modernized version of L. G. Lavrov, the GSKhI [Gorki Agricultural
Institute! measuring device, and others. These provide separate and combined
readings of a number of parameters which characterize the loading and speed con-
diticns of -ng.4r.e oper-tiun.
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"he laboratorv methods amount to proving ground and laboratory test
s and tests of engines. The evaluation of engine life under these is performed
either from ind rect indices or according to the wear resistance of the parts
which normally Omit the service life of present-day vehicle engines--these
being the cylinder walls, piston rings, pistons, and crankshaft journals; and
also according to the heat resistance of the pistons and the neads of The ex-
haust valves. in order to reduce data scatter it is advisable to evaluate
eng'ne life in highway tests of vehicles under conditions and on roads which will
characterize th. service of that type of vehicle. The road tests for engine life
were carriel out in three basic ways: under vehicle service conditions in trans-
Dort with , .nstant controls on the observance of the engineering specifications
for vehicle use; with artificial loading of the vehicle and trips on general-use
roads according to a previously developed testing program; and on proving grounds
with courses over special roads of various types and with the use of elevated
conditiops to speed up testing.

Proving ground tests reproduced to some extent the service conditions of
automobiles z-id engines, but in them the number and time of stops and the number
of starts re sharply cut, and there is entirely nc correspondence with the
unsteady c --rating regimes and other conditions which are characteristic of
service. At the same time, in comparison with service tests,proving ground tests SM

make possible a wide choice of speed and load conditions, make it possible to
use single varieties of fuel and lubricating materials (necessary for making com- I
parisons), guarantee identical engine tuning condition, nd on the whole substan-
tially reduce the scatter in the test results of automotive engines. _N

Such tests,however, for evaluating engine life or the effectiveness of I
various measures for increasing it, take a lcng time--about 10 to 11 months.
Laboratory test standtests are even further from service t. ts, but at the same
time they make it possible to model any engine operating conditions desired and,
the scatter and the wear values not withstanding, they guarantee the comparability
of the results with respect to engine life.

Properly chosen conditions of test £tand testing for engine life should
represent the character and the approximate relations of the values of wear
under well defined service conditions. Such requireaents make it necessary to
set up a number of variants of the conditions of accelelated test stand tests
for engine life, to correspond to mechanical, corrosion-mechanical, and molecular
mechanical forms of wear and tear, and also to enable the evaluation of the
heat resistance of the pistons and the heads of the exhaust valves. ImitationM
of abrasive wear i:zvolved in the mechanical form of wear and tear can be done to
advantage by feeding quartz dust to the cylinders and to the crankcase with theA
aid of special rzgulated dilst feeders. In this type of test engine operation
primarily at loads close to service loads and under a nominal temperature regime
is specified.

Corrosion wear of the cylinder walls can be represented during engin' oper-
ation and with frequent starts by circulating cold water, carrying out the tests
in a cold room, or by using high-sulfur gasoline at low engine speed conditions.
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A high intensity of the molecular mechanical form of wear and tear which
can accompany high temperatures can also be attained by operating the engine
at high loads and high rpm with moderate cooling. In thiz it is advantageous
to al3o include cycles of sharply var.ying load and rpm. The conditions for
testing engine parts for heat stability involve sharp increase of the thermal
stresses at high sliding speeds of the parts, where the cooling and lubrication
systems are n.)t capable of removing the heat from the heated parts. Since
burning through of the valve heads often precedes corrosion phenomenon, gasoline
with high tetraethyl lead content, which promotes intensification of these
processes, can be used.

All the enumerated conditions for accelerated tests and testing of engines

for life time and heat resistance of the parts are designed so that after their
development they can be applied to new or modernized engine models. Also, for
periodic evaluation of the engine life of models in current production it is
desirable to have one set of conditions which gives rise to all the above-enu-
merated forms of wear and tear and is relatively closer to the actual service
conditions of engines on vehicles. ft should be noted, however, that many
researchers are skeptical of the establishment of this form of accelerated test
stand testing of engines, and as yet the data from the Gorki Motor Vehicle
Plant do not support the possibility of realizing coincident test conditions
for mechanical, corrosion-mechanical, and molecular mechanical forms of wear.

At present the laboratory test stand methods of evaluating engine life and
freedom from breakdown are set down in legislation for testing engines "for
reliability" according to the conditions given in GOST 491 - 55. These,
in essence, make it possible to obtain very approximate ideas about the rate
and character of parts wear in various engine models; these results are not
commensurate with wear in service. Some researchers have noted that the wear

of engines in service is two to four times higher than that obtained in the
period of test stand testing according to the GOST conditions, and according
to our data this figure is three to five times, or more. The tests under the a
engineering specifications which are used in the plants are even less commen-
surate with service Londitions cf operation of the engines. At best, they %
guarantee full break-in and raveal specific defects of manufacture of parts and
in the assembly of subunits, but it is practically impossible to conclude any-
thing from the results of these tests about the wear resistance of the friction
surfaces. The data presented in Table 13, which are generalizations from 120
engines, are evidence of the insignificance of parts sear after 100-hr tests
of parts under load and the preceding 30-hr running-in according to the con-
ditions of the engineering specifications of the GAZ and ZMZ.

There is practically no wear of the piston rings in the height dimension

of the piston grooves along their end faces, in the wrist pins, or in other

parts and friction surfaces during the engine tests according to the plant

engineering specifications (TU). In Table 14 average wear values are given for

some main parts friction surfaces after 400- and 600-hr normal operating condi-

tion tests under GOST 491 - 55, along with average wear and engine operation on

vehicles with a service mileage equivalent in length to the COST testq.
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Table 13

W.ar after 100-hr test stand tests, mm

Parts friction surfaces GAZ-51 CkZ-13
- GAZ-63 GAZ-21 GAZ-53

Cylinder surfaces 8-10 8-10 6-8
Radial thickness of upper rings 10-15 14-18 12-20
Piston skirts I 11-13 13-15 11-14
Main crankshaft journals 4-5 3-5 3-4
Crankpins 3-5 4-5 3-4
Camshaft supporting jpurnals 2-4 2-4 1-3

The equivalent service- mileages for the engine models GAZ-450, GAZ-51, GAZ-
21, GAZ-5- and GAZ-66 are 24,200, 27,000, 29,600, 30,600, and 30,600 kin, respect-
ively.

From Table 14 it is seen that the wear of certain friction surfaces, for
example the cylinder surfaces, in engine testing under highway conditions some-
times exceeds the wear in the GOST 491-55 tests by two to five times. The ratios
expressing the character of cylinder wear in the 100-hr tests of engines according
to the current TU, and tests according to GOST 491-55, and in the vehicle runs
were all equivalent to the GOST conditions.

The features which characterize service wear of cylinders are: a sharply
differentiated peak wear zone in the upper region of the cylinder and abrasive
action in its [sic] middle part. Test stand tests of engines are usually charac-
terized mainly by purely mechanical wear of the cylinders, which differs from
wear under service conditions. Thus, existing methods of test stand testing are
only to a slight degree models of engine life, both quantitatively and qualita-
tively. This makes it necessary to develop special methods of accelerated
engine testing for engine life.

In addition, natural testing of individual subassemblies and parts may be
very helpful for preliminary estimation of the effectiveness of various measures
for increasing engine service life. The existing basic test conditions for
parts and aggregates may be classified as follows, as recommended by R. V. Kugel:

1. Service conditions which most closely reflect real service conditions
in the character, value, and frequency of application of loads. Such conditions
require testing over a long time period.

2. Conditions with increased frequency of loading, which closely reflect real
service conditions in the character and value of the loads, but in which the
frequency of application of the loads is increased relative to actual service
conditions.

3. Increased load conditions, representative of service conditions in the
character and location of action of the loads, but with the loads themselves
substantially boosted compared to service loads.

4. Conditions of increased frequency and intensity of loading--combinations
ef 12- and (3) above, in which the chaiacter o, ervicc wear is represented [but] over
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a shortened time interval.
S. Slow motion conditions, representing testing under normal and increased

loads, but reduced speeds which facilitates opportunities for observation.
6. Special conditions which differ sharply from service conditions but,

since the results obtained are commensurate, are suitable for comparative
testing of subasseublies and parts.

Table 14

Engine model

GAZ-53Parts friction surfaces UAZ-450 GAZ-S1 GAZ-21 GAZ-66

4J

Cylinder (circle of maximum wear) 20-25 25-30 50-55 25-35
in
. Upper compression rings, [radial)thickness 30-40 45-60 50-75 30-40

0 Upper compression rings, height dimension 5-10 5-10 13-20 15-20 2
4

Upper piston grooves, height 5-10 10-15 10-15 17-20

I I Main crankshaft journals 7-12 10-15 8-12 6-8k o
;-4 0S.k

Q "' Crankpins 5-7 15-25 5-7 4-6

Cylinder 40-50 65-75 55-65 50-60

r Upper compression rings, /radial/thickness 72-170 81-180 59-180 60-180

- f Upper compression rings, height dimension 5-12 27-54 45-50 45-50

g Upper piston grooves, height 12-24 13-27 30-37 40-45
t0

'3 Main crankshaft journals 20-30 30-35 11-74 20-25
k ,-4 0

. Crankpins 40-45 50-55 6-7 8-15

This classification is suitable for parts of machines in general, and
in particular of automotive engines, but in the latter case it is advisable to
supplement it with specific features which reproduce abrasive and corrosion-
mechanical wear for certain parts. Thus, when a step of natural testing is
introduced into the overall test sequence for engine life. a gener l test
diagram will have the form:
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Natural testi.ig- 1Accelerated test "Proving ground Follow-up testing

,:of parts -- i stand testing of katests of engines -- under service
engines !in automobiles conditions

For each of these testing forms a scale factor must be found; it is logical

to use service tests of engines on vehicles as a basis for this. Without this

the comparability of various forms of tests will be eliminated, it will be im-

possible to compare experimental data obtained from different tests, and it

will become an impossibility to collect, systematize, analyze, and generalize

information in the area of increasing engine life.

Development of Methods of Accelerated rest Stand Testing

The study of the effect of various factors derived from design, engineering,
and use influences on engine life has made possible certain generalizations which
characterize the appearance and wear of basic parts under service conditions:

1. Lengthy engine testing at maximum torque increase the stress conditions of
operation and accelerates mechanical wear and breakdown of the parts. Trans-
lated into service conditions, such tests corrts-ond to overloading of the vehicle
when it is driven under roadless conditions.

2. At increased rpm the inertial and thermal loading of most of the parts
increases. Also, at low speeds, below 1,000 rpm, the lubrication conditions of

the crankshaft are worsened and increased wear of the journals and bearing
inserts is possible.

3. Operation under unsteady conditions wi:h frequent starting and stopping

of 'he -ngine interferes with the thermal field, reduces the stability of the
lubrication of the parts, promotes the entry of liquid phase fuel into the oil,
and thus intensifies corrosion-mechanical wear of the parts.

4. Extremely high thermal conditions in the engine can be accompanied by the
formation of scoring and seizing of the parts, while engine operation at low
temperatures causes corrosion wear of the cylinders and correspondingiy high
wear ef the piston rings.

5. Dustiness of the air entering the engine causes abrasive engine wear, and
the effect increases when quartz and feldspar particles are contained in the dust,
and it also depends upon the form and size of these particles.

The dustiness of the lubricating oil has a particalarly strong effect upon
abrasive wear of the crankshaft journals, and also affects the wear of the lower
and middle zones of the cylinders.

6. High-sulfur content in the fuel accelerates corrosion wear of the cyl-
inders and piston rings. When tetraethyl lead is present in the fuel the likeli-
hood of piston and exhaust valve burn-through is increased. The use of gasoline
with a high final boiling point also promotes increased wear because it washes

away the oil from the cylinder walls and it generally dilutes lubricants.

7. When the oil has very low viscosity the oil fflm loses its strength and

shock-absorbing ability. As a result contact friction appears and the molecular

mechanical form of wear intensifies. Very high-viscosity oil has inferior

pe-netrability, detergency, and cooling capacity, which also promotes molecular

mechanical wear. In addition, operational adjustment of the mixture c7,1position
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and spark advance, severity of engine cperating conditions, knocking modes, etc.
influence parts wear.

The separate and combined action of all the enumerated factors promotes
the development of the abrasive, corrosiors, and mole flar forms of wear. De-
spite the complexity of modeling service wear of parts under test stand engine
test conditions, researchers have today found partial ways of solving this prob-
lem. A number of these were taken as the basis for the development at the
Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant of a method of accelerated test stand testing for the
life times of parts of the cylinder-piston group and the crankshaft-connect!ng
rod mechanism. The practical possibilities of this -method encompass the foliu-
ing:

1. Rough determination of the effect of various techniques and modernization
steps adopted in the production of engine models upon life times.

2. Preliminarv evaluation ef the service life of newly built samples of en-
gines in the design stage, by comparison of test results with those of previous
engine models.

3. Evaluation of the effectiveness of individual measures developed to in-
crease engine life and wear resistance of particular assemblies and parts. The
measurements necessary to develop the techniques where confined to those sur-
faces which limit the service life of present-day auto-motive engines--cylinder
walls, piston rings, ring grooves in the pistons, and crankshaft journals.
Evaluation of the wear in cylinders, piston rings, piston grooves, and all the

crankshaft journals was carried out by ordinary micrometry. in isolated cases
the wear of cylinders was evaluated also by the method of "cut out holes" using
the UPOI-6 device, and by means of indirect indices--oil burning and gas blow-by.
In addition to the micrometry, the wear of the main crankzhaft bearings was also

determined by inscribing holes and comparing the ,zacroprofilogras recorded by
an MPG-3 macroprofilograph. The UAZ-450 engine was taken as the basic model
for testing and experimentation in the studies. The advantage of this engine
for this purpose in comparison to other models from the Gorki Motor Vehicle

Plant and the Zavolzhsk Motor Plant consists of its relatively low" cylinder
all deformation.

Long highway service tests of U.Z-450, GAZ-51, and GAZ-53 vehicles [sic] wre
conducted, mainly to evaluate the thermal condition of the engines under various
operating conditions on vehicles and to find the most characteristic sets of
service conditions. This part of the study was performed by workers in the
engine laboratory of the GAZ in collaboration with co-workers of the Gorki
Agricultural institute, in particular the engineer Yu. M. Panov. The measuring
device used to evaluate the load and speed conditions of the engines was the

modernized version of the RPV device of te engineer L. G. Lavrov, as well as
similar devices. In contrast to devices wnich continuously record a process on

tapes, this measurement device makes it possible to conduct a study over a period

of long vehicle service mi leage. It permits recording the number of engine
starts, the duration of operation--overall, under load, and at idle--and also

rpm and the angle of opening of the throttle -"alve vs timec, in addition to a

large number of indices of the vehicle as a whole and of the transmission.
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Oiromel-A",_l and hroe-Cooel tner~couvies r-ainly were used to evaluate
the thernal condition of the engine , id also )iff-! th-ermistors with an om
meter. Tne -eadings ofF these were recorded by a Portable DC Potent i cmeter, type
PP, with a PM4-10 switch. The te~peratures of the water and the oil at varioub

= points of the cooling and lubricating systens, and that of the eAbaust gases.,
were measured. The temerat':re of the unver zone of the cyvlinders was calculated
using conversions from test stand tests.

The following facts were establissied fron genieralization of the results of
road service tests and nt=Lrous literature data:

i.The thermal operating conditions of engines in vehicles under service cor.-
ditions are relatively stabilized in suer and in winter wi;thi-n 10 to 15 and
20 to 215 am, respectively. The engine is startLed fron1 30 To 500 ti.nes per 1,000
km, dependi ng upon the mode of service of the vehicle.

For vehicles driven over roads of various qualities the engine operates for
the -a imzn Period at rpm's ia the range 400 - 2,000 and at. SO 7010 load, using
13 - 79% of the maxi= - power- In engine operation with a 12 15%S load at

1,000 - 1,200 ram a te~erature of the cooling water in the uater jacket of the
engine block on the order of 60 - 7&C corresponds to a te~pnerature- of the upper
below which conditions favorable to inten.ifi~ed corrosion occur. The latter

develonnet Pro~otes washine mmwav- of the oil frcmm the cylinder walls by a fuel

e=-ilsior.- Thnus, corrosion s4ear can be- initated under test stand test conditions
by incorporating a signifticant rx.mzbei of cul ' starts and by~ using cold water in
the operation of the engine at low rpm an.- aads not over i5t of the naxinun

2- The imperfect state olf contemrary air cleaners does not Provide the
des';'red removal of dust fron the aii entering the engine. ran 2 to 14 -., of
dust per 1 na of air enters the cylinders of the engine. depending upon the dust-
iness of the air anc the type of air cleaner- The results of a thorough analysis

of these data were the basis for so=- alternative cand it ions of accelerated test
stand testing for engine life w..hich were developed rythe author in collaboration
wth the engineers A. P. Y4-egorova and Yu. M_ Panov. No less than 5 to 8 ak-7-69

and MAZ-450 engines were tested under each of the sets of conditions shown in2
on the whole, for pvurposes of development and testing of methods for other models,
85 engines produced by the GAZ and DUZ were tested-

T-he selection of zhe sets of te-st conditions enunerated in the table was
based on the following consideratioins:

1. Conditions %:. 1 are the starting point since trest results trna large
nt=--er of engines have been obtained in the factory under these condixions, in
addition to the tests referred to in the table. Such tests are regularly carried
out according to the engineering speci fi cations for controi testing of the
quality of assetbly and running-in of rparts friction surfaces-

2. conditions Ro.. 2 were taken as'a meas of creatin- condlitiaons
which promote the naxi= developne-nt of corrosion wear a' the cvlinders via
engine operaticn .uder partial' lo~ds- with frequc-it stopznrg and starxing.

3. Conditions No. 3 are intended to create engine operating conditions ofr
naximun severity fro= the point of view of te~erature stre-sses and friCt%)n, 5
causing high mechanical wear of the Parts friction surfaces.
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Table 1S.

.eneral test conditions .\-de and duration f one c-cle No. of cycles

I) Control testing acc. to Idle at im =n 3f, nin. 20
GAZ Engineering Specs. j 100 4 load at r pm = n30 in.

Oil change after SO hr. 1 100% load at rpn = ni 2 hr.
twater = 0 0 C 100% load at =n 2%0, 2 hr.

toi =75- 850 C

2) Testing at low load. Idle at rm n= n , 30- in. 1 33
Oil change after 50 hr. 15'a load at r n = 1100, 2 hr.
tte = 70 - 750 C Stop, 30 min-
t -- S - 75°C ent ary stopping each 15 I n.

3) Testing at high load. 100% load at rpm= n 2 hr. 20

Oil chage after 50 hr. t
X = 0 -80° i100% load at ran n ., 2 r. ,

t =70 - 800 C
ater idle at pn = n for 15 antoil = 80 - 90° I idle a= n n every, hr. 3 i 3-

4) Testing with cold water. Idle at rpm = n -n, 30 mn. 33
Oil change after 50 hr., 1409 tars.15l% load at rvn = !l1d}, 2 hr.

400 starts.
t = 10 - I5C I-Sto " .. 30.in-
water Momentary stopping each 15 nin i
oil

S)Testing with 4 ng dst 100% load at rpn = n, 2 hr. 20
fed into cylinder per l0 load at rpn = 2 hr.1 a, air, and 501 into
crmnkcase. idle at ran n - for iS in

Xo oil change. every- hr.
t = 7 - 800 C
water I
toil o 80- 9C

6) Testingwith 2 no st 100' load at rim = n, 2 hr. 20
fed into cylinder ver

100% load at rz = n., 2 hr. iI n'air, and SIInto
crankcase- idle at r = n - for 1S rin

,No oil change. jin eyer$ hr.
tater = 75 - 800 C

toil = S0 - 900C

7) Testing with cold water, idle at ron = n- 30 in. 20
plus dust feed as per 15A load at nonM1I09,2 .
conditions of (6). Stop, 30 m-n.

No oil change, Karmup [sic), IS -in.
10% load at rD = 1 I hr-
Idle at r = n =in.
100% load at =-Z = n... hr. i
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4. Conditions No. 4 are derived from No. 2, with resting of the engines without
thermostats and with circulation of cold water, in order to intensify corrosion
wear of the cylinders.

S. Conditions No. 5 art derived fron No. 3, with the feeding of 4 mg per
l n of air into the c.-linders, and 50% of-this amount into the engine crank- I
case. This dust quantity, corresponding to GOST 8002-62, and containing 6S -

9Y. quartz and other particles, was chosen on the basis of experience in
accelerated tests for abrasl-e wear and tear of :ractor enganes and was based
on fundaiental caliulations of the volume of inco.-ing air, the crankcase
volume, etc.

6. Conditions No. 6 differ from No. 5 in the twofold reduction of the a-ount
of dust fed to the 'z'linders and the crankcase oil; the aim of this is to make
the test stand test conditions a-roximate real service conditions of automotive
engines.

7. Conditions No. 7 are a ccabination, intended to create the conditions to
forze develor.ent of abrasive, erosive, and corrosicm for-ms of wear of the basic
parts friction surfaces.

The 3erlo-ment of the above sets of conditions for engine testing was car-
r; eJ out on the hydraulic and electrobalance brake stands of the plant engine
latoratory. Thz low water tc-erature in the engine cooling systen for the pur-
pc.se of inteasifjying corrosion wear was obtained by carrying out the tests in
the fall and winter. In addition, by increasing tie transmission ratio from the
crankshaft pulley, t-h,, output of the water pro-s, was increasedl by 3. -Ltines.

Continuous dust feed to the cylinders was accop lished by using ejection
t-pe dust feeders; dust feed to the cr-nkcase oil was intermittent, once per
c hr of operation. intensified abrasive wear was achieved b) oe>rating the
engine without an air cdtamer, and In a nurber of cases also without an oil
filter. This technique creates a significant difference between the operating
conditions of the engine on the test stand and real service conditions. The
desired effect is thereby attained in a shorter time interval, but the character
of the wear distribution is in principle retained, as tests have shown.

Table 16 gives the average values of the -maxi=mm wear of friction surfaces
of the baszc parts w-ich li-it the service life of engines, fron the results

of the test stamd tests urnder the different sets of conditior.s For comparison,
the table includes average values over 8 UZ-450 engines of parts wear after
vehicle service over 60-80 x 10° km in the winter and stier, in the middle zone
of the European part of the US._S, and also wear after normal-oneration tests
of the engines according to GOST 491-S.

From analysis of the test results it was established that:
1. The corrosion ear of the cylinders after 100 hr of test stand testing

ider Conditions No. 4, despite its low value (20-25 icron), was distributed
in agreement with the law iwder hicb it developed in lengthy vehicle service
of the engines. xhe definite prevalence of -aximum wear in the upper zone of

the cylinders was noted (Fig. 28).
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Table 16.

Ta6niua 16 6:c]

6. Cpeziine aiialieiiiiR 1Ja11o.bUHX 113110C0A. .At.Ar4

.6 M
U AH pCspIIA-SP1e !P1ee vePX11AR ~

It peamhmu KoWbuo Koamto ganauxa 2 X 2,29

tPcnUTamig p no pal. Ho no oI
Mtmige PILOT core -e

11po6d- 60-
80 " c. 'v 10010 250-300 100-200 50-100 25-50 70-90

400 wc
rOCT491--W 20-30 20-50 5-10 5-10 5-*0 5-10

k pew.'M1 3-5 1 -20 2-5 - 5-7 2-5
pew. 2 4-7 15-20 2-5 7-12 2-5 2-4
prw. \3 7-10 15-20 2-3 5--8 2--s .3-6
pew. I'M 4 20-27) 20-30 10-15 7-12 4- 7 4- 6
pc. IM 5 I-210 770-790 150-M 430-460 40-50 60-70
pew. .M 6 90-100 340-360 &S-100 100-130 1-95-30 G5-75
pew. M 7 80-90 115-125 65-75 120-140 20 -5 35-45

Key: a= Test conditions; £= Cylinders; C = Upper ring, with respect to radial
thickness; d = Upper ring, with respect to height;e=Upper groove, height;

= Main crankshaft journals; 'J-= Crankpins; =Ave. values of max. wear,
mm [sic]; Z= 60 - 80x103 km run; J= 400 hr, GOST 491 - 55; A = Conditions
No 1 [see Table 151.

Testing of the engines according to Conditions No. 5 caused such wear in

the piston rings that not even constant addition could compensate for the lack

of oil. Of five engines tested under this set of conditions only two survived

the 100-hr test program. The other 3 engines were removed from the test stands

after 75 hours because it was impossible to repair them. On the whole it can

be said that the abrasive wear of the cylinders resulting from dust addition

follows the character of the wear pattern of service wear: there is a certain

growth in the middle zone of the cylinders.
2. The absolute value of the wear of the piston rings with respect to radial

thickness and respect to height, and alsoof the piston grooves, was very small in

test stand testing for corrosion wear according to Conditions No. 4. In practice

it was a little higher than the wear of these friction surfaces in the engine

tests according to Conditions No. 2 (low loads without cold water). In tests

of the engines for abrasive wear according to Conditions Nos. 5 and 6 the wear

of the above mentioned surfaces was comparable to wear after lengthy service.

and in most of the cases even exceeded the latter in absolute value. First

piston rings which were porous-chromed 4ore a little less than the'lower rings,

in their radial thickness. The wear with respect t the height of both piston

rings and piston grooves decreased from the top to the bottom ring. This is

typical for abrasive wear of parts friction surfaces. In the tests under Con-

ditions N1o.7 for combined forms of wear, the wear of the piston rings with

respect to radial thickness was substantially less than under Conditins No. 6.
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At the same time, a certain increase in the absolute value and rate of wear of
the piston grooves with respect to height was noted.

3. The wear of the main crankshaft journals and crankpins of the engines,
which was tested under Conditions Nos. 5, 6, and 7, was comparable to wear
after lengthy vehicle service.

0 20 40 60 810 100 120 140 0 10 20 30 120 130 140 150 300 400 500 600 RK

45 M"T-

55 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 60 70 80 90 100 1nO MK!!)
,, IL .-!-tV-_ _

150 RTT
0 20 40 0~ SO 100 Hr -- *

- 10 ~' i
20 0 4 6 8 20 40 60 8O0MK

25 50 75 100 qoc .... ... .
I--i_. i-_.-I. .- I.JI

Fig. 28. Wear of Parts of UAZ Engines under Various Test .tand
Te5t Conditions: a -- wear of cylinders; b -- wear
of upper rings, with respect to radial thickness;
c -- wear of upper rings, with respect to height;
d -- wear of upper piston grooves, with respect to
height; e -- wear of crankshaft journals; ... Condi-
tions No. 1; -/-/ Conditions No. 2; -x-x Conditions
No. 3; Conditions No. 4; -,,- Conditions No.
; - Conditions No. 6; --.- Conditions No. 7;

-//- (70-80)x103 km vehicle travel; --. 100,003 km
vehicle travel; f -- wear dynamics of cylinder under
Conditions No. 6.

Key: . = microns; k{ = hr; " = main journals;
= crankpins.

Macroprofilograms of the non-straightness and out-of-round of the shape of
the main crankshaft bearings which were taken before and after service, and also
those taken in test stand tests of engines under conditions imitating abrasive
wear confirmed that the character of the wear distributions over the journal
surfaces is identical, both for type UAZ-450 engines and for other engine
models tested subsequently.
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On the whole the tests of 4-cylinder flathead GAZ engines made it possible
to conclude that:

1. Accelerated test stand tests for corrosion wear can be used for rough
evaluation of the corrosion resistance of cylinders and piston rings of auto-
motive engines, using Conditions No. 4. The low absolute values of the wear
obtained by this method make it necessary to continue research aimed at finding
more effective means of imitating operational wear due to corrosion.

2. For evaluating abrasion resistance of basic parts and fitted assemblies
of the cylinder-piston group and the crankshaft-connecting rod mechanism of the
engine, 100-hr and 50-hr versions of Conditions No. 6 can be recommended. Con-
ditions No. 5 can also be used, but with the duration shortened to 50 hr. In
this case the resulting value and character of the wear, as seen from Fig. 29,
are completely comparable to those of Conditions No. 6 with a 100-hr test
program.

3. With the combined test conditions, No. 7, for combined forms of wear,
all the specific individual features of the test conditions for corrosion and
abrasive wear are lost. Accordingly, the functionality under which each of
these is expressed is destroyed and, consequently, it tecomes difficult to eval-
uate them quantitatively or qualitatively. Thus, Condi,.ons Nos. 5 and 6 are
recommended. Five to seven engines of each of the models GAZ-51, GAZ-21, and
GAZ-53 were tested under each of these sets of conditions. The results of
these tests are reported in Table 17, along with wear after lengthy service and
after testing according to the conditions of GOST 491 - 55, given for comparison.
From an analysis of the test results it was determined that the abrasive wear of
cylinders is comparable with wear after a vehicle service mileage, for UAZ-450,
of about 70 - 80x10 3 km, for GAZ-51 on the average 55 - 65x103 km, for "Volga'
automobiles 110 - 120x103 km, and for GAZ-53 from 80 - 100x103 km.

Since the tested engine models differ in a number of design and engineering

properties, it may be considered established that the recommended sets of test

conditions for evaluating abrasion resistance of the main parts of the cylinder-

piston group aid the crankshaft-connecting rod mechani'm can be applied to dif-
ferent models of automotive engines. From mathematicai treatment of the results

of test stand and road tests, proportionality coefficients were obtained between

road and test stand conditions, in hours and in kilometers, and the number of

engines was found which must be tested in order to obj ctively analyze the appli-
cability of a given measure aimed at increasing engine life. In particular, it

was found that for flathead GAZ engines reliable results can be obtained from
testing of five engines, and for overhead valve models with wet cylinder sleeves

S to 7 engines must be tested.

The number of engines needed to evaluate the effectiveness of measures with
the same precision under tes' stand tests is 2.7 to 3.2 times less for UAZ-450

and GAZ-69 models; 3.5 times less for GAZ-52, 2.0 to 4.5 times for GAZ-21, and

2.3 to 3.0 times for GAZ-53. The length of test stand tests to evaluate the

effectiveness of various measures is 21 to 26 times shorter than that needed for

evaluation under service conditions.

The average savings on a single engine model for accelerated test stand

testing as against service testing is 27-45x10 3 ribles, depending on the model.
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Thus, the method which was developed of accelerated test stand testing of engines
for abrasive wear and tear is much more practical in the solution of problemsof engine life, and is relatively simple and economical. At present the fi-
nishing touches are being applied in the direction of assuring stability in the
metered feeding of dust to the engine cylinders. For this purpose, new improved
automatically controlled dust dosing feeders were developed at the GAZ inconjunction with the Gorki Design and Engineering Institute.
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Fig 29. Average Wear of Parts of UAZ.-4SO Engines as Functions of Test Time
and Dustiness: a -- cylinder wear; b -- wear of piston rings,

. with respect to radial thickness; c -- wear of rings with respect
~to heighit; d -- wear of grooves; e -- wear of main journals

and crankpins;
100-hr program of Conditions No. 6 (of Table 0];

SO-hr program of Conditions No. 5; 1,2,3,4, [in Graphs b - el

, 1

- number of the ring;

Key: I = Zone of measurement of cylinder, mm; f = microns;
MA= ain journals; L = Crankpins.

It should be remarked that the recommended versio.'s of sets of test condi-
tions for engine life do not exhaust all possibilities in this direction. Thus,

they do not include methods of evaluating wear resistance of the parts of the
valve-camshaft mechanism, and especia 1 ly the heat resistance of pistons and
valves. The insufficient heat resistance of valve heads is a consequence of the
tendency to increase the power and speed of contc-,iporary automotive engenes, which
necessarily involves an increase of the compression ratio and the use of high

octane gasoline. The use of high-ethyl gasolines with up to 2.5% or more tetra-
ethyl lead content has a particular effect on burn-through of the valves, both

as a result of scale deposition, which lowers heat transfer, and as a consequence

I2
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of corrosion caused by lead compounds. A speciai method was developed in the
engine laboratory of the motor vehicle plant for evaluating the heat resistance
of valves and their resistance against burn-through. It is based on the use of
high-ethyl gasolines fox testing, variation of mixture richness over the entire
range up to a value of the coefficient of excess air, c( , of 0.5 - 0.6, and
operation of the engine under conditions of maximum power output. The condition
of the valves is judged from the size of the gap between the valve and the rocker
arm in a cold engine and from cylinder compression in a hot engine.

Decrease of the gap and compression loss Occur as a result of bending of
the valve head and lengthening of the valve stem. In tests of engines by this
method burn-through of the valve heads set in within 130 - 200 hrs of testing,

and the heat resistance of a given valve was judged according to this standard
limit for ordinary valves. The performance capability of Valve seats is evalu-
ated by this same method.

IApplication of Methods of Accelerated Test Stand Testing

eapplication of ods o s ccelerated tdestistn
The application of methods of accelerated test stand testing for abrasive

wear and tear of parts is based on the plotting of limiting wear diagrams, or
"wear fields" for each concrete automotive engine model. These "fields" take

into account the scatter and the character of the wear which arises in the pro-
cess of test stand testing. The effectiveness of a given measure is determined
by comparing the wear lines of parts of experimental engines with the maximum
wear of standard engines of the same model, plotting the experimental lines
according to the average results of measurement of parts of engines tested by
the accelerated method. "Wear fields" are given in Fig. 30 for cylinders of over
60 UAZ-450, GAZ-5I, GAZ-21, and GAZ-53 engines tested according to the 50-hr and
100-hr accelerated method of Conditions No. 6. The location of a wear line for
cylinders of experimental engines to the left of the crosshatched "wear field"
of the diagram indicates that the proposal for lowering wear which is being
tested is clearly effective. Displacement of this line towards the right side
of the crosshatched zone or beyond its limits is evidence that the given measure
is ineffective. Evaluation of the wear resistance of the remaining parts is
analogous.

In the process of testing engines by the 100-hr version of Conditions No. 6
or the 50-hr Conditions No. 5, certain indices change, including those of oil
burning, gas blow-by, and effective power, as a result of wear of the parts
friction surfaces. In Fig. 31 the data on the variation of torque and effective
power are given, with their scatter being represented by the crosshatched zone.

With the aim of testing the proposed method of accelerated test stand tests

by the 100-hr program of Conditions No. 6, UAZ-450 engines, the blocks of which

having been manufactured without dry Nirezist anticorrosion inserts, were tested

for abrasive wear and tear. As would be expected, the wear of the cylinders
without inserts was substantially higher than that of standard engines. However,

in tests of the engines for corrosion wear under Conditions No. 4 the wear of
the engines with inserts and without turned out to be practically the same. On

the basis of this it was concluded that the prevalent effect of Nirezist inserts
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Fig. 30. Limiting Wear Values of Parts of Standard Engines
Under Accelerated Testing:
a,b,c,d, -- limiting values of cylinder wear; 1 -

in 50-hr program of Conditions No. 6; 2 -- in 100-
hr program of Conditions No. 6; e -- wear of first
piston rings, with respect to radial thickness;
f,g,h,i -- same as in Fig 29; j -- wear of first
piston rings with respect to height; k -- wear of
first piston grgoves; X -UAZ-450; inm GAZ-51;
n -- S0 - 6Oxl0-1 kmn,
Bar I -- UAZ-450; Bar 2 --GAZ-5l; Bar 3 -- GAZ-21;
Bar 4 -- GAZ-S3;

---Service wear (UAZ-450, 70 - 80x10-' kin; GAZ-S!,
45S 5SX.103 kmn; GAZ-21 and GAZ-53, 50 -60xl0
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Fig. 31. change in Torque Mk (kgf-m) and Effective Power Ne (hp) after
100-hr Test Stand Testing:

according to plant Engineering Specifications ("TIP');

I I
-by accelerated method.

is on abrasive wear. With respect to anticorrosion properties of Nirezist,I
~it was assumed that Conditions No. 4 are inadequate.

The use of the method which was developei made it possible to evaluateIsuch measures as dense chroming of the piston rings in place of the existing
porous chroming; alterations of the phosphorus and copper content in the cast-
iron of the engine block; the use of tungsten and titanium alloy piston

:: : rings; the use of experimental cylinder sleeves made of tubular stock manufacturedby the method of continuous casting; c.parison of the wear resistance of cyl-
inders machined by abrasive and diamond bars; and the effect of final machining

of crankshaft journals on their wear respstance (Fig. 32). All of the measures
which were designed to increase life of the cylinder-piston group ere subjected

to a F0-hr test program according to Conditions No. 6. Dense chroming was
tested because of a number of advantages of this process over porous chroming
of piston rings. It excludes the possibility of chipping of chrome particles
-nd embedding of material into the surfaces of the fitted parts, it has a low

by he ethd o co theou coasting;i naaot o f Accowerrin ,stavngs of cl

coefficient of friction between the coating and its matching surface, and thei

technology of applying cthe earg sis n e mplx.. A llordnghy savigseo
30% are achieved in the chroming. Tests of S engine types confirmed that thee
wear of the experie:tal rings was twice as low as that of porous-chromeding
and cylinder wear was close to the minimum limit of wear of cylinders of UAZ-40

~engines.
3The effect of the content of phosphorus in the cast iron of the engine block

upon cylinder wear was tested with GAZ-51 engines. The lowering of the percent

phosphorus content had the aim of reducing flaws in the casting of engine blocks.
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Fig. 32. Evaluation of Techniques, Using the Ac-

celerated Test Stand Testing Method:

-- "wear fields"

a -- Cylinder wear in UAZ-450 engines;
1 -- in 50-hr program of Conditions No. 6;
2 -- in 100-hr program of Conditions No.
6; --- [sic] upper piston ring, with
dense chrome over knurling; -.- cast iron
block with 0.20% copper; ---- cylinders
without austenitic inserts;

b -- Cylinder wear in GAZ-51 engines, in
50-hr program. of Conditions No. 6; -x- cast
iron block with 0.25% phosphorus content;
-//- cast iron block with 0.12% phosphorus
content; ---- piston rings of titaiium and
tungsten alloys; --- cylinders machined
with abrasive bars;- -- engine following Z
major overhaul. M
c -- Cylinder wear in GAZ-51 engines, in
50-hr program of Conditions No. 5; ---- met-
alloceramic piston rings; -.- qngine fol-
lowing major overhaul.

d -- Cylinder wear in UAZ-450 engines, under
Conditions No. 4; ---- cylinder wear of
standard engine; - wear of cylinders
without austenitic inserts.
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It was shown in tests that lowering the percent of phosphorus in the cast
iron causes increased cylinder wear. Adding copper to the cast iron of the
cylinder block of UAZ-450 engines with the aim of decreasing flaws in the
castings also caused increased cylinder wear. In tests of lightweight piston
rings on 7 GAZ-51 engines it was found that rings made of tungsten and titanium
alloy have increased wear resistance and lower loss of elasticity. In the
absence of scoring, cylinder wear with the alloy rings is not higher than
wear with standard xigs, but the possibility of scoring of cylinders of GAZ-51
engines is higher with the alloy rings.

In addition, piston grooves paired with alloy rings wear more than
with stanard rings.

In studies of the comparative effect on cylinder wear of honing with abra-
sive bars and with synthetic diamond bars, under the latter method of machining
the cylinders were found to have substantially higher wear resistance. This
is seen from the fact that the wear curve of the cylinders machined with the
abrasive bars is located to the left of center of the "wear fields" , which itself
was plotted from wear data of cylinders honed with synthetic diamond bars. 8

Measures intended to increase the life of crankshafts were tested hv the 100-hr
test program of Conditions No. 6, on GAZ-51 engines. It was disr-ov_.'ed that the
method of final machining of the part affects its wear resirtan-e. By &-nging
t'.e method of final machining of the main crankshaft journals, t.,eir wear
resistance can be increased by from 7 - 62%. In this respect, microfinis-
treatment looks very promising for the removal of the defect layer which lorms
when they are polished.

A comparative evaluation was also made of the life times of engines which
had been overhauled at the vehicle overhaul plant which operates under the
auspices of the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant; the evaluation method proposed above
was used. It was noted earlier that the statistics indicate low life time of
engines after major overhaul: they last for 25 - 30x103 vehicle km. This
short engine life is explained by the weak technical basis of vehicle repair
enterprises, the low quality of the spare parts, the defi-cient degree of sophi-
tiscation of the overhaul processes, and the lack of a common and well-controlled
technology of major overhaul of automotive engines. Thus, as a result of in-
spection and micrometry ofcoverhauled GAZ-51 engines which had been sent to the
laboratory, numerous deviations of the geometrical parameters and assembly
standards from the specifications established for the manufacture of new engines
at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant were observed. In particular, the following
deviations were noted: displacement of cylinder a.'s relative to the pillow
blocks of the crankshaft by 0.36 mm in excess of the tolerance, coaxial non-
alignment of the main crankshaft pillow blocks up to 0.1 mm (with the tolerance
being 0.04 mm), curvature of the connecting rods up to 1.4 m in excess of the
tolerance, exceptionally tight-fitting pistons, etc. Tests of GAZ-51 engines
which had undergone major overhaul, using a 100-hr program under Conditions No. 6,
showed that as soon as SO hours of operation had passed on the test stand they
were unsuitable for further testing. Cylinder wear ir these engines exceeded

8[Translator's note: The author apparently has hi-- facts reversed here.]
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cylinder wear of new engines manufactured at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant by
2.5 times, and oil burning and gas blow-by was the same as in engines which
needed major overhauls. In addition, the wear of the main cramkshaft journals
and crankpins was unacceptably large. This was the result of large initial
macrodeformations, and cracks and lowered hardness in the surfacing layer applied
when the crankshafts were restored at the vehicle overhaul plant. From the
data of these tests measures were recommended to the vehicle repair plant col-
lective to provide increased engine life of engines after major overhaul. These
involved improvements in the technology of the overhaul and assembly of sub-
units: machining cylinders and control of their geometric parameters, proper
fitting of pistons, testing of macroscopic-scale errors in crankshaft journals,
etc. Following the adoption of these and other measure, engines which had Lmder-
gone major overhaul were tested under laboratory conditions at the Gorki Motor
Vehicle Plant under the 50-hr program of Conditions No. 5.

Thetests showed that adoption of the series of recommendations resulted in
a nearly twofold lowering of cylinder wear. A certain amount of increased wear
in the upper zone of cylinders in engines which had undergone overhaul in com-
parison with standard engines was attributable to the installation of tin-plated
upper compression piston rings in the major overhaul, whereas the rings installed
in new engines are coated with porous chrome. At present at the Central Research
Laboratory for Engines at the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant the effectiveness of a
number of new measures developed to increase product life is being evaluatedusing
the recommended method of accelerated engine testing. At the same time, equip-
ment is being built at the Laboratory for natural testing of cylinders, piston
rings, and other parts. These will enable preliminary evaluation of the expe-
diency of adopting new measures, in less time and with less expense than test
stand tests. In testing heat resistance of exhaust valves and seats conditions
of maximum loading are used, with engines using ethyl gasoline, as described
in the previous section. The criterion of heat resistance in these tests is the
length of the test of the engine in hours until burn-through of the parts in
question begins.

In recent years tests have been carried out on exhaust valves with aluminized
heads, valves made of various types of heat-resistant steel, valves with heads
surfaced with temperature-resistant alloys, filled with sodium, and others.

Currently evaluations are being conducted according to the method of this
section on the heat resistance of exhaust valves made of EP-303 nitrogen-con-
taining steel, and valves alloyed with silicon, niobium, and sulfur. Along with
this the performance capability of seats made of chrome cast iron is being
tested, with the aim of adopting a single alloy for the valve seats of GAZ and
ZMZ engines. The goal of the exploratory work in this direction is to find an
alloy which has good machinability and performs very well both in cast iron blocks
and in cylinder heads made of aluminum alloys.

Thus, the use of accelerated engine testing opens wide possibilities for
practical testing of the effectiveness of various measures for increasing engine
life.
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it rmist be assum-ed that further development of the methods of accelerated
testing wili substantially enlarge the arsenal of design and engineering -methods
of increasing the quality of the products leaving our plant, and in particular
automotive engines. The invention, analysis , and application of such methods
is one of the -oreblems which the LAN'P2I method can solve.
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Conclusions

In this book research in the area of increasing the life time of engines
fra the Gorki Motor Vehicle Plant and the Zavolzhsk Motor Plant is reported
on and the experience of introducing a number of recorendations which were
developed is dcscribed.

Many of these -measures can be used also in other otor vehicle enterprises
and machinery manufacturing plants, and some have even found recognition and are
being employed in other branches of industry. Still, the sources of means of
further increasing the sen-ice life of -achines, including engines, are far
from being exhausted, so-me of the possibilities have either not been discovered
or are insufficiently understood, and other recomndations have not been
applied wider production conditions. The above demonstrates the need to set
down the different situations in distinct and concrete for md to formulate
the sequence of problems in the area of increasing engine life. These current

situations and problems are presented below.
1. The imevenness of the quality of parts manufacture leads to substantial

variation of the performance and economic indices of engines and of the wear
resistance of subassezblies md fitted assemblies in them. The proper organiza-
tion of research efforts and the combined introduction of scientific and engineer-
ing as well as organizational measures contribute to increasing the stability of
the quality of parts and engines.

2. It is very practical to differentiate mechanical, molecular -ch.anical,
and corrosion-mechanical forms of wear and tear with regard to present-dw
machines, including autemotive engines.

a. The life ti-e of contemorary autootive engines is definitely too short.
This is particularly the case in vehicle service wider conditions of appreciable
dust in the air. The unacceptably low life of engines after major overhaul de-
serves paricalar attention. This state of affairs cn be corrected by putting
automotive overhaul plants under the assistance and pztrenage of large automotive
enterprises.

4 One of the most i.n.-tant research problems is the creation of new
ethods of evaluating wear, engine life, and the technological condition of

engines, as well as the i=rovement of existing rathods.
S. Despite -the large number of st.uies of operating conditions and wear

of pans which have been carried out, many points in this area a2re still in
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coatroversy, which n2kes the job of developing eans of increasing engine life
more difficult. In this regard it is desirable to continue research on heat
straining of engines and to devise theoretically based recot-endat: ns for in-
proving heat transfer in engines, as well as to intensify research on the de-
formation of parts and into generalizations of the character and dynanics of
parts wear.

6. Design. engineering, and operati6nal :-e2ns of increasini engine life
are Practically inexhaustible, but taking advantage of these possibilities is A
often linited by the inperfect state of the production processes and the tech-
nology of equipment and tools. Thus, at present, artificial "aging" of cylinder
blocks has not been adopted for a!* engine models, Invar inserts for lowering
piston defor-nation are not being used, the technology of hard chro-zing of
piston rings has not been developed, etc.

7. Methods of accelerated testing with the use of quartz dust, and a
method of evaluating the heat resistance of valves were designed, developed.
and tested for use in the practical evaluation of the effectiveness of other
-methods developed to increase engine life. The need should also be recognized
to develop -ethods of accelerated natural testing of parts and subassenblies,
to make the solution of problems connected with engine life still more workable-
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